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latte mights am the Cellar watching
MTV...rainwater flooding Karlen
Qmad...registration hassles...mawe conches and
mo eating am the SUB lommge.................
memories of the year past combine the glitter
amd sparkle of 1986-8? as we pash tlae little
flaws imto tie shadows. Tlae plain and bland are
lost.
Instead, we concentrate o:n ¥Md moments Ml
of color. Yellow. Green. Bine. Bed. Purple...
We bring this Tamanawas to Puget Sound
students as a remembrance of times shared and
endured alone.
Enjoy these VIVID IMPRESSIONS..............
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"The Legend of Tamanawas"
As the legend is fold* Indian youth who were
ready to enter manhood went into the
wilderness alone. After days of fasting,
solitude, praying and deprivation-!© the ones
who were most worthy* fearless* and
brave-appeared a spirit (usually in the form of
an animal), which bestowed upon the youth
powers of healing and wisdom. The
"Tamanawas" 'became their sptcml symbol and
link to the spirit world* and was there to
sustain them all of their lives.
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Chae Hoon Ha
We start young and grow
older as we learn. Everything
we see, from outside our win¬
dow to inside our mind im¬
presses upon us; patterns our
lives continually.
Our years progress, mo¬
ments of emotion blur into
memory. Days tumble into
months, into years. Nothing
stays the same; each change, a
challenge. We face our selves,
and others; At times lost, at
times with a curious confi¬
dence.
Yet for this instant we are
here sharing a space; compet¬
ing, collaborating, helping
each other through. The good
mixed with bad, creating a
whole. The sum of their parts
reality.
Photographs capture the re¬
ality — Fading pages are all
that remain of innocence; Im¬
ages of us at our best. We re¬
turn to the memories again, for
the visions of how we were,
and to remind us of how far
we’ve come.#
-Helen Dolmas
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Seeing an object from a
different angle
i wonder what the autumn
holds.
will tomorrow be the same as
yesterday?
Alone in my room on a
Saturday
i know that what i am trying
to do
won’t mean as much next
year as now.
But for the moment i
struggle with my books
and the grades are all that
makes me deal with a
reality that i would choose
not to have
Playing with the shadows
i am determined not to give
in
the best of what i’m doing is
yet to be.
Fighting against myself
i turn back to my studies
blocking out the noise of
nighttime.
Still , as the teddy bear
gleams down
i strive for a complacency i
don’t feel
and act nonchalant about the
coming winter.#
— Helen Dolmas
2 Brent Grisim
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Fall still lingers behind
reminding us of cold morning
when frost clung to the grass
and tasted of winter months.
Inside, cool evenings were
spent
drinking cider by a fire.
Mornings came quickly
with cold slowing fading away.
Outside, birds played in trees
and squirrels planned for
winter.
Leaves began to clutter the
ground
before winter came to sweep
them away.
We planned for our winter too.
Finals entered our minds,
briefly;
But the last days of sun
beckoned us outside once
more. %
— Sarah Blain
Brent Grisim
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Outside ourselves
Inside nature
we soak up a different
education.
Once we are out
from behind the books.
We can finally be
unadorned.
We learn from each
moment we breathe
and take the knowledge
wholeheartedly.•
— Helen Dolmas
Stepani Marsh
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Jill Vessely
We leave our
school
with memories of
what
used to be
And visions of
what
is to come.
For a moment,
sadness
at saying goodbye
then excitement
makes
us shiver as we
look
into our future.
6
Those friends who
remain
keep in touch
through
letters and rare
phone calls
that won’t be
forgotten.
Those are the
friends for life.
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We laugh at silly
times
Wondering if we
were
really in college
or
just in high
school;
Games only
children play.
The memories of
work
slowly fade away
And we are left
with
good times when
studying
was far from our
minds.
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Kathy Hedges
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These are
impressions
that remain in our
lives
Vivid impressions
Bold expressions
Lasting
reflections.
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Chae Hoon Ha
time to play
another game of chance
with another set of rules i
don’t have
time to learn.
with another set
of people
who don’t know me
half as much as i know
them.
time to give up
something i have loved
in order to gain from what
i have left behind
me.
when i think
back on today and
consider where i’ve been
i might take a minute
to say good-bye.
still, as the hours creep past
i am reminded of what could
happen and am sorry i didn’t
take the chance when i
had the time. £
— Helen Dolmas
—
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I challenge myself to face a
reality
no one else can see.
Inside I feel the turmoil of
confusion
What is the source of
disillusionment?
Is it someone who mixes my
life?
Or is it my own preconceive
notions?
Am I afraid of letting go and
being
alone?
Would it be too much
nothingness?
I recall a moment in my
imaginings
when 1 stood with someone
else,
and shared a sense of me
without a
facade.
Was it the last time I’d feel
free? •
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Alone on the water in the early
morning
with oars stroking the surface
unevenly
I reflect upon my unadornment
lonliness is an ally, to spite my
heart.
I cannot let this longing devour
me.
I’ ve been alone too much to
feel afraid.
Yet as the sun peeks over a
tree,
the solitude makes my soul
tighten.
Can the light make me feel
whole?
As it washes over me 1 cease
rowing
and contemplate the endless
water.
Where does emptiness become
full?
Too soon it will be time to
return
to people
where the illusion will be
magnified
until the call of the lake will
again
sound.
But for now I am safe in my
emotions. •
— Helen Dolmas
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For a moment we reflect
on days long forgotten,
when mornings were spent
sleeping through our classes
and days passed quickly.
Evenings came and books
were glanced at briefly
’til slight distractions
seemed more important
Interruptions were releases
from the tension of the day.
Music and voices were welcomed
as familiar relief,
until no more excuses were found.
Then all too soon,
the eyes would close
while books lay open,
untouched and unread.•
— Sarah Blain
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some days are
lighter than others,
save a joke to tell me.
i love my weekends
with you.
After hours, before
the night is
begun. There
is a time when
we are free
to enjoy each
other.
Together, for now.
Tomorrow we’ll
think about our
future. Apart
we laugh at
an inside
joke.
We tease each other
with unspoken words.
I laugh at your
stupid riddles; you
laugh with
me.
Friends are for the
moment unlimited in
our lives; And we cannot
imagine when we’ll have
to say
good-bye. #
— Helen Dolmas
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How can we be sure what we’ll remember?
Some of us have vivid impressions
of barbeques out on the lawn.
Others remember leaves on the pavement
Or spectacular views of the Sound.
Most of us have memories of people.
People we laughed with;
Friends who were there during all times.
These are the visions we have.
The moments we’ll never forget. #
— Sarah Blain
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Stephani Marsh
Vivid impressions remain of our year.
The good times together; hard work we
put in.
We strove for success in all kinds of
ways.
Sometimes our plans fell through,
Other times we achieved perfection.
Together we created a world, our world
In which we lived day and night.
Not always satisfied with the result,
we worked harder to gain approval.
By the end of our term, contentment.
Then it started all over again,
Success, defeat, success. Until once
more, the year had ended.#
— Helen Dolmas and
Sarah Blain
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- SENIORS
It was a year of
ekange for UPS. Tke
retmrn of tke Color
Post, the kiring of a
new Assistant Beam of
Stmdents, and Ike
lowering of tke water
table on tke lawns are
alterations of tke
University sinee tke fall
of 1983,
Amidst tkis, seniors
were preparing for tke
biggest ekange of tkeir
lives— leaving tke worldof aeademia and
entering tke dreaded
wreal world,4*
As tkey refleet baek
npon tke loeal and
national events of tke
past fonr years, tkey
ean reeall vivid
impressions of good
times and tke tkings
wkiek tkey migkt kave
done differently.
Pictured: Li® Roberts, Tim Wright,
St&4 y Wolf, ead Rurtb Reid, ell
gredoeting seaiors.
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Kim K. Adams
Politics & Government
Yakima, WA
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Katie Ahern
Natural Science
Scottsdale, AZ
Greta L. Anderson
Business Administration
Mercer Island, WA
Marc J. Anderson
Math/Computer Science
Dillon, MT
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Andrea Archer
Religion
Spokane, WA
Geoffrey S. Arnold
History
Scarsdale, NY
Amy L. Auer
Elementary Education
Denver, CO
Stephen G. Avanessian
Business/Marketing
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Jolene M. Bader
Spanish/ Int’ l. Affairs
Everett, WA
James B. Bailey
Business
Oysterville, WA
Joanne M. Barton
Psychology/ Elem. Education
Homer, AK
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Laura L. Bastin
Art
Puyallup, WA
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Esther W. Beatty
Political Theory
Bellevue, WA
Brian Berg
Economics
Vancouver, WA
\*Corinne E. BergmannBusiness Administration
Seattle, WA
Brian R. Bell
Communications
Mission Viejo, CA
Rosmarin Bergman
Occupational Therapy
Tacoma, WA
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Bret R. Berner
Art
Portland, OR
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Susan D. Bladholm
Communications & Theatre Arts
Portland, OR
Graciela D. Blanco
Occupational Therapy
Tacoma, WA
Grant B. Bland
Business Administration
Spokane, WA
Darlene Blanton
Comparative Sociology
Spokane, WA
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Connie Blumenthal
Business
Seattle, WA
Karrie J. Blumenthal
Business
Seattle, WA
Elizabeth L. Bond
Business Administration
Mercer Island, WA
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Carol Bradley
English-Creative Writing
Tacoma, WA
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Leslie A. Bradley
Occupational Therapy
Monroe, OR
Grace Brewer
Physical Therapy
Missoula, MT
Robin E. Brooks
Elem. Ed/Studio Art
Tacoma, WA
Michael A. Broyles
History/Economics
Stockton, CA
aMy education here has
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Ted A. Buck
Physics
Caldwell, ID
William C. Bull , Jr.
Communications
Redmond, WA
Eleanor G. Butler
Public Admin./ Int’l. Affairs
Kent, WA
Donna S. Calhoun
Music/Business
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Mark A. Casey
Economics
Bellevue, WA
Marsha K. Castelluccio
Computer Science/Economics
Renton, WA
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Cathy Chan
Chemistry
Salt Lake City, UT
Thomas Yun Phin Chin
Economics
Tawau, Sabah, Malaysia
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Linnell L. H. Chun
Psychology
Kaneohe, HI
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Jennifer E. Cleghorn
Education
Maui, HI
Susan M. Closson-Stephen
Physical Therapy
Tacoma , WA
Dwight M. Cochran III
Economics
Stanford , CA
been top notch.” -Ted Buck
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Rebecca L. Conger
Economics
Bellevue, WA
Steven M. Corless
Politics & Government
Fox Island, WA
Lori A. Cousineau
Business Administration
Graham, WA
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Christie Curry
Education
LaConner, WA
Tracy M. Daugherty
Computer Science/Business
Bremerton, WA
Charlene Deal
Occupational Therapy
Rainier, OR
Marguerite (Mimi) Dega
Education
Boise, ID
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Kathleen De Gutes
English Writing
Novato, CA
Patricia Delgadillo
International Affairs
Tacoma, WA
Rocio Delgadillo
Elementary Education
Tacoma, WA
A. Jacqueline Devish
Business
Tacoma, WA
“ I chose GPS specifically because other schools
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Susan Dew
Elementary Education
Ashland, OR
K. Jane Dierck
Education
Vaughn, WA
Lisa DiLoreto
Computer Science/ Math
Tacoma , WA
Jonathan B. Dong
Economics
Seattle, WA
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Debra Doran
Accounting
Poulsbo, WA
Susan E. Ohms Doten
Physical Therapy
Tacoma , WA
Krista M. Downing
Psychology
Colorado Springs, CO
Angela Jo Eagan
Business & Public Admin.
Madras, OR
Katie Eason
Business
Mercer Island, WA
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Marcia E. Eason
Business Administration
Mercer Island, WA
Gregory J. Eddie
Computer Science/Business
Grandview, WA
Stephen R. Edwards II
Computer Science/Math
Onalaska, WA
had trouble receiving my transcripts.’’-Michael J. iNevin
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Michelle Egan
Computer Science/Math &
Mathematics
Gladstone, OR
Steve Emery
Economics
Buckley, WA
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Susan L. Farnand
Psychology
Wayzata, MN
Karen E. Fein
Business/Economics
Tacoma, WA
&
Tammy L. Enomoto
Occupational Therapy
Wahiawa, HI
Sarah A. Ewing
Business/Economics
Gresham, OR
Timothy A. Foster
Computer Science Info Systems
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Maribeth Evezich
Art History/Psychology
Bellevue, WA
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Kevin A. Fahsholtz
Business
Bellevue, WA
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Janis C. Fox
Economics/Business
Boise, ID
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Mark Frederick
Int’l. Affairs, European History
Springfield, MA
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VM k* VJames K. Fredericks
Economics
Walla Walla, WA
Michael Frederickson
Computer Science/Business
Toppenish, WA
Kathy A. Friesen
Spanish/lnt’l. Affairs
Bellevue, WA
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Deborah E. Funes
Business Administration
Bellevue, WA
Melissa Gaillard
Physical Therapy
Bellevue, WA
J.J. Galster
Biology
Seattle, WA
Eilene L. Gehrke
Religion
Soldotna, AK
*
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Raphaelle Gennette
Occupational Therapy
Kelso, WA
Kristin R. Gogerty
English Literature
Friday Harbor, WA
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David J. Goldfarb
Physics/Mathematics
Seattle, WA
Deborah Gonzalez
Education
Anchorage, AK
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Troy P. Gordon
English Literature/Religion
Puyallup, WA
Gregory Grahn
English
Yakima, WA
Norman B. Grant
Communications
Anchorage, AK
III Kurt G. Graupensperger
Music-Voice Performance
Tukwila, WA
£
Tina Greenwood
Business
Auburn, WA
W \ . v
Yvonne Grimes
History
Tacoma. WA
Grant A. Haddaway
Communications & Theatre Arts
Tacoma, WA
k
Mark D. Hadley
Computer Science/Math
Olympia, WA
*Carolyn J. HailerPhysical TherapyKailua, HI Karen M. HalbergEnglishPort Angeles, WA David L. HaleComputer Science/BusinessFederal Way, WA Stephen R. HallPhysicsPort Orchard, WA 5
Katie DeGutes-“ All 1 want is a job
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Suzanne M. Hall
Business
Redmond, WA
Shari Hanigsberg Selma J. Hanna
Occupational Therapy English Writing
Tempe, AZ Olympia, WA
Katherine Hansen
Business & Public Admin.
Portland, OR
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Cynthia Harris
Occupational Therapy
Kelso, WA
William F. Hawthorne
Physical Therapy
Kent, WA
Rebecca J. Hedley
Business/Economics
Prosser , WA
Mitzi L. Heintz
Business Administration
Prosser, WA
>
Brian L. Henshaw
Business
Bellingham, WA
William R. Herndon
Economics
Aspen, CO
Dagmar Hienzsch-Evers
Physical Therapy
North Bend, WA
Mary K. Hill
Biology
Tacoma , WA
where I can wear tennis shoes.”«
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Hayden A. Hilscher
Communications
Beaverton, OR
Andrew Hinck
Chemistry
Shelton, WA
Warren O. Holcomb
Natural Science/Business
Bellevue, WA
k
Mark L. Holden
Politics & Government/ Business
Administration
Wayzata , MN
V
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Anne K.M. Holum
Business Admin./Psychology
Seattle, WA
Robert J. Honan
Politics & Government
Tacoma, WA
Sarah Hong
Business Administration
Kirkland, WA
Heidi S. Hoppes
Business & Public Admin.
Kent, WA
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Richard A. Hoting
Computer Science/Business
Long Beach, CA
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Annette S. Humbard
Asian Studies
Vancouver, WA
Susan M. Iguchi
Elementary Education
Pearl City, HI
David D. Inglis
Art
Los Altos, CA
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Janelle L. Jacques
Physical Therapy
Selah , WA
Darawan Johnson
English Literature
McLean, WA
4|v
James Johnson
Biology
Sunnyside, WA
Marion C. Johnson
Math/Education
Fairbanks, AK
Pamela Y. Johnson
Biology
Bellevue, WA
V
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Alison R. Jones
Business/Computer Science
Honolulu, HI
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Peter M. Jones
English Writing
Kirkland , WA
Valerie L. Jordan
Occupational Therapy
Windsor, CA
Christopher M. Jorgensen
History-Teaching Cert.
Federal Way, WA
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KALLAND
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Keith D. KaUand
Spanish
Montesano, WA
Susan K . Keller
Art
Tacoma , WA
Nanette King
Biology
Woodinville, WA
1
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Rebecca L. Kauffman
Redmond, WA
N
Thomas L. Keller
Computer Science/ Math
Milwaukie, OR
£
M. Diane Burkhart Kiss
Elementary Education
Tacoma, WA
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Cynthia M. Kavanagh
International Affairs
Livermore, WA
Yumi Kawaji
Comparative Sociology/ Religion/
Asian Studies
Pearl City, HI
William P. Kelly
Accounting
Lakebay, WA
Kristin E. Kernutt
Business/ Economics
Eugene, OR
r
Lisa A. Klein
Economics/ Business
Gig Harbor , WA
Robyn A. Klein
Politics & Government/
Psychology
Kent , WA
aI like Domino’s pizza.* *
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Karen E. Klem
Business-Marketing
Redmond, WA
John F. Kruger, Jr.
Business Admin./Economics
Bellevue, WA
Robin M. Lacey
Biology
Suffern, NY
Louis Laflin
English Writing
Phoenix, AZ
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Kevin P. Larkin
Biology
Beaverton, OR
Rebecca Larson
English Writing
Tacoma, WA
Dawn A. Lawrence
Business Administration
Redmond, WA
Nelda E. Leake
English-Literature
Seattle, WA
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I
Marie A. Leckrone
Biology
Vancouver , WA
Kathryn S. Lee
Physical Therapy
Honolulu, HI
Christine A. Licht
Business Administration
Villa Park, CA
Virginia A. Liley
English Literature
Modesto, CA
-ASCIPS President Steve Emery
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Caryn D. Line
Business-Management
Federal Way, WA
Sharon Lloyd
Comparative Sociology
Gladstone, OR
Tracy A. Lloyd
Communications
Palos Verdes, CA
Lorene S. Frey
Portland, OR
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Ronald E. Lorentsen
Business
Raymond, WA
Linda A. Lusby
English Literature
Mercer Island, WA
Ellen Y. Maccarrone
Elementary Education
Cheektowaga, NY
Elizabeth E. Mack
Biology
Seattle, WA
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.v .4*i* 3LDina S. Macs
Asian Studies/English
Aberdeen, WA
Kelly Magee
Biology
Connell, WA
Laurie Martens Timothy G. Martin
Int’l. Affairs/French International Business
Kingston, WA Elma, WA
“ GPS-half the fun
34
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Frank P. Marzano
Business Administration
Tacoma, WA
Blair W. Masenhimer
Economics/Business Admin.
Roseburg, OR
Sarah B. Mason
Education
Des Moines, 1A
»
Thomas M. Masterson
Business-Marketing
Chicago, IL
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Dan H. Mathewson
Computer Science/Business/
Psychology
Enumclaw, WA
Suzanne Matthews
PE-Corporate Fitness
Vancouver, BC
Frederick Mau
Politics & Government
Tacoma, WA
Marc Maurer
Computer Science/Business
Sunnyvale, CA
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Michael T. McDonald
English Literature
Salem, OR
Lisa M. McGee
Business Admin./Finance
Longview, WA
Catherine A. McKay
Communications
Medina, WA
Kristin McKenne
Education/Psychology
Honolulu, HI
at twice the price.” -Mark J. Miller
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Judith A. McLean
Economics
Santa Cruz, CA
Bev McClure
Occupational Therapy
Lakewood, WA
Michael K. Merrill
Economics
Idaho Falls, ID
*
Cathy A. Meyer
Occupational Therapy
Salem, OR
N
Elaine Miller
Occupational Therapy
Wenatchee, WA
Mark J. Miller
Business
Golden Valley, MN
Kevin R. Millison
Accounting
Seattle, WA
7
*
Melanie Mills
Art
Oak Harbor, WA
nr
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Garrett P. Mock
Economics/Business
Bellevue, WA
Janea A. Moksness
Psychology
Longview, WA
Mogambal Moodley
Accounting
Durban, South Africa
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Steven Mooers
Business & Public Admin.
Tacoma, WA
Mueller
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Marsha V. Moore
Accounting
Tacoma, WA
Anthony L. Moran
Biology
Vancouver, WA
Joseph C. Moreau
Mathematics
Kent, WA
Brian S. Morelan
Politics & Government
Tacoma, WA
1
i
he seniors had some last thoughts to impart to incoming
1 freshmen. Here are those thoughts for everyone to enjoy.
If something captures your interest pursue it without hesita¬
tion, realizing that much is gained from trying new things.
Have a good time. Don’t forget the books but don’t be ruled
by them either.
Don’t let faculty scare you; get to know them. Some of them
are wonderfully friendly and helpful human beings.
) Keep an open mind and be willing to change, to try new
1 things, to develop your unique individuality without losing
t those principles that define your identity,
j Take your studies seriously. Always look for the connections
S between your classes,
s Drink heavily and don’t stress.
Decide what goals you want - not necessarily what others
i say you should want- and then achieve your goals.£ Budget your time - and get involved.
£ The first year is the hardest, the last is the easiest. And by
l then you’ll be old enough to drink - legally.
f There is more to college than classes.
3 Talk with your professors, get to know them on a one-to-one
3 basis. They are really quite knowledgeable and helpful.
3 The final rewards of this college experience are up to you.
j You make it as fun, challenging, exciting, and positive as you
5 want. The effort comes from you. #
l
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Parcae L. Morford
English Literature
Anne C. Morgan
English Writing
Mercer Island, WA
*xsr:-. Krr. t
Darek Mose
Business
Lake Stevens, WA
Wendy G. Mueller
Business Administration
Bremerton, WA
MCILLAN
Theresa A. Mullan
Biology
Centralia, WA
Marlene M. Muller
Occupational Therapy
Hilo, HI
P
Judith Munoz
Politics & Government
Tacoma, WA
*
Kendra J. Murray
Business
Sheffield , MA
Dave Muttillo
Politics & Government / History
Port Orchard, WA
#
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Teresa Myoraku
Mathematics
Redmond, WA
Mark Nelson
English Lit./Psychology
Mercer Island, WA
Patricia A. Nesheim
Music Education
Tacoma, WA
1•1A % i
Roxane L. Neslund
Politics & Government
Tacoma, WA
Eric S. Neville
Economics
Elgin, IL
Mark A. Nickolas
English Literature
Bellevue, WA
Belle M. Nishioka
Inti. Affairs/Foreign Lang.
Seattle, WA
“ Life doesn’t come
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Ian A. Northrip
Politics & Government
Juneau, AK
Diana L. Norton
Inti. Affairs/Asian Studies
Vashon, WA
Kelly Olmstead
Business/Economics
Mercer Island, WA
Marc A. Olson
Physics
Yelm, WA
K sn>
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Tracey D. Orr
Business Administration
Bellevue, WA
Sarabeth Osmundson
French
Puyallup, WA
Molly Ostlund
Occupational Therapy
Anacordes, WA
Kathleen A.L. Ota
Physical Therapy
Kailua , HI
m
:
Brett R. Parker
Philosophy
Varanasi, India
Brett A. Parmacek
Politics & Government
Atherton, CA
Alicia F. Paulson
Biology
St. Peter, MN
Valorie Paulson
with a syllabus.’’-Mary Simpson
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Lisa A. Pausheck
Communications
Kent, WA
Kent D. Pearson
English Writing
Everett, WA
Terri Peterson
Special Education
Tacoma, WA
Kersti M. Pettit
Occupational Therapy
Corvallis, OR
r
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Ray E. Phinney Jr.
Psychology
Othello, WA
Aiessandra R. Pompei
Business Administration
London, England
Dan R. Porter
Math/Computer Science
Elma, WA
Tracy Powell
English Literature
Bremerton, WA
*\
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Brett Prodzinski
Politics C Government
Seattle, WA
Mary E. Quinlan
Psychology
Tacoma, WA
Julie Radke
Accounting/Business
Salem, OR
Sandra L. Rayfield
“ Reality follows where idealism leads.”
RORABECK
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R. Andrew Reed
Music/Economics
Portland, OR
Ruth A. Reid
Biology
Juneau, AK
Paul Reilly
Psychology
Salem , OR
Virginia M. Ring
Religion
Duluth, MN
S
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Donald E. Ripley
Business Administration
Walla Walla, WA
Kelly Ritz
Politics & Gov./Literature
Lake Oswego, OR
Donna L. Robbins
Accounting
Salt Lake City, (JT
Elizabeth A. Roberts
Economics
Bremerton, WA
3U
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Michelle A. Roberts
Business Administration
Vancouver, WA
Timothy W. Roberts
Economics/ Politics & Govt.
West Linn, OR
Clifford R.W. Robinson
Business Admin./ Music
Chilliwack, B.C.
Christine Rorabeck
English-Writing
Portland , OR
The Color Post
ROSSMAN
tp
2
Beth Rossman
Economics
Grand Rapids, MN
/
:
Letitia P. Russell
Psychology
Mercer Island, WA
1 V
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Robin Marie Sadowski
Elementary Education
Turlock, CA
Jon D. Sager
Math/Computer Science
Goldendale, WA
More Advice To
Freshmen . . .
Go on study abroad programs and experience the real world
(outside the GPS cocoon).
Don’ t let the stress level get you down; take time out for
yourself and get involved.
Don’t major in OT/ PT if you want a social life.
Do what you enjoy, not what your parents want , nor what
promises the most money. Be yourself .
Don’t get too much sleep and get to know a new person
every week.
Get to know Tacoma: Frisko Freeze, Fox Island, arts, etc.
Try to learn early to organize time well so you don’t get too
weighed down by stress.
Never take yourself too seriously. Relax and enjoy the next
four years by studying as hard as you party.
And, as always
Enjoy What You Do!!!
C*%r
Mark Sampson
Psychology
Federal Way, WA
Vicki M. Sands
Biology
Eugene, OR
Julie A. Saupe
Economics/Business
Fairbanks, AK
Stephen R. Schembs
Psychology
Mercer Island, WA
SILVRANTS
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Virginia L. Schmidt
Business Administration
Portland, OR
Camille J. Schwartz
Economics
Tacoma , WA
Ronald L. Schwartz
Music Education
Beaverton, OR
Steven D. Schwartz
Politics & Govt./Economics
San Diego, CA
r
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Stephanie E. Sebastian
Public Administration
Bellevue, WA
Beth A. Shelly
Phys. Ed. Teaching/Sports
Medicine
Bremerton , WA
Steven J. Shelver
Biology
Seattle, WA
Susan E. Sherman
Asian Studies
Bellevue, WA
1 / f
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Laura L. Shinn
Occupational Therapy
Yakima, WA
Diana L. Shoemaker
Accounting
Milton, WA
Jennifer Siegle
Psychology
Olympia, WA
Rhonda Silvrants
Occupational Therapy
Spokane, WA
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Judith M. Simonsen
Physical Therapy
Payette, ID
Mary Simpson
English Literature
Portland, OR
Candy K. Skalisky
Accounting/Business
Wenatchee, WA
Tim Slusher
Business-Marketing
Eugene, OR
V
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Leslie K. Smalling
Elementary Education
Qig Harbor, WA
Alexander L. Smith
Politics & Government
Rockville, MD
Karin Smith
Elementary Education
Port Orchard, WA
David S. Snook
jr!i N
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Erick Soderstrom
Business-Marketing
Seattle, WA
Karl Sorensen
Music Education
Tacoma, WA
Jennifer Stack
Occupational Therapy
Bellevue, WA
Mary Ann Staff
Politics & Government
Kent, WA
“ It’s not really a technique,
w
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Dolores L. Stave
Biology
Tacoma , WA
Rachelle M.C. Sunada
Occupational Therapy
Honolulu , HI
Jenny A. Teuber
Physical Therapy
Long Beach, CA
Trudy Steidl
Biology
Idaho Falls, ID
Susie J. Stephens
Japanese/ lntl. Affairs/ Asian
Studies
Spokane, WA
Karen L. Sweepe
Occupational Therapy
Bellevue, WA
Ruth M. Tangen
Accounting
Federal Way, WA
Holly Thiel
Politics & Government
Anchorage, AK
Laura L. Thomas
Music
Cheyenne, WY
THOMSIK
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Scott Stevens
Politics & Government
Olympia, WA
ric'
Cynthia Tessin
Comp. Science/Business
Renton, WA
-T
V
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Sonya Y. Thomsik
Inti. Affairs/Spanish
Tacoma, WA
PROCRASTINATION is a way of life.9 9
THARP
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John M.Tharp
English Literature
Renton, WA
John J. Tobin
Accounting
Cathlamet, WA
Sandy K. Treick
Education
Auburn , WA
Charles S. Turner
Business/Computer Science
Tigard, OR
r -*
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John M. Tuttle
English
Walla Walla, WA
G. Lonnie Tweet
Business Administration
Seattle, WA
Shawn P. Gltican
Biology
Port Orchard, WA
Gary (Jyeda
Physical Therapy
Kaneohe, HI
H
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Kristina van Niel
Occupational Therapy
Mountlake Terrace, WA
Heidi S. Van Well
Accounting
Wenatchee, WA
R. Dexter Van Zile
Politics & Government
Westwood, MA
Ann-Marie K. Viktorson
English Writing
Redmond, WA
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Heidi Holzhauer
Robert J. Vogland
Business
La Conner, WA
Kelly Vomacka
Computer Science/Math
Santa Barbara, CA
C26 If N
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Robert A. Walczak
Business Administration
Aberdeen, WA
Karmel Wallgren
Vocal Performance
Oak Harbor , WA
Heidi Wallin
Occupational Therapy
Pleasant View, CJT
James D. Walters Jr.
Business Administration
Auburn, WA
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Stephanie L. Walton
Communications
Torrance, CA
Deborah M. Ward
Psychology/Education
Gig Harbor, WA
Carrie Watanabe
Occupational Therapy
Pearl City, HI
Rae Watanabe
Foreign Lang./ Inti. Affairs
Kailua , HI
47
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Cheryl E. Watson
Elementary Education
Gig Harbor, WA
Rick Watson
Economics
Olympia, WA
Gretchen L. Weber
Communications
Orinda, WA
O. Douglas Weeks
Computer Science/Business
Enumclaw, WA
f *<
Stephanie D. West
English Literature
Palos Verdes, CA
John C. Wheeler
Accounting
Eugene, OR
Marc W. Whitaker
Wilsonville, OR
Waymon W. Whiting HI
Computer Science/Business
Bellevue, WA
) I m
Mike Williamson
Mathematics
Nampa, ID
Susan L. Wilson
Economics/Business
Administration
Carmel, CA
k
s
Danielle M. Winkless
Occupational Therapy
Albuquerque, NM
3B j¥
Thomas A. Winter HI
History
Boulder, CO
My most vivid impression of GPS??
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Deanne M. Woita
English Literature
Tigard, OR
Brady L. Wolf
Computer Science/Business
Eugene, OR
Derek P. Wood
Computer Science/ Business
Tacoma, WA
Heather E. Wood
Communications
Mount Vernon , WA
:
%
David A. Woosley
Business Admin./ Marketing
Bellevue, WA
Robb D. Wright
Occupational Therapy
Sandpoint, ID
Tim Wright
Economics
Long Beach, WA
Molly A. Wunderly
Accounting
Lake Oswego, OR
Melissa Yates
Business Administration
Everett , WA
Tracy Yen Dari Zegzula
Chemistry
Federal Way, WA
Susan E. Carson
Business
tiBrick buildings and bow ties.9 9
CALDWELL
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Rhonda Caldwell Karen K. Comprelli
Moraga, CA
*
Maribeth Conway
French/ lntl. Affairs
Anchorage, AK
Patrick D. Doherty
jsk,
Tim Foster
Business
Tacoma, WA
Lorene S. Frey
Elementary Education
Portland, OR
Of course we know what’s going on in the
world today. We're seniors. We’re supposed to
know all that stuff . And when we graduate, we’ll
keep knowing all that stuff , because that’s what
real life’s supposed to be like. Right?
So when twenty years have gone by, we' ll be
as up-to-date on world, national, local events as
we are today. We’ll be on top of new develop¬
ments in technology, in business, in communica ¬
tion, in fashion, in health.
Maybe we’ll be tooling around the country in
nuclear-powered automobiles, made more feasi¬
ble by newfound ways of storing nuclear waste.
When twenty years have passed since we
picked up our sheepskins, we’ll be commenting
on the successes and failures of the most recent
woman president. If all goes well, we’ ll analyze
- the job she’s done without caring what sex she
is. If not, her future terms and those of her
successors will make us realize how irrelevant
gender is to the job anyway.
At our tenth reunion we’ ll trade anecdotes
from our years here and remark on how nice it is
that they’ve finally figured out who was to blame
in the Iran-Contra affair.
Hopefully by this time we will have created a
permanent space station that is fully self -suffi ¬
cient. The major benefit to be gained from the
creation of such a station is that we learned how
to live in a closed environment which was our
main difficulty towards the end of the twentieth
century.
Of course, with AIDS and most forms of can¬
cer finally curable, the common cold will be our
most-feared ailment. Stay tuned.
50
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William R. Herring Paul E. Hospenthal
Physical Therapy
Fife, WA
Doug Porter
Psychology
Vancouver, WA
vm> .
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Reflections
l_4 our years of national news have * Space shuttle Challenger’s tragic ex¬ * Earthquake in Mexico and Columbian
1. come and gone in the time that the plosion volcano
faces on these pages were finishing their * Reagan’s overwhelming reelection Shooting down of KAL 007 over Rus
¬
educations. Four years of cultural and later health problems sian territory
change, personal triumph and tragedy * Death of high school climbers on Mt. * Tylenoi scare
Hood * Falkland islands conflict
* Intensified interest in and protest * Vietnam memorial
Seniors will never forget: against the South African system of * Resumption of mandatory draft
* Boom o bust of the Rajneesh culture apartheid * Deaths of Princess Grace, Henry
* Chernobyl incident * Assassination of Indira Gandhi Fonda, Leonid Brezhnev, Ingrid Berg
¬
* Union Carbide disaster in India * AIDS epidemic man.
* American bombing of Libya * Marcos-Aquinc power struggle in the
* Contra aid and the accompanying con¬ Philippines
troversy * Death of 237 Marines in Beirut bomb¬
* U.S. invasion of Grenada ings
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Brian Meyers
| I utside the classroom a real world revolved around the people on these pages.
Movies, songs, clothes, sayings all came and went. These trends subtly affected
every aspect of their lives. Remember these???
Hill Street Blues . . . the end of MASH . . . MTV . . . Cheers . . . Moonlighting . . .
Family Ties . . . Cosby Show . . . Miami Vice . . . Transformers . . . ET . . . Star Trek II
. . . An Officer and a Gentleman . . . Diner . . . Gone With the Wihd . . . Purple Rain . . .
Footloose . . . Tootsie . . . Gandhi . . . Rambo . . . Beverly Hills Cop . . . Top Gun . . .
Karate Kid . . . Out of Africa . . . The Color Purple . . . Michael Jackson . . . Bruce
Springsteen . . . Prince . . . Whitney Houston . . . Madonna . . . Chicago . . . CJ2 . . .
Beastie Boys . . . Billy Joel . . . Phil Collins . . . Hands Across America . . . Live Aid . . .
Band Aid . . . Luke and Laura returning to General Hospital . . . Roman dying and coming
back to life (Days of Our Lives) . . . stretch pants . . . paisley . . . jams . . . flowered
clothes . . . Swatch . . . Coca-Cola clothes . . . dog collars . . . mauve . . . mint green . . .
purple . . . Nikes . . . Reeboks . . . Generra . . . Forenza . . . Outback red . . . cotton/
ramie . . . mini-skirts . . . oversized clothes . . . Esprit . . . androgyny . . . lace /..
petticoats . . Obsession . . . Giorgio . . . Poison . . . Drakkar Noir . . . Ecstasy . . .
cocaine . . . designer drugs . . . crack . . . Trivial Pursuit . . . Scruples . . . Pictionary . . .
Atari . . . Macintosh . . . Apple . . . VCRs . . NutraSweet . . . Oreo ice cream . . . frozen
yogurt . . . New York Seltzers . . . tofu . . . alfalfa sprouts . . . sqshi . . . Creole . . . Dove
bars . . . Mrs. Field’s cookies . . . chicken nuggets . . . microwave foods . . . bagels . . .
Top Ramen . . . kosher pickles . . . Blizzards . . . amaretto . . . peach schnapps . . .
Bailey’s . . . Kamikazes . . . come shots . . . tequila slingeirs . . . Bartles and Jaymes . . .
California coolers . . . boiler makers . . . espresso . . . Thunderbird . . . Everclear . . . hot
tubs . . compact discs . . . aerobics . . . Where's the beef? . . . Herb . . . Coke ls»lt . . .
The New Generation . . . Never had it, never will . . . When E.F. Hutton talks . . . Heard it
through the grapevine . . . Classic Coke . . . Cathy . . . Bloom County . . . Sally Forth
. . . Far Side . . . Doonesbury . . . The Day After . . . Levi's 501s . . . Halston . . . Hard
Rock Cafe . . . generic . . . diet books . . . Chippendale's . . . Looking Good-Men of CISC
. . . cordless phones . . . cellular phones . . . slam dancing . . . dancing by yourself . . .
"Dude” . . . “ What’s shakin?” . . . “ Tubular" . . "I mashed last night” . . . "Radical ’ ’
. . . “ Pull your head out” . . . “ I'm all over it ” . . . “ Otay Buckwheat” . . . “ Special" . . .
“ Awesome” . . . “ Take a chill pill” . . . “ Bag your face” . . . “ I’ ll put it plain and straight"
. . . “ Basically” . . . “ How ya doin’?” . . . “ What 's goin on? . . . “ Ciao baby” , . . "Grab a
clue” “ Catch the wave.” . . . “ clueless” . . . “ hyper” . . . “ maxed out” . . . “ jerkin
around” . . . “ relax” . . . “ Take a walk on the wild side." . . . “ Adidos muchachos" . . .
"Hold that thought” . . . Lacrosse . . . frisbee . . . wrestling . . . shrooms . . . Domino’s
. . . “ Get a lease on life.” „. . “ Mikey-Life cereal . . . colored contact lenses . . . extended
wear lenses . . . safe sex . . . Grace Jones . . . Honda scooters . . . Chicago Bears . . .
Yuppies . . . “ ET phone home” . . . phone recorders . . . 976 numbers . . . Reese’s Pieces
. . . how to . . . Joan Rivers . . David Letterman . . . Lip Sync . . . calcium . . .
reincarnation . . . “ reality” . . . Billy Crystal . . . Howard Jones . . . Vietnam revisited . . .
“ Catch you later.” . . . sensitive men . . . water colors . . . Miami . . . granola . . . Bill the
cat . . . Cabbage Patch dolls . . . Smurfs . . . Christie Brinkley . . . Go-bots . . . Gotta
Getta Gund . . . "cool” . . . “ Life’s a bitch.” . . . “ sweet” . . . “ Tastes great - less filling.”
. . . “ Hit me with your best shot.” . . . “ Only the good die young” . . . Bacardi party . . .
“ Hold that thought” . . . “ smooth move” . . . toga parties . . . Fresh Aire . . . MADD . . .
SADD . . . “ Bad vibes” . . . “ Reject", . . . I Love . . . smiley faces . . . mink . . .
purple hair . . . mohawks . . safety pins . . . O rings . . . acrylic nails . . . raquetbaii . . .
Advil! . . . Jolt . . . spodis . . . No-Doz . . . "wanna buy a duck” . . . quarters . . . Andi . . .
Isuzu . . : Hyundai . . . burgandy . . . turkey and seven . . . Space Invaders . . . Ms.
Pacman . . . Ghostbusters . . . Gremlins . . . Nightmare on Elm Street . . . “ polluted” . . .
zombies . . . air guitar . . . Andy Warhol . . . peach . . . triple pierced ears . . . Oingo
Boingo . . . single parents . . . mesquite . . . Raybans . . . Vaurnets . . . “ I don’t rightly
know” . . . A-Team . . . rap . . . rugbys . . . “ party animal” . . . Boynton . . . L. L. Bean
Land’s End . . . “ V” . . . “ way cool” . . . "ab fab" . . . “ That’s copacetic” . . .
Stephen King . .. Danielle Steele . . . One Night in Bangkok . . . Romancing tine Stone
. . Harold Robbins . . . Jean Auel . . . Lee lacocca . . Sidney Sheldon . . . addictions
. . . “ orgasmic" . . . “ too confused ” . . . pig mania . . . "delirious” . . . Bon Jovi . . .
David Lee Roth . . . fuzzy navels . . . Blue Hawaiis . . . Cookie Magic . . . potato skins
. . egg rolls . . . polos . . . fatigues . . . khakis,. . . “ Make my day” . . . “ How does
Puget Sound?”
HOW COULD WE FORGET???!!!
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Class comes
all Seniors...
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LIFE AS A UPS STUDENT
What is it like at UPS, yon
ask?
It is feeing a senior and
graduating.
It is feeing an underclassmen
and taking core classes.
Wfeat is UPS life like?
It is studying late at nigfet and
missing a meal.
It is taking essay tests and
getting good grades.
How do we students enjoy
©nrselves , yon ask?
We go tferongfe Passages <&
Prelndes and experience dorm
life.
We make new friends and talk
with roommates until five in
tfee morning.
We worry afeont classes and
grades and getting some
lanndry washed.
We play in tfee fountains and
party on tfee weekends.
We efeeer at homecoming and
dance at tfee dock.
We cfeat witfe ©nr professors
and learn from ©nr friends.
We grow stronger and feel
confident that tfee world is not
all that fead.
We stndy and learn, we relax
and enjoy, we listen and cry,
we smile and langfe.
It is all part of feeing a
stndent at UPS,
Opposite page: (top left) - Grant Bland
taking a stndy break, (bottom) - Cathy
Freeman. Stewart loedecker, and friend
enjoying dorm life. (top right) - Rick
Watson and friend laughing on a Friday
night.
This page: (top) - Mike Wasnick
listening to a friend. (bottom) - Heather
Mitchell and John Clifford relaxing in the
snn.
Until then,
yon are jnst...
under-class
UNDERCLASSMEN
were never at a
1oss for tilings to do.
From kite flying in
Todd Quadrant to
"pigging out" in The
Cellar* underclassmen
enjoyed an array of
activities.
Their year was
i n f l u e n c e d b y
deferred residency* a
tightened alcohol
policy * and the
renovated Student
Union Building.
Studying was not
always top priority
when the chance came
for sunbathing at
Point Defiance or
intramural football*
but underclassmen
were still able to
make it through the
year with "decent"
grades. If anything*
underclassmen were
impressed with their
own capabilities.
Pictured: On a beautiful Sunday
afternoon, students were able to keep
serein! kites flying in Todd <j®adrant for
everyone to enjoy.
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Patricia Anderson
Scott Anderson
Steven Anderson
Bradley Andonian
Todd Anthony
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Matthew Bean
Caroline Beatty
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Donna Benedict
Susan Bend!
Dennis Bergendorf
Heidi Berger
Andrea Bernadelli
f Julie Beschta
Roger Best
Julie Bindon
Nancy Birchman
Hannah Blackburn
Heather Blair
Hitting the slopes, competition styles’!
Jan Bofenkamp
Micheal Bollen
Sarah Boomer
Julie Boozer
Lucy Boswell
Tracey Bower
Sheila Box
Maria Boyd
Debra Ann Boyungs
Micheal Bozich
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Elizabeth Branch
Jill Brambrink
Brian Brendel
Mark Brennan
James Bridges
Vicki Briggs
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Daniel Brindle
Valery Brisbane
Anne Britt
Tammy Brooks
Roger Brown
Scott Brown
Stephanie Brown
Kari Brubach
Richard Brunke
Kristin Bryant
Andrew Buchan
Dawn Budd
David Buitenveld
Holly Burkett
Martin Burns
Wendi Burton
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maxed and mangled
different interests
and people to create a
year of opportunity
and involvement.
Hni-O-Plawaii
organised tlie ASUPS
annnal pig-roast and
hip-swinging Lnan
for parents* while the
Stndents Against
Multiple Sclerosis
organized a
snccessfnl dance
competition to raise
money to fight MS.
And S t n d e n t
Programs hronght
local and big-name
lecturers to campns.
Stndents gained
leadership skills and
contact with many
people, pins the
chance to create a
lasting impression for
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Campus Films
ood evening and welcome to
Campus Films,” and so started
the Campus Films 1986-87 season. With an
eclectic schedule in the fall to appease all
sections of the campus to the mainstream
‘hot’ movies of the spring semester, Cam ¬
pus Films provided some relief from the “ I
don’ t have anything to do tonight” blues.
The standard hours and a varied schedule
helped attendance, while the spring Honors
Film Series of Personal Odyssies and the
year long special matinees and midnight
showings gave those people who wanted
something a bit ‘different’ a change to get
just that.
The Campus Film Committe of forty
members is the largest , and one of the
most entertaining groups in Student Pro¬
grams and on campus. Because of the
wide interests on the committee each crew
for the films is different. Mistletoast, Win-
terfest, and Spring Weekend all involved
the work of Campus Films members. £
COMMUNITY
I he Community Volunteer Center is a
l volunteer referral service. Located in
the Student Onion Building on campus,
CVC is designed to encourage students in¬
terested in community involvement. Not
only is CVC a service for the students, it is
a service to the community. Students inter ¬
ested in experimental learning outside the
classroom can fulfill this desire by volun¬
teering some of their time to campus and
community organizations. Volunteer op¬
portunities are available to both individual
and groups. CVC has many ideas for group
service projects on and off campus.
Individuals will easily find positions
available in almost any area imaginable.
Student interests and awareness in the
community is important, and does make a
difference, so take part by volunteering
some of your time and talents to someone
in need .
CVC serves as a link between the stu ¬
dents, University community , and the Ta ¬
coma community. It helps students to ex¬
plore various interests areas and at the
same time gives them an opportunity to
make friends, have fun , and learn through
active participation. Through CVC, stu ¬
dents can create contacts with other orga ¬
nizations or agencies, which can be helpful
after graduation. CVC offers the chance to
enhance one’s college education . . . out ¬
side of the classroom. It is an ideal way to
put into actions one’s services and create
‘‘an education for a lifetime. ' £
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In the circle of a kaleidoscope are some of the many participants including Marion Davis, Jill Nishi, YumiKayaji, Lisa North, Andrea Archer, Alison, Teresa, Kristine, and Celia Meyers.
early all colleges hope to have a high
1 1degree of diversity in the types of
educational experiences they offer. At the
University of Puget Sound at least one pro¬
gram is helping to achieve this goal.
In its first year, Kaleidoscope, a mini-
educational session, offered lectures on to¬
pics, ranging from gourmet cooking to cri¬
tiquing the press.
It also provided students and staff a
chance to interact in a fairly non-traditional
situation.
“Many classes were taught or co-taught
by students. It allowed the staff or faculty
member to work with a student in a really
unique relationship,” said participant Lisa
North.
One program featured President Phibbs
analyzing the various aspects of being a
college president. The president’s wife was
in charge of a session demonstrating prop¬
er kitchen skills.
Kaleidoscope was designed as a partial
solution to the disappearance two years
ago of the university’s winterin') program.
“ Although it does not have the same
appeal as a class which aids one in gradu¬
ating, it does provide an alternative to stu¬
dents who are in the area,” said program
coordinator Yumi Kawaji.
Another student explained that she liked
the program because it was short and one
could “ dabble” in a lot of different areas.
Professor Florig of the Politics and Gov¬
ernment Department lead a course which
examined the protest music of the 60’s and
the 80’s. This particular class was quite
popular with students.
One of the other unusual features of the
program is that it is open to all faculty,
staff and students, to participate as either
student or instructor.
“ The program this year was on a small
scale,” said Kawaji. “But it really worked
out well. There was no more than six peo¬
ple to each class, and that kept it personal
and informal. It wasn’t like a regular class¬
room lecture. There was more time for
interaction among everybody.”
Funding for the program came in part
from the university and from the Associat¬
ed Students of the University of Puget
Sound. Participants were also charged a
fee for their involvement in as many ses¬
sions as they wished.
Classes were offered over a four day
period and nearly 60 people were responsi¬
ble for the entire project. Q
— Staff
TOURS & TRAVEI
I o get away from the old grind of
1. school, Tours & Travel provided op¬
portunities for UPS students to escape Ta¬
coma’s aroma and explore the Northwest.
This year, our committee members
worked hard to put together a variety of
trips for all to enjoy, whether they be short
day trips or a week -long vacation. The
committee was responsible for providing
transportation, lodging, and taking reserva¬
tions, as well as doing all of the promotion¬
al work .
Expo 86 was the first destination to be
invaded by UPS students. We spent a thrill
ing weekend at the world exposition last
fall, aside from making short trips to Pike
Place Market and the Western Washington
Fair.
In the spring, Canada beckoned again, as
Tours & Travel took a group up to exciting
Vancouver, B.C., and then later to the his¬
torical city of Victoria. We also provided an
opportunity to experience culture and art
by once again using the tattered ASUPS
van to putt on down to Ashland, Oregon
for the Shakespeare Festival in March.
Plenty of exercise and fresh air was the
reward for going on the last weekend road
trip to the San Juans. Almost 30 students
jumped at the chance and spent two fan¬
tastic days biking the beautiful country
roads of San Juan Island. Finally, for the
UPS sun worshipers, Tours & Travel ar¬
ranged a hot week in Hawaii during spring
break.
In the end, the blood and sweat paid off.
It was a great year! ^ — Darcie Julum
v
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SERNI SOLIDARIOS
I walked into his office in the middle of his
1phone conversation with agents, trying
to plan next year’s major events.His active
wheeling-and-dealing with the people on
the phone were helping to swing big name
performers for Puget Sound.
In his 12 years of work at Puget Sound,
Semi Solidarios has helped to bring in such
names as Robin Williams,Los Lobos, Mark
Russell, and many other major performers.
When he is not working at UPS, he is
working as a professional musician playing
dances at other colleges, as well as playing
piano for both private and corporate spon¬
sors.
Semi is attracted to the energy of stu¬
dents that go here. He says he thrives on
action, and one of the best parts of his job
is the absence of routine. Everyday is dif¬
ferent.
“No one college major can prepare you
for my job.” Semi said. “Everything is sub¬
ject to change in this business. A lot of
agents and producers went to their own
school of hard knocks.”
When Semi is not busy doing work, he
likes to ski, wherever there’s sunshine, and
running. His favorite food is Mu-Shu pork.
As far as favorite spots in Tacoma, he
loves, “The Java Jive after midnight on a
Saturday,” and, “ the top of the 30th Street
Hill after I’ve run up it.”
Since part of Semi’s job is to help the
student programmers book big names, I
asked him if he had anyone (dead or alive)
that he would love to book. He thought a
moment, then started laughing. “Well, I
think Jesus would draw a crowd. I can say
that we have a good relationship.” He
would also like to book Dick Clark. “I want
to hear him talk about music and its
changes over the years. Also how he stays
so young looking.”
Semi comes in contact with a large num¬
ber of students in his day-to-day work. And
the rest of campus can probably remember
seeing him at one time or another running
desperately around trying to pull things
orr TO fuinmj** i itriv M
VAKIETY111
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Serni — keeping on top of the entertainment world.
together at the campus events. However
students know Semi, they all enjoy him for
his adaptiveness, and his ingenuity. #
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L-R: Carrie Chambers, Kaela Klanderud, Judy Grumney, Julie Lau. Not pictured: Annie Williams
SHOWCASE
howcase, a division of Student Pro-
grams, provides free noon-time and
evening entertainment in the Student
Union Building. In spring alone, Showcase
sponsored more than fifteen perfor¬
mances, ranging from folk, to jazz, to gos¬
pel musical styles.
This year, Showcase featured up-and-
coming artists from all over the country,
like Barbara Heller from New York, James
Hersch from Minneapolis, and a South
American group called Sukay based in
Berkeley, California. Also featured were
some of the Northwest’s many talented
musicians. After finishing a busy holiday
season, playing Christmas music on the
streets of Seattle, the Carribean Superstars
filled the Rotunda with their unique steel
drum sound. Anderson and Skok also
played in the Rotunda, concluding an ex¬
cellent performance with their KEZX hit,
“High Flying Bird.” Showcase presented
“Brotherhood,” a gospel quintet from True
Vine Community Church of God in Christ
to celebrate Black History Week in Febru¬
ary.
By bringing artists like these, as well as
many others like Jack Gladstone, Dana
Lyons, Bob Quist, and the Ferryboat Musi¬
cians, Showcase spices up mealtimes in
the Rotunda with relaxing and entertaining
musical variety. £ — Carrie Chambers
CULTURAL EVENTS
LJ ringing great entertainment to the
* -* campus and surrounding communi¬
ty, the Cultural Events Committee present¬
ed an outstanding series of jazz, theatre,
and dance for the 1986-87 Season.
The season started with a one man the¬
atre production by Fred Curchack, “Stuff
As Dreams Are Made On”, a spectacular
interpretation of Shakespeare's “The Tem¬
pest”.
November 1st, UPS was given an excit¬
ing performance by Uzula Dance Theatre
of South Africa. The troupe combined a
unique blend of history and politics
through exciting dance.
The spring semester started off with
Maynard Fergusen blasting the Field-
house. This great jazz trumpeter per¬
formed with his band, High Voltage, for
two-and-one-half hours ending with the
famous tunes “Gonna Fly Now” (Theme
from Rocky) and “Birdland.”
March 1st the Legendary Lionel Hamp¬
ton, ‘King of the Vibes’, and ‘Master of the
Drums’performed with his orchestra in the
Temple Theatre. April 12th, saw “Sweet
Honey in the Rock” performed heart ren¬
dering acapella harmonies of jazz and gos¬
pel - what a performance!
The season ended with mime Jay Miller
performing a solo performance as part of
Parents’ Weekend, making a great conclu¬
sion to a superior year.
— Beth Rossman
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Heidi Holzauer
Steve Shelver (Chairman), (L-R): Betty Rodriguez, Margaret Scarborough, Dorie Brown, Cindy Niccoli, KrisLuethy, Cathy Freeman, Jennifer Wexler, Stuart Boedecker, Lisa Oakes,Linda Misser, Dani Getrich, Suzie Hall,Carolyn Price
his year’s Special Events committee1. planned some of the most successful
programs ever, including Homecoming,
Mistletoast, Winterfest, and Spring Week¬
end. Throughout the year, the group added
unique and innovative ideas to traditional
events. Beginning with Homecoming, the
committee dubbed the festivities “ A Week ¬
end for a Lifetime” and passed out buttons
with bow ties in honor of President Pibbs’
distinctive style of dress and lifetime edu¬
cational goals for the students. Mistletoast,
“An International Party”, featured desserts
and entrees from around the world, enter-
SPECIAL
EVENTS
tainment from Percy Bronson’s Orchestra
and a blow-out in the Fieldhouse with Otis
Day and the Nights. Even Winterfest fea¬
tured a new element, Nastar ski races to
determine the King and Queen of Crystal
Mountain. Finally, Spring Weekend
capped off a fantastic year of programs
with the usual frenzy of keg tosses, lip-
synchs, bucksaw races and entertain¬
ment.
When asked about the reasons behind
the committee’s success, Steve Shelver,
chairman, replied: “I attribute the success
of these programs to the cohesiveness of
our committee, and the great times we
enjoy together. We gain a tremendous sat¬
isfaction from serving the students and
watching the programs succeed. I always
tell them they’re the best and it shows!”*— Staff
POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
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Ross MulhausenTop row (L-R):Semi Solidarios, Paul Sherman, Grant Haddaway, Scott Norton, Carrie Chambers, Rick Sassara, Ed Wilder, Sean Murphy, Vicki Sands, Mary Simpson, Mike Amend Middle row: Katie DeGutes, Chip Lake,Vince Taitingfong, Robin Williams, Lisa Chambers (Chair: Pop, Ent.), Lisa DeFaccio, John Born, Beth Rossman Bottom row: Judy Simonson, Darcie Julum, Diane Choy, Maiko Winkler, Steve Shelver, Ann Nakamura,Brian Meyers, Cherie Moy, Terrell Cotterell
tJf opular Entertainment’s exciting year
K began with the incredible perfor¬
mance of Robin Williams on October 19.
Opening for Williams were the dynamic
Raspyni Brothers, who poked fun at all
that we hold dear - bow ties. Williams’ per¬
formance marked the second year of com¬
bination events, involving homecoming.
Williams brought down the house with his
hilarious skits.
In November, a radical group titled La¬
dies Against Women astounded the audi¬
ence with their actions and candid state¬
ments about the true art of feminism.
On December 10, the fieldhouse became
Animal House to bring the legendary Otis
Day and the Nights rocking to twist and
shout.
Popular Entertainment’s year was full of
several diverse acts - some local and some
national. Once again, students’ fantastic
participation at homecoming and Mistle¬
toast made the shows extra special. Popu¬
lar Entertainment is looking forward to
continued success. 4)
— Helen Dolmas
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1st row (L-R): Tracy Powell, Judy McLean, Titou Talman 2nd row:Curley Fowler (Kiwanian), Liz Roberts, Alicia
Paulson, Leslie Smalling, Reachial Zanders, Eric Barkman, Jim Jacobson (Kiwanian) 3rd row: Elizabeth Yager,
Kelly Ziegler, Derek Wood, Ann Hamilton
force helping with the G.S. National Figure had a pleasant stay in the Tacoma area. All
Skating Championships, held in Tacoma, total, our Circle K members gave more
February 1-8, 1987. As volunteers, we than eighty hours of service to this deserv-
were involved in registering skaters and ing cause. Our reward was getting to meet
their coaches; manning information booths some of the skaters, seeing the champion-
at the Sheraton Hotel and the Tacoma ship “behind-the-scenes,” and attending
Dome; and supervising the skaters’ dress- the Exhibition of Champions on February
ing rooms. Our main job was to see that 8. £
the skaters, their chaperones and coaches — Staff
Staff
The members of SPURS
f ircle K is a collegiate service organi-
zation affiliated with Kiwanis Interna¬
tional. The basic principles that Circle K
employs are service, fellowship, and lead¬
ership development. Through these princi¬
ples, Circle K builds strong members who
will create strong lives which lead to the
building of a better world. Our members
grow, develop, and mature through the
challenging service projects we do. The
local club is the heart of a complex organi¬
zation whose main purpose is to support
the members in strengthening the princi¬
ples of service, fellowship, and leadership
development.
The 1986-87 year has been a busy one
for us. In addition to our service projects,
we have been involved in a major member¬
ship recruitment program. An important
part of any service project is having fun
doing it. This “ fun” can range from having
a social after spending a couple of hours
making puppets with patients at Mary
Bridge Children’s Hospital, to getting to¬
gether over dinner to discuss plans for the
year. Our members have handed water to
thirsty runners in the YMCA fun run; we
have danced in a Dance Marathon to bene¬
fit Special Olympics; and we helped regis¬
ter walkers for the Crop Walk.
A recent volunteer project that we were
involved in is perhaps our most memora¬
ble. Seven of our dedicated members were
part of a nine-hundred member volunteer
PCJRS is an honorary sophomore ser-
vice organization at GPS. Besides be¬
ing just the name for a dedicated group of
people, it is also an acronym for the goals
and values of members. S stands for sacri¬
fice, P for patriotism, G for unity, R for
responsibility, and S for service. Put to¬
gether, these principles form the frame¬
work and reason for the existence of
SPGRS. SPGRS is dedicated to serving the
school and community. To achieve maxi¬
mum effectiveness, membership is limited
to 30 people. This ensures a large enough
group to serve the community effectively
and yet, small enough to instill a spirit of
unity and friendly camaraderie. SPGRS is a
SPURS
special group that creates many friend¬
ships within the group and make lots of
friends in the community.
This year, SPGRS kept up with tradition¬
al regular service to the community and
annual SPGRS sponsored events. Baking
and delivering cakes for students’ birth¬
days and special occasions constitute the
main fundraising aspect. SPGRS also
keeps with GPS tradition by sponsoring the
Christmas banquet. The banquet was a
great success and provided many people
with a warm start to the holiday season.
Also keeping with tradition, SPGRS deco¬
rated Jones Hall with an assortment of
bright holiday bows, pine boughs, and mis¬
tletoe.
This spring, the GPS chapter of SPGRS
has the honor of hosting the First Spring
Retreat for the Northwest Regional SPGRS.
This is the first time Spring Retreat is held,
marking, hopefully, a start to another ex ¬
citing tradition.
Many exciting and fun activities are
planned and there is no doubt that these
will be successful. £ — Staff
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Front (L-R): Janice Langbehn, Steve Anderson, Terri Farmer Middle: Vicki Field, Kelly Ziegler, Debbie Stans¬bury, Lori Post Back: Monica Straub, Cindy Nikolai, Tracy Barnes, Catherine Freeman
tudents Against Multiple Sclerosis
(S.A.M.S.) is a nationwide organiza¬
tion formed on campuses across the Unit¬
ed States in an effort to help raise money
to fight Multiple Sclerosis.
Some of the events our local S.A.M.S.
chapter hosts include: sweatshirt sales,
balloon derby, meal point donations, dance
contest and local donations from the com¬
munity.
The largest event during the S.A.M.S.
campaign is Rock Alike, which is held the
last weekend in February. During this
event, students have the opportunity to
impersonate their favorite rock star and
win votes from the audience. If their efforts
are successful, they win a trip to regionals
and possibly to nationals which is hosted
by MTV.
This year ’s campaign was a success
thanks to the many dedicated individuals
who helped and volunteered their time. £— Debbie Stansbury
MORTAR BOARD
l\/l ortar Board is a national honor soci-
I 1ety for college seniors. The motto
consists of the Greek letters Pi Sigma Al¬
pha, which translates to mean scholarship,
leadership, and service. These are the
three ideals that Mortar Board strives for in
all of its undertakings. Mortar Board spon¬
sors many service projects and campus
and community activities, such as con¬
certs, symposiums, a blood drive, and sen¬
ior gift, and National Mortar Board week.
During this week, the Outstanding Fresh¬
man, Sophomore, and Junior Awards are
given out, as well as the Outstanding Fac ¬
ulty Award.
New members are chosen each spring,
based on their grades, leadership activities,
and service. No chapter in the nation can
have more than 35 members; in the past
we have had more than 100 people apply
for membership. The 1986-87 officers are:
Suzie Hall, President; Kurt Graupen-
sperger, Vice-President; Corinne Berg-
mann, Secretary; Susie Wilson, Treasurer;
Mortar Board
Yumi Kawaji, Programs; Kent Pearson, Edi¬
tor; Missy Gaillard and Ruth Reid, Histori¬
ans. Our advisors are Barry Anton, Denise
Despres, and Ernie Karlstrom. Mortar
Board members are involved, enthusiastic,
and committed to making the University
community a better place! 0
— Suzie Hall
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Staff1 st row (L-R): Barry Anton (Advisor),Steve Shelver, Missy Gaillard, Kurt Graupensperger, Suzie Hall. Yumi Kawaji. Ernie Karlstrom (Advisor), Kent Pearson 2nd row:Stephanie West, Jenny Siegle, Greta Anderson, Selma Hanna, Janelle Jacques, Christine Coverdale, Marc Olson, Diana Norton, Terri Farmer, Mimi Dega, MarionJohnson, Kelly Olmstead, Camille Schwartz Middle row: Alicia Paulson, Ruth Ried, David Goldfarb. Michelle Egan Missing: Corinne Bergmann, Ted Buck, AngieEagan, Steve Edwards, Andy Hinck, Denise Despres (Advisor)
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I he purpose of the Off Campus
1 University Residences Association
is to be an organization where off cam¬
pus students can state their concerns at
a weekly, open meeting in the S(JB
Lounge. The Association will be a coor¬
dinator between the off campus stu¬
dents and many other campus organiza ¬
tions. For example, we will work with
the senate, the off campus liaison, the
Connections office, the Assistant Dean
of Students, Residential Life, the Con¬
cerns Committee, and the director of
public relations. Once the Association
learns of the problems of off campus
students they will be able to act as a
referral service for these other organiza-
O.C.CI.R.A.
tions. The main concern that this asso¬
ciation is working on at the present is to
make more off campus students more
informed. It is being done by getting
more Tattlers published, applying for
bulletin board space in the Student
Union and by making Tattlers and Trails
more available to the students. 0— Carolyn Smith
he Panhellenic Association is the
1. governing body of all six sororities
at the University of Puget Sound. Two
elected Panhellenic representatives and
the president of each sorority work to¬
gether to establish uniform policies and
programs for the sorority system.
Because 1986-87 was the first year
that the administration enacted deferred
residency, the new alcohol policy, and
delayed rush, the Panhellenic Associ¬
ation was extremely active. The hard
work of the organization and its mem ¬
ber-houses produced results. The Board
of Trustees commended them on their
combined efforts and enabled the Greek
system to continue the deferred residen ¬
cy /delayed rush program for another
year.
In addition, Panhellenic and the Inter-
fraternity Council founded the All-Cam ¬
pus Philanthropy, Students Against
Multiple Sclerosis. The program height¬
ened public awareness of the tragic ef ¬
fects of multiple sclerosis and raised
over five thousand dollars to combat
the disease.
The Panhellenic Association also fos¬
tered a great deal of contact between
groups on campus. Roundtable discus¬
sion sessions were instigated between
students from many campus sectors to
facilitate mutual understanding. 0— Cris Wittress
INTER
FRATERNITY
COUNCIL
I he Interfraternity Council serves as
1. the governing body of the six fraterni¬
ties on campus. The seven members of the
executive council are responsible for the
daily administration of the 1FC. They also
carry out the judicial and legislative func¬
tions of the Greek community, with the
help of the House Presidents and Represen¬
tatives.
A primary subsidary of the IFC/ Panhel¬
lenic is the Junior Greek Council. The
group is made up of Freshman pledges and
responsible for governing all Greek
pledges.
Junior Greek served the campus this
past year in several ways. Their primary
focus was to spearhead the unification of
the class of 1990. In addition to the annual
participation in local philanthropic and
campus services, the council planned resi¬
dence hall dances in which each member
of a given hall was invited as a guest to a
semiformal gathering at a local hotel.0— S t a f f
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L-R: Lisa Deardorf , Kirsten Mudge, Janis Sherburne, Yolanda Floor. 1982 Panhellenic officers.
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SENATE gave the senate the chance to really meetwith students and receive feedback.Of course the Senate had to deal with
financial matters. Two major expenses will
probably be remembered by many for
quite some time. In a highly criticized
move the senate allocated nearly $12,000
for new office furniture. Many raised issue
with the expense and said the purchase
was far too extravagant. But those in favor
argued it was a long term investment and
would give the ASCIPS office a more pro¬
fessional image.
Later in the year the Senate gave a simi¬
lar amount to the ASCIPS Crew Team for
the purchase of a new shell. Many said the
student’s monies should not be given di¬
rectly to a varsity sport and demanded that
the university take care of the situation.
But soon it was apparent that the universi¬
ty had no intention of aiding the crew team
and the senate examined what they could
do to satisfy the student body. Crew mem¬
bers rallied at two senate meetings and
gathered signatures to demonstrate cam¬
pus support. In the end an agreement was
created which gave the crew team a loan
which will be paid off over the next five
years. #
— Ken Miller
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Seated: Steve Emery, Mimi Dega First (L-R): Rob Beezer. Lawrence Neville, Bryrn Kean, Melisse Swartewood,
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enate meetings are not generally con-
Osidered to be the most stimulating
events on anyone’s schedule. Although
they are not always highly attended or
even controversial the meetings serve as
the foundation which keeps the ASCIPS
structure together.
Once in a while the meetings do take on
issues which raise public awareness and
concern. The 1986-87 Senate had to con¬
front more than one controversial issue.
In the fall the body had to deal with
changes in the financial code and reconcile
differences on the revenues from the
games room. The group also presented a
Constitutional Amendment to take away
the voting power of the Vice President.
This proposal was defeated in an all-cam¬
pus vote. During the election violations
were charged against various individuals
including the current Vice President Mimi
Dega. But the Honor Court decided that no
major violations had taken place and the
election should be ratified.
At the same point in time it was realized
that by a strange quirk the ASCIPS Presi¬
dent had ultimate veto power. This matter
was sidelined for much of the year and
many students forgot about the truth of
the situation. Finally, a new change was
introduced and the situation rectified.
Senate also took a position against
apartheid by calling for the divestment of
all university funds. The trustees did not
completely follow the resolution and ended
up instead leaving the investments as long
as they followed the guidelines of the Sulli¬
van Principles.
The entire ASCIPS suffered in November
when Administrative Assistant Bea Rams-
dell retired after nearly 20 years of dedi¬
cated service. To honor Mrs. R the stu¬
dents gave her a huge going away party
with champagne and special desserts. As a
gift of appreciation she was given a silver
bowl.
Projects demanded a great deal of time
and attention by all in the Senate. Senators
helped to organize a Pep Band and Spirit
Squad. Many senators and other students
worked to implement the SOAR program.
This program centers around a Students
Opportunities and Activities Record which
is a supplement to one’s regular grade list.
In addition those involved with the pro¬
gram will have a mentor to offer support
and advice while at GPS.
Pencil sharpeners were installed around
campus, a self defense course was pro¬
vided, the new food system evaluated,
campus lighting questioned and a 9.6% tu¬
ition increase criticized by the Senate as
they sought to represent the interests of
the students.
An innovative new feature was the
weekly Senate Hot Seat. During the lunch
hour on certain days of the week senators
would volunteer to sit in the hot spot and
listen to the concerns of their constituents.
It was a center for informal discussion and
he Gnion Board is a group of people
1 who promote the Gnion Building as
the heart of campus. The Board initiates
and reviews policies regarding the facili¬
ties, services and activities provided by the
Gnion. Furthermore, they provide direction
and support to the Assistant Dean in the
implementation of the plans and policy dir¬
ectives of the Board. In essence, this group
evaluates the changing and diverse needs
and interests of the Gniversity community
in the utilization of the Gnion, and hopes to
encourage diversity, vitality, and dyna¬
mism! £
— Lorelee Parker
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JEWISH STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
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Goldfarb Back : Shari Geffan, Andrea Levin, Lara Lurszten
I |iversity DOES exist on this
" campus • but sometimes, we
just have to look a little deeper to
find it.
At the University of Puget Sound,
there are many students of the Jew¬
ish religion. They may not look differ¬
ent, sound different, or act different
from the average university under¬
graduate, but in a few ways, they are.
The Jewish Student Organization ex¬
ists to celebrate these differences.
With a wide range of activities
from progressive dinners to celebrat¬
ing Jewish festivals, the Jewish Stu¬
dent Organization’s main goal is to
help Jewish students feel good about
their Judaism, explore the religion, if
they would like, and meet others of
the same faith.
Getting people involved in the or¬
ganization and its activities is an on¬
going challenge, but one which the
group's leaders take on with opti¬
mism. Their philosophy is one of
sharing - religion, ideas, growth, fun,
life. Sharing Judaism with others,
one or one-hundred keeps the group
going. £ — Andrea Levin, ’89
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
mnesty International Universi-
/ \ ty of Puget Sound is an affili¬
ate of the worldwide human rights
organization. Amnesty is action-ori¬
ented; students write letters and sign
petitions in order to help free those
imprisoned because of their beliefs or
ethnic backgrounds. Petitions were
mailed to over 15 countries, repre¬
senting all positions on the political
spectrum this year. Six prisoners
who GPS students worked on behalf
of were freed. Amnesty also empha¬
sizes education on human rights is¬
sues. Movies and speakers were pre¬
sented on campus. In 1987, for the
first time, the campus group worked
against the death penalty in the Unit¬
ed States.
Another special activity this year
was the Amnesty-sponsored 48-hour
Jail-a -thon in the SUB. Over 60 stu
dents took shifts in a mock jail to
dramatize that many people are im¬
prisoned for no good reason and to
raise funds. £^ — Steve Schwartz
INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
“DI i' eople reaching out to peo¬ple.” The Inter -Varsity
Christian Fellowship goal.
By dedicating itself to helping col
lege students grow and mature in Je¬
sus Christ, Inter -Varsity shows its
members nationwide how to reach
out to others. S.A.M.S., S.P.U.R.S.,
C.E.I., Campus Films, and many oth¬
er groups can all boast of at least one
energetic, action-oriented Inter-Varsi¬
ty member. For I.V.C.F. is not just a
club, or a service organization; it is
an enthusiastic, invigorating state of
mind that motivates people to share
their love of God.
Do you want to learn more about
God and His people, or find answers
to those difficult questions about
God, or have fellowship with Chris¬
tians, God and Jesus? A typical
I.V.C.F. meeting has people involved
in all of these. However, I.V. does not
limit its activities to these weekly
meetings. I.V.C.F. sponsors activities
such as the Lordship Conferences,
the Bible Dig-In, Fall Conference, and
Leadership Conferences to help
members grow in Christ.
But Inter -Varsity is not somber or
subdued. Servant’s Quarters, the
I.V.C.F. theme house, often explodes
with laughter during movie parties,
game tests, and other casual activi¬
ties. Members also enjoy the annual
Sea-Tac Search, Capture the Flag,
and I.M. sports.
So what is Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship? People. People growing,
learning, and laughing with God. £
— Susan Lindley
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The members of Feminist Student Union
HUI-O-HAWAII
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he Hui-O-Hawait Club is a group
1. of students interested in the
people and culture of Hawaii. The
majority of the members are from
the Aloha state, but there is a good
representation of students from the
mainland.
The luau, which was the club's
major event, took place on April 25 ,
during Parents' Weekend. Months of
preparation and planning went into
the organization of this event. In the
afternoon, an Island Bazaar was set
up with food, crafts, and fresh flow¬
ers from the Islands. The club
planned an authentic Hawaiian din¬
ner and helped to prepare and serve
the meal. Finally, to top the evening
off, dances were performed by mem¬
bers of the group.
Because the luau was so close to
May 1st, the theme was based upon
May Day Throughout the school
system in Hawaii, it is a common
practice to celebrate May Day with a
court of princesses. The royalty of
FEMINIST
STUDENT
UNION
I— ! eminist Student Union providesJ. an opportunity for people to
come together, to share concerns re¬
lating to sexism in society, and to
promote healthy social change
through education. We see ourselves
as a network for distributing informa¬
tion pertinent to women and men on
such issues as domestic abuse, rape,
comparable worth, birth control,
women and peace, etc. We also
strengthen and support each other in
our exploration of ourselves and our
male-dominated society.
Feminist Student Union offers a fo¬
rum for the open exchange of ideas
and political interpretations. In 1986-
87, FSU was active in Kaleidoscope,
supporting ASUPS "Ladies Against
Women,” various lecturers, and Na¬
tional Women’s History Week. £— Stefanie Novacek
The members of Hui-O-Hawaii
Hawaii was honored by a Princess
representing each of the eight is¬
lands. Each princess wore the color
and flower of the island. Our luau
included a May Day Court with eight
princesses and a royal dance per¬
formed by the ladies.
Preparation for the luau spanned
over the months, but the club still
found time to go ice skating, skiing in
Vancouver, have a Halloween party
and Thanksgiving dinner. 0
— Staff 91
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Shauna Shipley
First (L-R): Alex Wood, Michelle Hammann, Jeff Nelson, Liz Benazra, Monique Hernandez Sitting: Scott Anderson, Titou Talman Back: Eric
Barkman, Jim Rivard (Manager), Steve Nieker, Phillip Haner, Scott Nielsen, John Foster, John Becker
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Kevin Smith
Front (L-R): Walter Sullivan (Sales), Carole Carroll (Sec.), Kristen Ser-
rato, Chris Thayer, Carrie Mickelborough, Keri Priest Back: Brian
Chinn, Mark Fensterman (VP), Erric Jones (Pres.), Tom Koontz
CEI
I ollegiate Entrepreneurs IncorporatedVad is a unique and fast-growing student
operated business. C.E.I. was developed to
provide students with practical work ex¬
perience in a professional environment.
A campus-wide organization open to all
students, C.E.I. provides consulting in
management, marketing, and computer
services.
Another project undertaken by C.E.I. is
the production of the Green & Gold Pages
student directory. This is a yearly project
designed to familiarize out-of-town stu¬
dents with local businesses. C.E.I. strives
to use their skills for the benefit of the
community, as well as the campus.0
— Staff
THE CELLAR
IV/l anager Jim Rivard had a lot more
i 1on his mind then simply selling
food when he decorated the newly renovat¬
ed Cellar.
“I wanted to create a certain ambiance.
A place where people want to go to visit
and just relax,” he said.
To carry out the plan Rivard and his
staff selected attractive film posters and
had them framed. They tried to bring about
diversity by having the likes of Shirley
Temple, Marilyn Monroe, Clint Eastwood
and Max Headroom.
But the staff did not limit themselves to
just the physical surroundings. They took
the idea of ambiance one step further and
sponsored all campus dances, open micro¬
phone night and the extremely popular
comedy night. For the comedy night the
staff had guests from Seattle and the great¬
er Northwest region.
“I think the comedy nights have been
great. I especially liked Drake Sather and
the three women as a group,” said one
regular supporter.
As a final step the Cellar made a strong
attack in the promotions department.
They sold Cellar sweatshirts and intensi¬
fied their advertisements in the Trail. With
their take off ads of Planned Parenthood
and an Adult Magazine Centerfold the Cel¬
lar was able to stir up plenty of commotion
and definitely got the attention they were
seeking. 0
— Staff
LECTURES
rightly beaming with enthusiasm, the
LJ 1986-87 Lectures committee intrepid¬
ly procurred a broad spectrum of speakers.
Famous Amos, cookie-maker extraordin¬
aire began the series on a warm, touching
note. Next, British journalist and PBC tele¬
vision star, James Burke wittily explored
the ways in which changes in science and
technology affect our perception of reality.
The last lecturer of the Fall semester, Du-
misant Kumalo, described the inhuman
conditions under Apartheid and voiced a
resounding call for economic sanctions
and divestment.
Former Secretary of the Interior, James
Watt challenged Democrats and Republi¬
cans alike to match “ the courage of a con¬
servative” at the beginning of Spring se¬
mester. Combining forces with the Black
Student Union, the Lectures Committee
then presented author James Baldwin in
commemoration of Black History Month.
Unfortunately, Baldwin’s flight was
snowed-in in Cleveland, forcing a scramble
to reschedule him. Never unprepared, the
fearless ASUPS Lectures Committee
pulled through.
Superpower struggles denied the cam¬
pus the rare opportunity to hear the fam¬
ous Soviet journalist Vladimir Pozner as
the Kremlin declined to extend his visa so
he could visit Tacoma.
At the time of this writing, the last lec¬
turer of the series was unknown. But you
can be very certain that if you did not
attend, you missed out bigtime. 0
Love & Peace,
— Steve Bovingdon
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1st row: Tammy Ellis 2nd row: Liz Clark, Eric Gisler
3rd row: Helen Domas, Michelle Compton, Steve Bov¬
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DANA GRANT
l-Jis little office is crammed between thel J.Trail and Crosscurrents. But he sel¬
dom occupies his office because his main
interests are in the office of KGPS, Ta-
manawas, Trail and Crosscurrents. Dana
Grant is in his second year as media advi¬
sor at GPS.
Dana Grant has had an impact on the
students of GPS in many different ways. “I
wanted a job which allowed me to work
with students,” Grant said. “The position
of media advisor (here) provided me with a
job, that is unpredictable, challenging, frus¬
trating, interesting, and generally fun. It
also keeps me involved with one of my
first loves — the media.”
In his private life, Dana enjoys writing
poetry, short stories, horseback riding, ski¬
ing, and gourmet cooking. One of his favor ¬
ite books is Twain’s Life on the Mississippi.
Another is Tolstoy’s War and Peace and
Antoine De St. Exupery’s The Little
Prince. Dana also enjoys watching “L.A.
Law”, “Moonlighting”, as well as reruns of
“Leave it to Beaver” and “Perry Mason.”
As for aspirations, Dana would enjoy go¬
ing to the Soviet Gnion because he feels it
would be interesting to see the culture and
people. His dream is to have a play on
Broadway.
With Dana around, life in the basement
of the Student Gnion is never dull. Not only
has Dana been fun to be around for the
past two years, he has inspired all the me¬
dia to challenge traditional thinking and
branch out creatively. We in the media
owe a debt to Dana, for his spirit and enthu¬
siasm. £
— Helen Dolmas
KGPS
fWl ost people at GPS like to listen to
1 Imusic. A large number find enjoy¬
ment from the radio. Those who desire
new music and distinctive programming
tune the dial to KGPS, 90.1.
Following the move to a newly renovat¬
ed studio, the staff settled in with several
pieces of new equipment and a set of goals
for the year. To begin with, the staff start¬
ed a new feature known as Radio Theater.
Gnder the direction of Bryan Vincent and
Pamela Absten the shows were broadcast
live on Sunday evenings.
Weekend programming included special¬
ty shows ranging from the Motown Sound
to the explosive music of the Grateful
Dead. On Sundays, the station had both
classical and jazz sections.
Delays prevented news broadcasts until
February. However, once all of the instru¬
mentation was in place the news was able
to broadcast twice daily. In addition the
news staff put out the KGPS Newsbrief to
the other schools.
Over the course of the year, nearly 300
students were directly involved with the
production and operation of the station. #— Staff
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Steven Lee
Catrin Agras, Gary Anderson, Geoff Arnold, Stephen
Avanessian, Terry Bain, Anne Becker, Brian Bell, Bri¬
an Berg, Darlene Blanton, Thaddaeus Brophy, Dawn
Budd, Christopher Butler, Scott Claeys, Dwight Coch¬
ran, Andriana Craciun, Matthew Crinklaw, Craig
Critchley, Lisa Davenport, Michael Dega, Kristen
Dickason, Daryl Shrenheim, Tara Fahey, Barbara Far¬
rar, Jeffrey Feldman, Brett Fritts, Kyle Gay, Matthew
Goldstein, Herbert Greenwald, Lydia Groom, Peter
Gruening, Grant Haddaway, Lopa Hajari, David Hale,
David Hanses,Eric Heinsheimer, David Howell, Laura
Johnson, Melinda Jones, Tom Koontz, Mike Korch,
Karen Kuhn, Eric Landes, Julie Lau, Lay Mains, Col¬
leen Morandi, Judi Munoz, Jeffrey Nelson, Glenn No¬
bel, Ben Pape, Brett Parker, Jacqueli Pedersen, Lauri
Pellicani, Carolyn Randolph, Ellen Rasmussen, James
Rivard, Gary Rubin, William Schrader, Kathleen
Speers, Erich Stiger, Brad Struss, Scott Stryker, Jer¬
ry Stultz, Christopher Terp, Richard Underhill, Erin
VanMoorem, Theodore Van Zwol, Christophea Wall,
Anne Westlund, Anne Williams, Cara Yoder, Cat
Trap, General Manager Mark Miller ^
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Fhe Trail Staff will never forget
J. starting the year with a newspa¬
per to publish and no offices to pub¬
lish it in — no matter how hard they
tried. Four issues were pasted up in
the basement of Media House. Sec¬
tion editors shared three light tables,
three computer terminals, and very
little workspace with a washer, a dry¬
er, a furnace, a hot water heater, and
quite a bit of standing dirt. Coming
out after a long production night was
like escaping from a tomb.
The renovation of the Union and
its resulting delay in office space
were not the only changes faced by
the paper. The old, cumbersome
CompugrapHic was replaced by Mac¬
intoshes and a LaserWriter, speeding
typesetting up considerably and giv¬
ing everyone a shot at typing. The
Macintoshes, though user-friendly,
were prone to some unintelligible er¬
rors, making for several really unfor¬
gettable nights. But, for the most
part, the system was quick and con¬
venient, and was used by numerous
organizations on campus for their
newsletters and posters, as well.
These friendly computers raised
some unfriendly eyebrows. Despite
adjusting to new settings, the staff
continued to print stories about what
was happening on campus, and the
people who made things happen
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Dave Harlan
1st row: (L-R): Amy Stephenson, Dana Grant, Kevin Smith, Helen Dolmas, Andy Gordon, Tom Koontz 2nd row
(L-R): Kathy Hedges, Stephanie Reeves,Melisse Swartwood, Kent Pearson, Katie DeGutes, Caitlin Moughn, Rich
Underhill, Amy Driskell, Steve hleiker, Chris Chapman, Dave Harlan
didn’t always enjoy the publicity.
Names tossed in the paper’s direc¬
tion ranged from “Communist pa¬
per” to “bastion of conservatism.”
The presses continued to roll despite
public approval or indignation.
With a determined staff of outgo¬
ing, enthusiastic editors, reporters,
and photographers, the Trail contin¬
ued to feature probing journalism
and a broad spectrum of opinion.
Feature stories stirred interest in the
university and the community, and
Opinion Editor Dexter Van Zile never
failed to stir reactions with his editori¬
als.
Most unforgettable was the char ¬
acter-building and banding of friend¬
ships that takes place when a fairly
small group spends its Wednesdays
working until 6 am and going a little
crazy. Hours grew long and tempers
grew short, but friendships which
withstand the weekly trauma could
generally withstand anything. Of
course, it helped that after 4 am,
everything’s funny. Yes, even in the
basement. g|) — Amy Stephenson
CROSSCURRENTS
T he letter arrived in the mail on
I. Tuesday. Lindsay couldn’t be¬
lieve it. Her work had been accepted
for publication in a literary magazine.
Not just any literary magazine-Cross¬
currents. This honor came as quite a
surprise to the college sophomore
who had just started to seriously
think about writing poetry.
She is not the only UPS student
who was able to experience such an
honor. In 1987 over 50 students had
their work in the literary magazine
Crosscurrents. This included poetry,
art, photography, essays, fiction and
non-fiction.
During the year submissions are
taken from anyone who is interested.
Individuals are allowed to enter in as
many categories and as many times
as they wish. After the submissions
are turned in they are carefully re¬
viewed by the particular board asso¬
ciated with the work. Board member¬
ship is open to any student, staff or
faculty member who wants to be in¬
volved.
When examining submissions the
boards look for originality, creativity,
form and overall style. They also con¬
sider the technical merits of each
work as well as the intellectual con¬
nections. From this process the
boards are able to narrow the field of
submissions and decide what will ap¬
pear in the magazine.
The 1987 issue of Crosscurrents
was slightly revamped from other
years and included color photogra¬
phy and spot colors. Another change
was the expansion of the magazine
size. Each magazine sold for $5 and
was distributed both in the communi¬
ty and on campus. Co-editors for the
year were sophomores Dave Harlan
and Nicole Hykes. £ — Staff
Back to Front: Co-editor Dave Harlan, Adviser Dana
Grant, Co-editor Nicole Hykes, Connie Anderson,
Katja Ellertson, MaryLou Lyman, Channy Coder, Re¬
becca Saulsbury, Tracy Powell, Virgina Liley, Alison
Whiteman and Alicia Chang. Not pictured Amy Dris¬
kell, Melisse Swartwood, Brian Engle, Tony Moran,
Carlo Matthews, David Tripp, and Lisa Nicolai.
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Dave Harlan
1st row (L-R): Brian Meyers, Kathleen Wong 2nd row: Carrie Wilson, Vance Atkins, Andrea Bernadelli , Kristen
Serrato 3rd row: Kelly Ziegler, Sarah Blain , Suzie Spaulding, Helen Dolmas, Hoon Ha
1986-87 Tamanawas Staff
Editor-Andrea Bernadelli
Copy Editor-Helen Dolmas
Photo Editor-Chae Hoon Ha
Seniors Editor-Suzie Spaulding
Seniors Co-Editor-Kelly Ziegler
Academics Editor-Suzanne McAdam (FALL)
Vance Atkins (SPRING)
Campus Life Editor-Sarah Blain
Campus Happenings Editor-Kathleen Wong
Sports Editor-Carrie Wilson
Clubs Editor/ Index-Kristen Serrato
Advertising Editor-Bill Wright
Media Advisor-Dana Grant
I 986-87 was a time of change for
JLthe Tamanawas staff . With the
change came the hardships, but get¬
ting through them was all a part of
growing.
Murphy’s Law was at hand every
day. If something could go wrong, it
did. And we managed to put out a
yearbook that we could be proud of.
Time was something we never had
enough of . It was an uncontrollable
force that ruled our lives. We had a
lot to do and only a short time to do it
in. Planning took up most of the first
semester but there was still the
spring to look forward to.
In the Spring Semester, we lost
two staff members which meant
more responsibility for each remain¬
ing staff member. The first month
went by quickly as did the second.
Weekends and holidays were spent in
the basement of the S(JB while we
single-handely kept the Cellar in busi ¬
ness with our pizza orders.— Bill Wright
From staff to yearbook
We created you
striving for a goal and winning
with your life
comes the justification
of long nights and hard thinking
We placed within you
a little of this and a little of that
Trying as hard as we could
to form an original
a unique portfolio of memoirs
You are as much a part of us
as we are a part of you
You started as an idea
a concept
for us to work on
Then came group order
as we selected our leaders
from this stemmed a unit
a little island of people
working to make our concept reality
Each of us doing his share
Each of us giving a part of ourselves
to make you what you are
With this we’d like to thank you
Not only for memories of a fine year
But of memories of our work together
The ups and downs
The ease and difficulties
of the creation of our past. £
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executives&
Trustees
President Phil Phibbs acts as M.C. at Homecoming festivities.
Lx ower is a word to associate
X with the (Jniversity of Puget
Sound Board of Trustees. This
group makes all final decisions
about nearly every aspect of cam¬
pus life and oversees the budget.
In 1986-87 the trustees ap¬
proved a 10% tuition increase, pre¬
pared for the Centennial, and vot¬
ed to continue certain invest¬
ments in South Africa. Trustee de¬
cisions generally reflected input
from President Phibbs, students,
faculty, staff, and reports pre¬
pared by an all-campus commit¬
tee. Twice a year, the board has
full meetings in which all commit¬
tees (which include students)
make their reports.
The big decision this year re¬
garding divestment followed years
of debate. During this year a com¬
mittee composed of students,
trustees, and faculty was created
to draw up statements and com¬
pile information from the campus.
Once the group completed this
task it was presented to the entire
board for review.
Board members sit on the board
for varying numbers of years and
often remain involved after offi¬
cially departing. Many members
are alumni or have made signifi¬
cant contributions to the universi¬
ty or the community. £
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Brian Meyers
Board of Trustees: Seated, L • R: Peter Wallerieh, Terry Lengfeler, Jill Ruckelhaus, C. Michael Berry, Nancy Huff, Don Powell,
Troy Strong, W. Howarth Meadowcroft, Norton Clapp (Chairman Emeritus), Lowry Wyatt (Chairman). Standing, L - R: Clayton
Loges, Lucy Isaki, John Whally, Carl Benke, Kieth Berry (Chairman, Faculty Senate), Steve Emery (President, ASUPS), Llewelyn
Pritchard, Melvin Talbert, Paul Beeman, R. Franklin Thompson (Honorary Trustee), William Weyerhaeuser, Richard Brown, Julie
Titcomb, William McCormick, Philip Phibbs, Jeffery Carr (President, Alumni Association), Lowell Daun, Nathaniel Penrose. Not
pictured: Christopher Bayley, James M. Dolliver, John Fluke, Booth Gardner, Lucy Jewett, Gregory Magee, Carroll Martenson,
Carolyn Patton, William Philip, Franklin Raines, James Thorpe, James Wiborg. £
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John Shepherd
Deans of the University: David Dodson, Shady Bauer, Tom Davis and Frank Peterson.
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aerospace
In Our Country's Service
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Brian Meyers
Arnold Air Society: 1st Row: Rich Millard, David Rogelstad, Kimberly Lough, Joe Kirby, Jaymee Marty,
Lance Barker, John Lee, 2nd Row: Mattew MacKinnon, Joseph Gratchner, Cliff Helzer, Stephanie Kop,
Chris Lund, Tracey Kop, Timothy Wagner, Richard Chambers, 3rd Row: Keith Skinner, William Pelster,
Joel Thiel, John Cline, Jason Lewis, Tammy Ellis, Tina Lee, Captain Carol Proper, 4th Row: Joseph
Boston, Lee Blakey, Scott Gross, Pat Park, Carl Swanson, Chris Hildreth, Jeff Fahnlander, Mattew
Merzina, 5th Row: Christina Ngo, Jeff White, Ann Chase, Eric Hines, Sue St. Peter, Hyink, Kara Kim, Eric
Grabowski.
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j/\ ir Force Reserve Officer Training
1 V Corps, AFROTC, is a great learning
experience for all involved, and completing
four years of college is not always an easy
thing for someone to accomplish. But
upon becoming a senior at Puget Sound,
many vivid impressions stand out from the
past four years.
It’s great to look at the freshman and see
how motivated they are about serving this
great country. It’s equally impressive to
see them mature as cadets and friends
their freshmen year in the corps. The soph¬
omores are teaching the freshman many of
the basic skills they need to know in order
to grow. The sophomores are still learning
too, but it’s important for them to learn
how to take the lead and teach the younger
cadets.
The juniors, who have just returned
from field training in the previous summer,
come back with a renewed understanding
of what AFROTC and the Air Force is all
about. They are soon learning how to run
the corps by developing a leadership labo¬
ratory curriculum and schedule to manage
and lead the sophomore and freshmen ca¬
dets. This is a time for each junior cadet to
experience first hand just what kind of
leader he can be.
On becoming a senior, the cadet is al¬
most finished with his/her ROTC and col¬
lege experience. Seniors in the corps over¬
see the effective execution and direction of
corps activities undertaken by the younger
classmen. The senior cadet assumes much
responsibility in ensuring tasks are com¬
pleted. As seniors we can always remem¬
ber the quote given to us as freshman,
“ The seniors were the corps, the juniors
run the corps, the sophomores teach the
corps, and the freshman are the corps.”
The last vivid impression the senior ca¬
dets has is of graduation and the commis¬
sioning ceremony on May 23, 1987, in Kil-
worth Chapel. Commissioning is a goal we
all strive for throughout our AFROTC and
college experience. With that big step final
ly attained, the United States Air Force 2nd
Lieutenant gold bars that we wear serve to
remind us of our commitment to ourselves
and our country. A
— Staff
Aerospace: Front: Captain Carol Proper, Sara
Jaques, Lieutenant Colonel Dennis Gorman, Donna
Dubney. Back: Master Sergeant James Fahnlander,
Captain Gary Glade, Staff Sergeant John
Robertson, Major Dan Gugelman.
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Ar-tAn Is Work
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Art: L - R: Ron Fields, Ken Stevens, Bob Vogel, John McCuiston, Nancy Halbrooks, Wallace Weston , Bill Colby.
L
1^ ittredge Gallery. Kilns filled with mis-1. \ shapen and sunken remnants of claydesigned to serve as bowls. Sketches de¬
picting someone’s underdressed body with
arms that apparently belong to a sas-
quatch. Discussions of the similarities be¬
tween works done by the Modernists and
those of the Renaissance. The obvious and
sometimes forgotten sights and happen¬
ings of an art department.
A less obvious, but very valid task of the
department is the preparation of senior art ¬
ists who hope to commit their life to the
arts. This type of education begins in the
alking with John McCuistion of the
Art department one afternoon we
learned much about the man behind the
professor.
If John could interview anyone in the
world dead or alive, he would speak with
David Smith, who was probably the most
influential American sculptor of our time.
Currently John feels that teaching offers
benefits for a person, including the chance
to meet other individuals and to experi¬
ment without the pressure of having to
sell.
One of his favorite parts of being an Art
professor is seeing the completed work of
students. However, the occasional “ neces¬
sary" paperwork does not interest him.
In John’s spare time he likes fishing,
especially salmon, halibut and bottom fish.
He enjoys watching Masterpiece Theatre
and Mike Hammer. The Pacific Northwest
holds John's interest because of the raw
beauty and vivid landscapes.
He has traveled to New Mexico in a
teaching exchange. While there he was
able to visit archeological sites including
Chaco Canyon. John would like to visit
Christmas Island because he hears there is
great bone fishing.
John commented on GPS itself . Over
the past ten years the students have be¬
come higher quality and more motivated
to try things in the Arts.
While John doesn’t have a favorite the¬
ory, he believes in the work ethic and con¬
siders Art work.
We let John get back to his work, and as
we left he bent back over the latest sculp¬
ture he was creating. # — Staff
classroom but ends with the artist’s cre¬
ation and their ability to market the prod ¬
uct. One of the key methods of this mold
ing is evaluation, public criticism and the#
use of art displays. Culminating the entire
experience is the senior art show in the
spring.
At the art show the senior art students
exhibit some of their best in a diverse sam¬
pling of media. It is an exciting and chal¬
lenging program, which the department
and the students work on every day. In
1987 a special addition to the show was
the fact that the senior class was purchas¬
ing some of the works on display to be
used as a permanent collection for the uni¬
versity. 0
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"Polleysarurared
Administration
Iust who occupies McIntyre 220? Ac-
cording to Roy Polley, the office is
shared by him and Professors Mop, Broom,
and Bucket. Unfortunately, Mop, Broom
and Bucket are on an extended sabbatical
and cannot be reached at this time.
Professor Polley will complete his 2nd
year at the University of Puget Sound in
June of this year. He has worked in the
past at various places such as Northern
Pacific Railroad and Weyerhaeuser.
When he was in high school, he wanted
to be either a history teacher or a minister.
After having worked in various businesses,
he is glad to be a professor. He likes the
“more relaxed lifestyle,’’ and the fact that
“working with young, eager minds keeps
(him) alive.” He says he is “sort of doing
the kinds of things a minister would do,”
so he has pretty much reached his two
high school career goals. He does believe
that there is too much bureaucracy and
procedures at UPS.
Most of his hobbies are accounting relat¬
ed. He enjoys working with Alpha Kappa
Psi and also doing pro-bons work in soci¬
ety. He also works with the law enforce¬
ment in white collar crime. You can see
from the wrestling figures in his office he is
an avid fan of professional wrestling.
Polley’s office is always tidy and orga¬
nized. He says that this is an indication of
how he approaches things. “A clean room
in an indication of a tidy mind.” He says
that “in some respects (he is) a dinosaur”
because he is not a PhD, which makes him
“one of the old-time accounting teachers in
Washington.” He does not take himself or
life too seriously and is not too impressed
by degress,” so he says, “some people
would say (he) is weird.”
He earned a mail order accounting de¬
gree, and “most of the courses (he) teach¬
es, other than principles, he has never
had.” He often says in class, “I never had
calculus, why should you?” He intends to
teach at UPS until he is seventy and does
not intend to retire. He says that “deans
come and go, but (he) is still here.”
Doris, the Business Administration Sec¬
retary says that he is “very, very caring,
and he will work hard to see that his stu¬
dents get a job.” His students also care
about him. This past fall some of his senior
accounting students got together to sur¬
prise him. They each wore a blue tee-shirt
with “Polleysaturated” printed on the
back, and during class all stood up and
turned around to show him. 9
— Tillen Simpson
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Heidi Holzhauer
Heidi Holzhauer
B & PA: Front L - R: John Dickson, David Kent, Bob Waldo. Back L - R: Garth Blanchard, Roy Polley,
John Knutson, Bob Terpstra.
Bob Waldo
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Biology
UPS's Own "Gordon's Fisherman"
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Brian Meyers
Biology: Front L R: Scott Sheffield, Terry Mace, Darwin Jorgesen. Back L R: Susan Waaland, Mary
Rose Lamb, E.L. Karlstrom, Bev Pierson, Gert Lee, Mike Gardiner.
he first time I saw Professor Earnest
1. Karlstrom I thought to myself • this
man is a living representation of the Gor¬
don’s fisherman ad. The time and place
was my freshman year at Camp Parsons
during Passages. At the time, Dr. Karl¬
strom was busy pointing out marine life to
interested students. This image, of the
bearded Dr. Karlstrom clad in a yellow rain-
jacket and fisherman’s hat, has always re¬
mained in my mind.
Though Dr. Karlstrom does have inter¬
ests in marine activities, he is also an im¬
portant part of the biology department.
Presently, he teaches introductory biology,
comparative anatomy, and developmental
biology. In addition, Dr. Karlstrom chairs
the Health Sciences Committee which ad¬
vises students with an interest in a health
science career and also assists these stu¬
dents in applications to graduate schools.
Dr. Karlstrom grew up in the Seattle
area, but chose to attend college out of
state at Augustana University in Rock Is¬
land, Illinois. After receiving his B.A. in
Biology from Augustana, Professor Karl¬
strom attended the University of Washing¬
ton to earn his M.S. in 1952. Finally, Pro¬
fessor Karlstrom received his PhD at U.C.
Berkeley. Dr. Karlstrom returned to Augus¬
tana University to teach for several years.
Then being homesick for the rainy Seattle
weather, he grew up with, Dr. Karlstrom
decided to venture out to Tacoma and the
University of Puget Sound. As well as
wanting to “come home”, Dr. Karlstrom
wanted to be in a coastal area to facilitate
his research. Furthermore, he was interest¬
ed being at a private liberal arts college
that had an emphasis on teaching.
Like most of the other Biology profes¬
sors, at UPS, Dr. Karlstrom divides his
time between classes and his own re¬
search. Since 1984, he has been studying
the repopulation of animals, especially am¬
phibians, in the red zone at Mt. St. Helens.
This study involves quite a bit of time. Last
spring, Dr. Karlstrom and two student as¬
sistants gathered research every 2-3
weeks.
In addition, Dr. Karlstrom enjoys marine
research and presently runs the marine bi¬
ology lab on Tanglewood Island. Dr. Karl¬
strom skippers UPS’s own boat, the “Bos¬
ton Whaler” and thus provides transporta¬
tion to and from Tanglewood Island.
In the spring ’88 term, Dr. Karlstrom will
take a break from his present research
when he takes a sabbatical to Scandinavia,
specifically to Sweden. Here he will have
the opportunity to study northern amphib¬
ians and to trace the life and history of
Carolus Linneaus, a Swedish physician
and naturalist who was instrumental in
compiling the binomial system used to
name and classify living things.
Dr. Karlstrom enjoys the history of biol¬
ogy and, if given the chance, would have
liked to ask Charles Darwin, the founder of
the concept of evolution, if he had ever
conversed with Karl Marx. In fact, Dr. Karl¬
strom has been known to impersonate
Charles Darwin (at a Mortar Board spon¬
sored discussion) as well as the Gordon’s
fisherman.
Dr. Karlstrom is one of many to priase
the Biology Department at UPS. in addition
to offering a broad spectrum of subjects,
the professors are dedicated to teaching
and often involve students with their re¬
search projects. In fact, Dr. Karlstrom be¬
lieves that the amount of undergraduate
research will soon explode, giving UPS an
advantage since many undergraduate stu¬
dents are already involved in research,
both independently and in coordination
with professors.
And finally, if you don’t remember Pro¬
fessor Karlstrom as the Gordon’s fisher¬
man, you might remember his claims to
fame - he makes the best smoked salmon
in the Northwest - providing he’s able to
catch the fish - of course. £
— Sara Michaels
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Phi Sigma: 1st Row: Maria Boyd, Nan King, Finlay Anderson, Dan Hockson. 2nd Row:
Rebecca Rudolph, Sara Michaels, Alison McNulty, Erin Mack, Cathy Chan. 3rd Row:
Gary Avery, Alicia Paulson, Doni Watkins, Collen Morandi, Ruth Reid. 4th Row: Carl
Heath, Steve Shoemaker, Trudy Steidl, Merrill Martin, Dr. Terry Mace, Steven Nicker.
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Shauna Shipley
Lawrence Stern (Philosophy) and E.L. Karlstrom at Mortar Board’s
"Meeting of Minds."
hi Sigma, is a biological fraternity
open to biology majors, minors, or
non majors interested in the study of
biology. At (JPS, Phi Sigma is one of many
Alpha Phi chapters of the national biologi¬
cal honors society.
Phi Sigma is not university funded. Dr.
Slater, Professor Emeritus, donated stocks
to the fraternity to use as funds. From the
dividends, Phi Sigma is able to award one
outstanding $50 book award each to a
freshmen and a sophomore, and also two
research grants per year.
Phi Sigma sponsors student tutoring, fa¬
culty / student picnics, and other activities
to keep biology members aware of grant
opportunities, A — Staff
esearch is one of the fundamental
X X. tools for those seriously pursuing ca¬
reers in biology. To perform the type of
research that is required to make a contri¬
bution to the field, individuals must often
devote fulltime hours to the job. If those
doing the research are independently
wealthy they probably don’t worry too
much about how they will eat and pay the
rent when doing the research.
Unfortunately, most researchers are not
independently wealthy. (At least, not at the
beginning of their research.) For this rea¬
son the value of grants and fellowships for
research is really unmeasurable. Although
it might have a clear face value, it is fairly
difficult to evalute the ultimate value the
research might accrue because of its im¬
pact on the world.
This year the biology department was
fortunate to have the addition of a very
significant grant to enable student re¬
search. Endowed during the last year, the
Murdock Grants go to students who have
demonstrated a serious commitment to re¬
search and to academics. Those awarded
the grant must write up a specific grant
proposal which is analyzed for original re¬
search value, written approach and the
probability the student will be able to per¬
form the work. £
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I he Career Development
1. Center, provides opportu¬
nities for jobs and internships
that students might never hear
about.
Located in Library 225, CDC
offers individual counseling
workships, seminars, employ¬
ment interviews, and other in¬
formational resources for stu¬
dents interested in planning a
career and/or obtaining a job.
Anyone from first semester
freshmen to graduating seniors
can use these services.
A student can begin with a
personal assessment process,
where he can identify personal
skills, values, and interests,
and therefore, better define a
career objective. At this point ,
a CDC counselor, such as Dian¬
na Kunce, can help set some
goals and plan how to achieve
each of them.
Career Exploration, another
part of CDC, has vocational bi¬
ographies on file, occupational
briefs, and even offers a career
awareness course, CRDV 203.
New to the program, ar.d a suc¬
cessful addition, is the Alumni
Sharing Program, which is best
utilized during Alumni Sharing
Night. This event , organized by
CDC, was held in the Rotunda
where students could approach
several alumni involved in law,
business, psychology, teach¬
ing, and more. Hundreds of stu¬
dents attended.
Workshops aiding students
with interviews, resume writ¬
ing, job search, and graduate
school selection prepare stu¬
dents for possible job place¬
ment or internships. CDC
places a high importance on fit ¬
ting internships to students’
goals. In addition , CDC person¬
nel organize direct employer re¬
ferrals and on-campus inter¬
views so that a student may
even obtain a job before he/she
graduates. £
— Staff
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phemistry
Of Deer And Chemistry
Kathy Hedges
Chemistry: Front L R: Tom Rowland, Keith Berry. Back L R: Anne Wood, Ken Rousslang, Jay Mueller ,
Curt Mehlhaff.
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Dave Harlan
Professor Keith Berry
quick glance into Thomas Rowland's
I \office and you are greeted by rows
and rows of beer bottles. Obviously, this is
a man who loves good beer. When asked
how he managed to amass such a collec¬
tion, Rowland replied, “ It started a long
time ago - 1 always drank dark beer, not the
light junk that most Americans drink, so I
always bought foreign beer. And the bot¬
tles are interesting, so I keep them. Then
my students started to bring me beer. More
recently, however, they drink the beer, and
then bring me the bottles.” This University
of California Berkely graduate and Vietnam
veteran is one of the fine professors of
Chemistry here at the University of Puget
Sound.
Professor Rowland’s academic school¬
ing ended in 1975 with a PhD in physical
inorganic chemistry from UC Berkley;
from there, he was drafted into the Army.
He did his basic training at Ft. Lewis, and
then served 14 months in Vietnam. He had
mixed feelings about the whole affair, but
stated that it was “ one hell of a growth
experience.” When he got back, he and a
friend toured this area, and got to know it a
bit better, but didn’ t hear of U.P.S. He took
a position at Adams State College in Colo¬
rado, and discovered he really enjoyed
teaching. After spending the summer in
Europe and giving lectures at the Universi¬
ty of Loussanne in Switzerland, Rowland
returned to the States and assumed his
current position at U.P.S.
When asked why he became a Chemis¬
try professor, Rowland conceded that he
didn’t know why. He had always enjoyed
science, and although both of his parents
are chemists, they had never pushed their
children to pursue chemistry. Rowland
commented that he’d simply felt comfort¬
able with chemistry. He had wanted to en¬
ter industrial research, but at the time he
was trying to enter the job market, the
demand was down, so he decided to try
teaching for a while and see if he liked it.
Fortunately for the students at Puget
Sound , he does. £ — Carrie Thompson
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The Righr Number
Iconfess 1 mis-dialed the phone. But once
1. I got to talking to Cheryl Jorgensen-
Earp, I was glad I hit the wrong button.
After asking if I could ask her a few ques¬
tions, I started out with a zinger — “If you
could speak to anyone in the world, who
would it be, and why?"
She laughed and asked me to go on to
my next question so she could think about
it. I proceeded to ask her how she got
involved in Communication and Theatre
Arts. She told me that she started out in
nursing school, but her sophomore year
she had taken every C&TA elective she
could, so she switched.
Jorgensen-Earp's main interest is in the
field of rhetoric. She explained rhetoric as
symbolic inducement. She went on to ex¬
pound on ttoat idea. She talked of her inter¬
est in the way people use symbols in order
to persuade. Last year’s Shanty Town is an
example of this, as it was a symbol set up
to persuade. Protest suicide is another ex¬
ample of rhetoric. “We use rhetoric more
often than we think."
“Emmeline Pankhurst.” Jorgensen-Earp
stated. I realized that she was answering
who she wanted to meet. She went on to
explain why. “Emmeline Pankhurst was a
suffrage leader and I’m interested in her
strategies. I also want to know if I’m on the
right track in my own life.”
We talked a little about Jorgensen-
Earp’s favorite part of teaching. She feels
the students here are a kick. They always
have a new twist on things so teaching is
never dull. In addition, the students change
every semester. On the flip side of teach¬
ing is the time involved. “You never stop
working even when you go home at night."
Speaking about some of her favorite
things, Jorgensen-Earp said her favorite
book is The Story of a Soul, but St. Terese
of Lisicut. She says she finds the way the
author looks at things fascinating. Jorgen¬
sen-Earp’s favorite television show is My-
stery on PBS.
Closer to home, she likes the Northwest
for its summers. “They are really pleasant.
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C & TA: L - R: John Lutterbie, Kris Bartanen, David Droge, Louise Spillman, Gary Grant, Lisa Gluek,
Cheryl Jorgensen-Earp, Gary Peterson.
I’m originally from the South, and the sum¬
mers here are so much milder than down
there." She does not, however, like the
rain.
The size of (JPS is one of Jorgensen-
Earp’s favorite parts of the school. She
feels you can get to know the students
much better. The day I spoke with her the
worst part of (JPS was the parking because
she had to drive all over to find a space.
As I wound up the conversation, she
laughed suddenly. “I want to meet Lizzie
Borden too." I asked her why. “I’m just
dying to know if she did it!” We laughed
and said good-bye. Q
— Staff
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Robin Stansbury
Pi Kappa Delta: Front: L-R: Kris Bartenan, Heidi Van Well, Stephanie Walton, Jennifer Verive, Back, L-R: Scott Eagan,
Shawn Shipley, Sandy Hurley, Amy Pattee, Glen Kuper.
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Through Child's Eyes
Sociology Below Left: Leon GrunbergBelow: Comparative Sociology: Front L-R: Margi Nowak, Charles Ibsen , George
Guilmet , Back L-R: Ann Neel , Leon Grunberg, Ron Weitzer.
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f omparative what? Many students
ask this question upon arrival to
CIPS, but soon realize its definition in Com¬
parative Sociology 101. They are often sur¬
prised by how interesting it is to study
different cultures.
Margi Nowak is not unlike the students,
in her fascination. She equates her interest
to that of a child’s interest in studying the
unusual. Her interest is Anthropology and
Sociology. One of her favorite terms for
anthropologists is “ creative misfits” and
describes them as somewhat detached and
having an “ attraction for the exotic” .
The basis of her studies reflects the
question. “ What does it mean for human
beings to study human beings?” She has
fascination with third world countries, and
lived in India for a time, working with Tibe-
tain refugees. These people made her cur¬
ious about her own ethnic background, as
they would ask her about ancestors dating
back several generations. She found out
more about herself and the role of families
because of these associations.
But the greatest effect on her has been
her two children. She credits children with
developing a “ conservatizing influence” on
parents, and forcing them to look through
the eyes of a two or three-year-old. “ The
rewards from children are worth my sacri¬
fice for them, and their experiences with
life and death situations can affect any
parent, ” she stated.
For now, Margi remains where she is at
and stays content with her life. Soon she
would like her children to have the oppor¬
tunity to travel all over the world in order
to see different lands and cultures. “ It is so
important to think of the planet as home,
and I’d like my kids to call it home, too,”
Margi adds. £ — Sarah Blain
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A Positive Attitude
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Mike Veseth
Z\ s I opened her door covered with
1 \ figures from Harper’s Index, I no¬
ticed the different pieces of paper on the
door. One is a graph showing black family
income as compared to white income. The
other says “20% of All Children in America
Live In Poverty.”
This is Kate Stirling’s attitude in life and
is displayed in her work. Kate is energetic,
caring, honest, responsive, and emotional
about the present economic system in the
United States. She honestly wants stu¬
dents to understand it as she does.
After a late start in college, Kate worked
hard at St. Martin’s College, and aced all
her exams, as well as impressing everyone
with her enthusiasm. She continued on to
Notre Dame to do her graduate work.
Graduate school was a scary exper¬
ience. It was also dehumanizing. Her first
semester was the hardest to adjust to
school. Kate can see that the freshmen at
UPS have a similar apprehension. They
aren’t certain about their abilities and per¬
ceive that they cannot make it.
What helped her through graduate
school was keeping the long run in mind,
‘if you say you can’t do it, then you can’t.’
After graduation, she went into teaching
at the collegiate level because she wanted
to help students learn to think in new
ways. Kate likes Puget Sound because the
students are dedicated to learning and the
professors are dedicated to teaching. She
also saw the connections between profes¬
sors and students here.
Another interest Kate has is running,
which she does everyday. She also loves
nature and walking in the woods because it
is a “spiritual replenishment.” She has a
flower and vegetable garden as well.
Focusing on the Economics Depart¬
ment, Kate feels that it is a great depart¬
ment. All the professors are very different,
but, as a whole can provide a good under¬
graduate education.
No one is working on the same thing as
others in the department, but all are moti¬
vated to help, and support each other. All
in the department are committed to differ¬
ent goals, but all the professors have one
path to follow excellant teaching.
As I walked out of Kate’s office, I knew
Kate better as a person. 1 glanced again at
her collection of papers on the door and I
noticed a comic from the ‘Far Side’. It
showed Humpty Dumpty running outside
to play. The caption said, “Be back by
suppertime, Hump . . . and as always, you
be careful.” £ — Staff
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Economics: Front: L-R: Douglas Goodman, Bruce
Mann, Back: L-R: Wade Hands, Ernie Coombs,
Mike Veseth, Kate Stirling
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Kathy Hedges
Education: Front: L-R: Linda Cockrell, Barbara Holme, Grace Kirchner, Yvonne Grimes, Back: L-R: Linda
Hibbard, Norman Heimgartner, Ramon Roussin, Robert Hostetter, Robert Steiner, Richard Hodges, John
English
rofessor John English answered the
K telephone immediately. I warned him
quickly that Ihad some tough questions to
ask. He chuckled and told me to go on. I
asked him who he’d like to interview, dead
or alive. “Go on to the next one," he re¬
plied, and chuckled again.
The next question he did not have that
much trouble with: why he became an edu¬
cation professor. “I have an interest in
working with people rather than things,”
Professor English began. “ I am also inter ¬
ested in some of the content that comes up
in education.”
I followed up by asking about some of
his hobbies. Apparently when Professor
English is not teaching he is busy reading,
listening to music, fixing things around the
house, and playing as well as watching
sports.
We moved on to talk a little about why
Professor English likes the northwest. He
explained that he does not like climate ex¬
tremes. He enjoys temperate summers.
Also, there is an interesting variety of sce¬
nery.
The reason why Professor English is at¬
tracted to UPS is its smallness and empha¬
sis on teaching and advising. He likes the
working relationships between professors
and students. He is less attracted to univer¬
sities who put heavy emphasis on re¬
search.
Professor English looks back on his trav¬
els to Hong Kong as very interesting. “The
cultural content is entirely different. There
is variety and unusualness of ideas.”
He would enjoy travelling to New Zea¬
land, given the chance, because “it sounds
like a place of great scenic beauty and
interest.” He would also like to visit Ireland
because his family is from there.
Professor English talked of one of his
passions, reading, in terms of a favorite
book. While he feels that there are so many
books that are so good, James Joyce’s
Portrait of an Artist as a Young Man made
an impression on him because of the pow¬
er of the words.
Professor English does not regularly
watch television; however, he does like
PBS and enjoys their specials and series.
As far as movies you can show him any
Ignmar Bergman or Marx Brothers flick
and he'll be happy.
Returning to who Professor English
would like to interview, he said, "Frederick
Nietzche. I want to talk to him about his
capacity for contradiction, and his relish
for generating ideas.”
It may seem far-fetched to imagine inter¬
viewing someone dead, but in the words of
Professor English’s favorite quotation,
“Anything’s possible.” 0 — Helen Dolmas
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English: Front L-R: Denise Despres, Beth Kalikoff, Peter Greenfield. Back L-R: Barry Bauske, Dana Ringuette, Ralph Corkrun, Keith
James, James Lyles, Michael Curly, Scott Bently, Ann Putnam, Beverly Conner, Mary Turnbull.
\ X / alk into his office and the first thing
V V you notice is a 5’x6’ board covered
with Longacres betting tickets, all losers.
English Professor Barry Bauska keeps
them as an incentive to savor any wins or
progress that he makes just that much
more.
And he has had a few successes. Bauska
was one of the original instigators of the
school’s revolutionary Prelude and Pas¬
sages’ program, working to organize the
classroom portion of the orientation.
He has also had about fifty works of his
published, primarily short stories and po¬
ems. Bauska is also in the process of revis¬
ing his play, “ When Knowledge Sinks In,”
which he wrote last year during sabbatical.
Bauska also has a ten-year-old son, from
whom, he says, he learns much. He finds
his son’s many interests and vivid imagina¬
tion more stimulating than book knowl¬
edge. He also has noticed that his son’s
interests are beginning to differ from his
father’s at this age.
During 1983, Bauska led a group of stu¬
dents during part of the school’s London
program. While in England he researched
and lectured on British poetry.
Bauska went to college at Occidental
College in Los Angeles, California. He is
originally from a small town, and enjoyed
the smallness of the school. Although he
characterizes himself as being fairly shy,
he was able to meet many people.
He also likes the smallness of the Univer¬
sity of Puget Sound. He feels that small
classes encourage the intimateness
neccessary to correctly teach creative writ¬
ing. Also, he likes the fact that no classes
are taught by teacher ’s assistants.
His classes are taught as writing work¬
shops, avoiding such structuring influ¬
ences as text-based assignments. This
makes Bauska’s classes more open and
more conducive to meaningful discussion.
He also praises the school for hiring Hans
Ostrum, who Bauska considers to have
greatly improved the creative writing de¬
partment.
Barry Bauska’s work has made the uni¬
versity a more amiable place for both the
incoming Freshman and creative writing
student in general. May the Longacres tick¬
ets continue their winninq influence. 8
— Staff
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Heidi Holzhauer
Foreign Language: Front: L-R: Eric Tschuy, Esperanza Gurza, Judy Tyson, Connie Galante, David Tinsley, Kent Hooper, Back:
Jacquie Martin, Dan Clause, Lotus Sun
l-H or those who frequent the Depart-1 ment of Foreign Languages and even
those who don’t, you may have noticed a
new professor strolling about. He is Profes¬
sor Eric Tschuy, an instructor of French
during the school year and of Spanish dur¬
ing the summer.
Professor Tschuy was born in Geneva,
Switzerland and at the age of 19 came to
the United States. He obtained a degree in
French and Spanish at the University of
Oregon at Eugene, where he later obtained
his Masters in the same and a PhD in For¬
eign Languages. Before coming to UPS he
taught at the University of Oregon at Eu¬
gene, the University of Minnesota Twin
Cities and the University of Minnesota at
Morris. In the fall of last year he started his
first class at UPS and has been teaching
steadily every since.
Of course, like students, professors of ¬
ten participate in extracurricular activities,
and Professor Tschuy is no exception. He
has “ millions of hobbies,” including cross
country and downhill skiing, water skiing,
collecting stamps, and photography. In ad¬
dition , he enjoys walking, traveling, pick ¬
ing up new lanaguages and drawing. He
hopes one day to write and illustrate chil ¬
dren’s books.
When asked about his opinion of UPS,
Tschuy comments on the “ stimulating and
intimate atmosphere” and the quality of
students. He also cites the amount of feed
back present and a constant give-and-take
situation as pluses that he sees in the
school.
And of the future? One word can de¬
scribe a main goal of Eric Tschuy’s: TRAV¬
EL. Not only does he express the common
desire to go around the world but also men ¬
tions specific areas such as Europe, North
America, Costa Rica, Mexico, and the Ori¬
ent as sites for future visits. Perhaps a
closer and shorter-term goal is the attain¬
ment of a Washington Teaching Certifi ¬
cate, which Tschuy feels will help him im ¬
prove his teaching skills and enable him to
better impart his knowledge.
Like those who have been students of
his can attest , Eric Tschuy posesses eso¬
teric qualities that come out when he is
asked about his philosophy of life: “ Life is
like a poem and filled with beauty . . .
experience all that you can in each day.”
As for memories that he will carry with
him of UPS, he mentions people’s faces,
the spirit in each class, the trees, green ¬
ness, and the rhododendrons in bloom dur¬
ing the spring. No doubt the same memo¬
ries many of us will take with us after we
have left. 0 — Gina Agustin
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Marcus Borg (Religion), David Tinsley, Lawrence Stern (Philosophy), and E.L. Karlstrom play historial figures at Mortar Boards “Meeting
of Minds.”
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Geology: L-R: Al Eggers, Stewart Lowther, Barry Goldstein
Brian Meyers
[ Jne glance into the office of Al Eg-\mS gers and you’ll know that what you
see is the office of a geologist. Mingled
with the various texts on the bookshelves
are numerous rocks. Covering the walls
are maps and pictures, and in silent testi¬
mony to Professor Eggers’ geological field¬
work, a soil-stained backpack leans against
the wall, poking above a sea of papers,
more books and more maps.
Professor Eggers first came to GPS to
answer a temporary job offer, but he en¬
joyed the Northwest so much, he has re¬
mained here as a professor in the Geology
Department. He is a native of Southern
Oregon, and when asked what he likes
most about the Northwest, he replied,
“The rain.”
Before the demise of Winterim, Profes¬
sor Eggers annually took GPS students on
field studies of volcanoes in Mexico and
Central America during winter break. He
said that such a program was a great bene¬
fit to the students, many of whom have
since continued their studies in physics or
geology. One student continued through
graduate school and went to work as a
seismologist for the Mexican government.
Other students have gone on to work with
the G.S. Geological Survey. Professor Eg¬
gers says that his favorite part of being a
professor is that, “I see positive changes in
people and students that come about be¬
cause of my efforts,” and that his least
favorite aspect is having to give grades.
If he could go anywhere in the world,
Eggers says that he would choose Papua
New Guinea, and Indonesia, for two rea¬
sons. One, because there are more explo¬
sive volcanoes there than anywhere else in
the world. Also, because he loves the trop¬
ics - especially tropical fruit.
Frank Peret is the person who Eggers
would most like to meet. You say you
don’t know who Frank Peret was? Few
people do, but he is famous in his field as
an engineer turned volcanologist who was
incredibly ingenious in his methods of
studying volcanic activity. He once studied
volcanic earthquakes on Stromboli volca¬
no in the Mediterranean with a stethescope
and a soup can. Eggers says he would like
to meet him to compare his innovative
instruments to the modern instruments of
today. 0 — Mike Arnold
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^ ^ An "Intellectual Hisroriant/
|_J istory Professor William Breitenbach
11was just getting up as 1 walked into
his book-lined office and toward his desk.
“Hi Dave,” he said, walking past me. He
put a book into the shelves behind me as I
sat down in front of his desk.
“Imay have misled you yesterday when
I told you I wanted to interview you about
the history department,” i said. “I actually
need to get a profile on you.”
He looked at me with surprise and con¬
sternation. "The last time I did one of
those,” said Breitenbach, “I got myself in
trouble.”
“How?”
"I can’t tell you that. I'd just get myself
into trouble again.”
After I convinced him that he wouldn’t
come off sounding like a trouble maker, I
began.
Tell me about yourself. Where did you
grow up? This was to be the last full sen¬
tence I would use while we were talking
about his favorite subjects — himself and
his studies.
“I was born in Lichfield, Minnesota in
1949,” said Breitenbach, “and grew up in
small towns in Minnesota — places with
about 2,000 people. Places where you es¬
sentially did everything - you were in the
band, you were out for sports . . . 1 think
one of the great things about going to a
school like that is that you participate in a
variety of things, even things you’re not
particulary good at.”
“How did you choose histo . . . ”
“I sort of backed into history,” Breiten¬
bach said, “I went to school thinking I was
going to be a government major and gonna
become a senator from Minnesota. I start¬
ed taking some political science courses
and 1 found that all of the students who
were interested in government were these
guys in their wing-tip shoes and sports
jackets and that sort of thing — all very
polished. And I thought I really couldn’t do
this. I had a couple of very good history
professors and as is often the case they got
me interested. 1 actually did my undergrad¬
uate studies in history and literature and in
the period I was interested in (colonial New
England) the literature and the history are
one and the same.”
“1 heard that you're working on a book.
What’s that abou . . . ”
“Yes. It’s on Johnathan Edwards and his
theological successors.”
“ Johnathan Edwards is . . .?”
“Eighteenth century New England theo¬
logian. He was one of the leaders of the
Great Awakening . . . ” Obviously touching
on his favorite subject, Breitenbach for the
next ten minutes explained in great detail
the argument of his book.
“I essentially backed into this too. 1 was
interested in early New England Puritan¬
ism and I had also done a lot of work on
nineteenth century evangelical reform
movements. I was looking for a way to
connect these two. Edwards’ theology was
the connection. I essentially wrote a doc¬
toral dissertation that was straight the¬
ological history.”
“Why’d you come to GPS?”
“I didn’t really enjoy my undergraduate
experience. It (Harvard) was a big school
which was mainly a research institution.
The professors were interested in teaching
graduate students. I had some good teach¬
ers but many of them weren't. I didn’t like
that. Anyway, my brother, who’s a year
younger than I, had gone to Carlton (a
small liberal arts college in Minnesota) and
I always felt he had gotten the better edu¬
cation. I was taught by graduate students,
while he was taught by professors. So, I
wanted to teach at a small liberal arts
school.”
“What do you see as the good and bad
points of Puget Sound?”
Breitenbach’s face disfigured into a look
of anguish and he said, “now there’s where
I’m gonna stick my foot in my mouth . . .
Well, its best point is that it’s a school that
isn’t going to stand pat. It knows that the
nature of education is changing and is
committed to improving itself academical¬
ly. It’s not out to make as much money as
it can.”
“ And weakness . . . ”
“It seems, and maybe it’s just this area
of the country, that there’s not as much of
a mentality that you choose one place and
you go there for four years.There seems to
be a lot more of hopping around from
school to school. I think that’s just a struc¬
tural problem that GPS is on the right track
to correcting.”
Professor Breitenbach andI talk for over
an hour. He even stated, “I love to talk,” If
you ever get the opportunity to take a
class from him, you’ll find out what he
means. He is one of the best and most
interesting lecturers in the school. As a
student put it, “he makes the hour fly by."
He may be noted for his tough grading,
or his rapid fire lectures, or his challenging
discussions, but he has a drive for chal¬
lenging the student to listen more critical¬
ly, speak more clearly and write more con¬
cisely. 0
— David HarlanQ* J,T- m * 3>\
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Don Baker, Terry Cooney.
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Honors
Ideas Are Exciting
\ X / hen Dulcey Simpkins graduatesVV with Puget Sound’s Class of 1990,
she wants to have been part of the winnin-
gest women’s soccer team in the school’s
history and to have earned distinction as a
Coolidge Otis Chapman Honors scholar.
On both counts, Dulcey, a freshman
from Arvada, Colorado, is well on her way.
This fall, the women’s soccer team, on
which she plays as a mid-fielder, finished
second in the Far West Regional Tourna¬
ment. As proud as Dulcey is about the
team, she says she is equally pleased
about her experience as one of 30 fresh¬
men accepted into the Honors Program.
The Honors Program is an intensive four-
year course of study that is inter-disciplin¬
ary, based on the Great Works of Western
Civilization. Students participate in semi¬
nars where discussion is the foundation for
inquiry. Students read the works of such
writers, philosophers, and scientist as Pla¬
to, Kent, Dante, Shakespeare, Machiavelli,
and Eistein. In the senior year, the Honors
students engage in intensive research as
they prepare to write their Honors Theses.
Sophomore Nicole Hykes of Kilauea, Ha¬
waii, enjoys the ample opportunity to dis¬
cuss ideas. “Discussion, I’ve found, is the
most important and interesting part of be¬
ing at a university,” she says. “I don’t feel
that offering my opinion is threatening, al¬
though we do disagree at times. There is
competition, but I think it’s more challeng¬
ing than stressful.” She concludes, “It’s
exciting to participate in a group that
changes as we become more familiar and
develope our own beliefs.”
For senior Mary Simpson of Portland,
Oregon, being an active participant in the
Honors Program gives her a reason to be
proud. “All my classes have been challeng¬
ing because of the professors and the ma-
1
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Shawna Shipley
Honors: Front: L-R: David Smith, Michael Curley, Back: L-R: Leon Grunberg, David Lupher, Andy Rex,
Mott Greene
terial. Delving into original works takes a
lot of effort, but I always enjoy the feeling
of accomplishment, knowing that I fin¬
ished reading what the author wrote, not
what has been interpreted by the editor. I
am interpreting original material for my
thesis and after presenting it, I will have
the same feeling of accomplishment.”
Dulcey points out another important as¬
pect of the Honors Program — the oppor¬
tunity for half of the freshman in the pro¬
gram to live together in Langlow House, a
Victorian-style house on campus. “Every¬
one in the house is a member of the pro¬
gram, yet distinctly individual. I really en¬
joy observing the talents and traits of oth¬
ers, and certainly freedom of expression
rules here. £ — Sound Off
3
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David Lupher
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Library: Front: L-R: Vicki Freidle, Denyse Howell, Liz Burk, Ealin Gratton , Lillian Lupo, Shirley Foster, Berdine Kulla , Nancy Piercy,
Lori Ricigliano, Middle: L R: Darlene Crawford, Chris Fisher, Carol Wheeler, Schreiner, Suzanne, Back: L-R: Frank Owens, Dan Bischel,
Barbara Hurley, Ufa Kriefall
he library is supposed to be a place
A of quiet study, of scholarly research
and the life of the mind. Students can lose
themselves in the stacks, bury their noses
in books in the study carrels, or retreat
behind headphones to prepare for listening
or language tests. The building is, ideally, a
center of study.
Of course, that’s idealism speaking.
Those who don’ t make it to the single car¬
rels or who find themselves in the wide-
open reserve reading area find that Collins
Memorial Library is a social center. It’s
impossible to spend more than twenty min¬
utes in the building without talking to
somebody. From the front doors students
must run the gauntlet of circulation desk
and reference room or reserve room before
having a chance to escape to privacy. The
experienced socializers make the rounds of
tables and sofas, plotting a course of peo¬
ple to talk to and progressing at a nice,
easy rate.
And after the talking is done, it’s time to
hit the books. £
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Director of the Library, Desmond Taylor — Amy Stephenson
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Musical Scores
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Music: Front: L-R: Geoffrey Block, Duane Hulbert, Lawrence Elbert, Ilona Herlinger, Back: L-R: Robert
Musser, Edward Hansen, Paul Schultz, Thomas Goleeke, Pat Krueger, Edward Seferian
I t was an exciting year for the music
1department as a number of guest stars
were on campus interacting with students
and faculty.
The 1986-87 school year was designated
Chism Year of Music, and many talented
performers were sponsored under this
theme.
Julia Black lectured on “Creativity Be¬
tween Children and Adults” and conducted
several workshops in late September.
A master class in guitar was conducted
by Carlos Barbosa-Lima in October, while
noted author and Yale University professor
Leon Plantinga presented several talks in
the same month.
November 1 featured a symposium on
the history, philosophy, and music of the
Romantic period. Schoenberg Institute Di¬
rector Leonard Stein presented several lec¬
tures and later performed the works of
Berg, Schoenberg, and Webern with Jaca-
lyn Wehmhoff, a UPS alum and mezza so¬
prano with the MET. Also in November,
Gary Karr presented a master class in
bass.
Traditional Christmas concerts by the
University Madrigal Singers, the UPS/Ta-
coma Civic Chorus, and, of course, the
Adelphian Concert Chorus highlighted the
month of December.
Thomas Goleeke directed the opera The
Toy Shop & A Game of Chance in Febru¬
ary. A piano festival later in the month
featured master classes by Andre-Michel
Schub, Duane Hulbert, and Ilona Herlinger,
and a performance by the Federal Way
Philharmonic. February finished with Vien¬
na Academy of Music professor Walter
Moore imparting his knowledge to vocal
students through master classes and per¬
sonal coaching.
A symposium on the pre-Romantic peri¬
od in music, starring the Classical String
Quartet from the Aston Magna Academy
of New York, started March off like a lion.
The festivities continued with Duane Hul-
bert’s performance of a new work by com¬
poser Fisher Tull, a Church & the Arts
symposiu, the Northwest Invitational Band
Festival in the Fieldhouse, and a perfor¬
mance and master classes by the Kronos
String Quartet.
April was the time for the Adelphians
home concert, and for guest conductor
Margaret Hillis to perform Hadyn’s Lord
Nelson Afass.
The UPS/Tacoma Civic Chorus ended
the year with a May 3 performance of
Bach’s Passion According to St. John. 0
— Staff
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ComputerScience
l—low do professors make their classes1 1 fun and interesting each day, so that
students enjoy learning and look forward
to the next class meeting? Some make use
of intriguing material — take Dr. Hartly’s
sex class for instance. Others have discus¬
sion sessions over material in which many
very diverse ideas may be correct. And in
Thompson Hall, where most ideas are set
in concrete, so to say, many professors
rely upon laboratory type showmanship to
catch the students' interest. But what does
a professor do with a subject like math¬
ematics?
Enter the element of surprise and two
simple words familiar to most die-hard
math majors: ‘‘BAD CHALK”, and you
have the exciting classroom of Professor
Ron Van Enkevort. Van Enkevort pos¬
sesses an incredible enthusiasm for math¬
ematics. His special field of study is in
Number Theory, but pure enjoyment of
mathematics reaches beyond Number The¬
^r
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Elizabeth Chen
Shauna Shipley
ory, into his classes, and into the hearts of
his students. The greatest thrill of being a
teacher is to be able to pass on your enthu¬
siasm for the area of study you enjoy to the
minds and hearts of your students. “This is
fun stuff!” he exclaims, after explaining a
bit of mathematical induction. “If you
can’t get excited about this, you’d better
go and order your coffin tomorrow . . . or
today!” And from the rear of the class¬
room, a dazed student pipes up, "Oh
sweet! — this stuff is fun!”
Professor Van Enkevort unfortunately
has a habit of scaring some poor students
at times. Picture this: Joe Student, sitting
in middle front desk before class, review¬
ing notes from previous class. Suddenly
Van Enkevort’s face and hands appear out
of nowhere immediately in front of Joe
Student’s face, and a booming voice de¬
mands, “Joe — what do you think you’re
doing?!” Poor Joe sits there dumb-founded
with a rapid pulse, open mouth, and wide
eyes, trying to figure out just what he’s
done. A short way into lecture Joe decides
that Van Enkevort merely wanted to get
everyone’s attention and begin class.
Working very hard to put his students at
ease, Van Enkevort makes his classroom
comfortable. He wants his students to take
his classes seriously, but never so serious¬
ly to worry and fret over tests; he wants
them to have fun with the material. In go¬
ing over material to prepare for the final
exam in his Geometry 210 class fall semes¬
ter, he stated: “The exam will come in two
flavors — EXAM, bite my tongue! The quiz
will be in two parts . . . ” and continued on
to explain how the final would be orga¬
nized.
Professor Ron Van Enkevort is another
fine example of the excellent faculty this
University community is fortunate to have. 0— Carrie Thompson
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John Lantz, Bob Matthews, Ron Van Enkevort
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philosophy
More Than Right And Wrong
l\/l emos, letters, flyers, and note pa-
1 I per take up all of the space on the
four walls, some of which are dated at the
beginning of the year. His desk looks as if a
hurricane rifled through it. Professor Law¬
rence Stern looks like a mild-mannered pro¬
fessor with his glasses, slight build and
sweater. He is a little reticent on his person¬
al life, but a glimpse of it was allowed when
he was asked about his favorite recrea ¬
tions. Hiking, reading, music, and “ a cer¬
tain spread of dances,” he added cautious¬
ly. When we started to talk about the sub¬
ject he chooses to make a career , however,
a transformation takes place. His whole
body shifts and he leans forward as he
begins to talk with earnestness and intensi¬
ty-
Philosophy is one of the hardest areas.
“ It is a tool to tie different things together
and make sense of the whole,” Stern sum¬
marizes. Specifically, it tries to give a uni¬
fied picture of human life. Philosophy is
also a powerful tool for understanding the
self in the scheme of things. If this sounds
abstract, well , it is. Philosophy is one of the
hardest subjects to define. It is “ good at
creating and spelling out intellectual confu¬
sion,” Stern jokes. There’s a paradox here,
but that’s philosophy.
In his classes, anything is likely to be
said or asked. For example, during a dis¬
cussion session a student asked if history
is unfair in its treatment of Hitler. After all,
Hitler was a great leader. Stern replied,
“ Hitler was an effective leader, but an evil
genius.” From a philosophical standpoint,
both can be right or both can be wrong. In
another session, a student asked Stern to
prove that the government isn’t influenc¬
ing peoples’ opin s by putting something
in the water. Al sugh some might find
this preposterou Stern considers this a
fair question to b sked. Consequently, he
had to work upo he spot proofs that the
government wou t’t do such a thing.
Most of all , Stern insists, philosophy is a
tool that can be applied to the self . His
experiences in philosophy have guided and
helped him in both organizing his thoughts,
as well as teaching tolerance through being
able to see different perceptions/view¬
points without losing his objectiveness.
“ We all do philosophy,” Stern states.
Whenever there is controversy about a
point, that’s philosophy. There’s no right
or wrong, but just better reasoned judg¬
ments. Philosophy is a tool that can put
you in a frame of mind that can help you
make reasoned judgements. £— Kathleen Wong
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physical Education
Job Satisfaction
l— t unny and friendly — words that well1. describe Joe Peyton, a track coach
and Physical Education professor at UPS.
A man known to students as dedicated and
concerned about people, Peyton took time
out to chat with us about GPS and other
things:
“ If you could talk to anyone in the world
dead or alive who would it be and why?”
“ John F. Kennedy — he seemed to be
good for our country as President.”
“ What is your favorite author?”
“ William Bowerman — 1 use many of his
training methods.”
“ TV show?"
“ If there’s time to watch, Sixty Minutes— it’s very educational."
“ What about movie?”
“ I like action/adventure movies . . . the
opposite of my wife’s tastes!”
“ What hobbies do you have?"
“ Travelling.”
“ Where have you travelled to and what
was your opinion?”
“ The Army was responsible for most of
my travelling . . . I was in Germany for 3
years and thought it was similar to the
Northwest except there’s more snow there.
It was just exciting to see different people
and hear different languages, but they
seemed to be a bit behind the times.”
“ If you could go anywhere in the world
where would it be and why?”
“ I have no big desire to travel now, but 1
plan to visit the East Coast because I’m
not familiar with the area, and because
UPS gets a lot of students from there.”
“ Why are you a Physical Education pro¬
fessor?”
“ I let P.E. and Athletics rule my life, so it
seemed natural to major in it.”
“ What is your favorite part of being
one?”
“ I like the social contact with students
. . . they’re here because they want to be
and are here to learn.”
“ Any least favorite parts?"
“ I have no dislikes about teaching — I
probably enjoy my job more than most
people . . . but I am frustrated because we
need better facilities and have no money
for them.”
“ What do you like most about the North¬
west?”
“ It never gets too cold or too hot, and I
like the evergreens and uncrowded qual¬
i t y ”
“ About GPS?”
“ 1 like the friendliness and close contact
with everyone.”
“ Do you have a philosophy on life?”
“ 1 just want to do the best that I can with
what 1 have while I’m here and when I
retire, I don’ t want to linger. I don’t want to
look back and regret anything.” £
— Staff
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Physical Education: L-R: Paul Wallrof . Donald Duncan, Roberta Wilson , Joseph Peyton ,
Donald Zech
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physics
Srargazer
\hj hile most people make wishes onV f stars and give them not a second
thought, Professor James Evans in the
Physics Department enjoys studying the
constellations and using them to measure
declinations and right ascensions.
Confused? After taking Physics 301-An¬
cient Astronomy you won’t be. Professor
Evans entertains students with the history
of Astronomy and teaches them to apply
what they learn to day-to-day life.
One of the first tasks undertaken is
building an armillary sphere. This compli¬
cated device allows a student to find decli¬
nations and right ascensions. Later labs
include constructing sundials among other
things.
The man behind this challenging class,
Professor Evans, took a few moments out
of his day to answer a few questions about
his own life.
Right off he answered who he would
most like to meet — Alexander the Great’s
mother, but he did not explain why.
Professor Evan’s favorite part of GPS is
the collegiate atmosphere and the chance
to know people from other departments.
His least favorite part of GPS is that there
is too much conformity in the student
backgrounds. Professor Evans feels that
there is little diversity in ethnic and eco¬
nomic backgrounds.
Professor Evans likes Physics because
“It addresses itself to understanding nature
at its most fundamental level.” He enjoys
the intellectual stimulation of teaching and
research.
On a more personal level, he enjoys the
Northwest for the mountains and the sea.
However, he did visit Paris for a year as a
Fullbright Scholar and has returned for
shorter visits since.
Ending the questions Professor Evans
shared that his favorite book is Guillaume
Apollinaire’s Alcools. His favorite televi¬
sion show is “Mystery”, and his favorite
Physics theory is that of planetary motion.
Little wonder! %
— Staff
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Society of Physics Students: Front: L-R: Dave Goldfarb, Pres., Dave Snook, Channy Coder, Michelle Egan,V-P, Gini Liley, Middle: L-R: Chris Coverdale, Dave Iverson, Craig Critchley, Katrina Kledzik, Jonathan Kees,Treas., Back: L-R: Jim Hartzog, Matthew MacKinnon, Jay Johnson, Andy Rex.
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Constitutional Pursuits
Government
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|r. William Haltom, assistant profes-
• sor in the Politics & Government De¬
partment, is the “new kid" on the block.
Bill, as he likes to be called by his stu¬
dents, was born in Seattle and raised in
Ballard. His educational background in¬
cludes 12 years of Catholic school instruc¬
tion culminating with his graduation from
Blanchet High School in 1970.
Bill continued his education at Western
Washington University, but after 1-23
years he transferred to the University of
Washington. He became interested in Con¬
stitutional Law at WWU and eventually
graduated from the UW, majoring in Politi¬
cal Science. After graduation, he found an
opening at the University of Vermont in
1983. His stay at the University of Vermont
lasted until 1986, when he decided to look
for a school which valued teaching more.
Bill was anxious to get back to the Pacif¬
ic Northwest so he interviewed for a posi¬
tion at UPS. He has team taught one of the
introductory Politics & Government
classes, as well as his specialty, American
Constitutional Law.
Bill keeps busy in his spare time by play¬
ing softball in the spring and summer. He is
also known as a “TV Junkie.”
He has been a skeptical lad since high
school, which is very evident when you
talk to him. Bill swims against the stream
and believes everyone should have their
own opinion. #
— Kristen E. Serrato
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What's Up In South Hall
he South Hall, as the buildings are
1. sometimes referred to, is a bustle of
activity that most of the campus never
sees. Located in these little pink buildings
is the Occupational and Physical Thereapy
Department.
Students in this department learn how to
become therapists serving individuals who
are disabled and are experiencing inability
to function optimally.
The Physical Therapy Department, also
known as Physotherapy, is the use of a
physical agent to treat a disease or injury.
Different agents are used. Heat is applied
to body tissues to relieve pain, improve
circulation, and relax muscles. Cold les¬
sens pain, hemmoraging, and swelling. Ul¬
traviolet radiation kills germs and pro¬
motes healing. Ultrasound is used to treat
inflammatory conditions.
Occupational Therapy, on the other
hand, aids the recovery of injured or phys¬
ically or mentally impared by means of
occupations or pastimes.
Work in the OT field is varied. An OT
major can work in hospitals, clinics, ortho¬
pedic, and special schools, and other
areas.
Both fields are satisfying for people who
are interested in helping others. It is de¬
manding work, however, and a healthy
mind and body are good insurance against
discouragement. A
— Staff
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OT/PT: Front: L-R: Pat Springfield, Kathy Hummel-Berry, Margo Holm, Juli Evans, Roger Williams, Back:
L-R: George Tomlin, Ann Ekes, Nancy Peterson, Ron Stone, Steve Morelan
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PhysicalTherapy
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SOTA: Front: L-R: Kristi Van Niel, Karen Sweepe, Malia Mueller, Cindy Harris, Vicky Chamberlain , Dawn Heino, Kristen Floan-wood,Kris Clark, 2nd row: L-R: Shari Hannisberg, Tammy Enemoto, Paula Bodenhofer, Cathy Meyer, Katrina Adams, Deb Anderson,Heather Rowlson, Kersti Pettit, Kimberly Pitt, Kendra McGranahan, 3rd row: L-R: Sandy Bettencourt, Natalie Cowell , Laura Shinn,Molly Ostlund, Julie Felgenhauer, Charlene Deal, Lori Lingle, Leslie Bradley, Robb Wright , Celeste Guerin, Donna Klein , Vicki Slusher ,Valerie Jordon, Connie Thompson, 4th row: L-R: Danielle Winkless, Jenny Stack, Bill Lehman, Rhonda Silvrants, Grace Blance, SarahVanBree-Denny, Patricia Wu, Sherri Peterson , Bev McClure, 5th row: L-R: Steve Johnson , Paul Levin, Mark Cosma, Tami Matsen,Shellee Erickson, Valery Brisbane, Jane Heath, Fern Okahara, Michelle Clark , Sheila King, Joy Yulich
career devoted to helping other peo-
l\ pie overcome physical difficulties
which make their life unbearable or leave
them unable to deal with simple tasks.
A job which is in high demand and as¬
sures a fairly high , secure salary.
Working with different clients nearly ev¬
ery day in a very personal and sometimes
emotionally draining setting. Physical ther¬
apy is a career that offers a great deal but
also can ask a lot of the deliverer.
To begin, some individuals’ bodies be¬
come unable to perform the physical ma¬
nipulation and manual work which is re¬
quired after working at it for several years.
Mentally the job can be quite painful and
unrewarding. For example, when a crash
victim is unable to regain the use of the
arm or a burn victim never again can lift
his leg. There are few guarantees in the
world of physicsal therapy and those in¬
volved must often try to separate them ¬
selves from the pain that they are witness¬
ing.
Students at GPS who go through the PT
program learn both practical and theoreti¬
cal tools to use in their careers. One person
who helps students learn about the phys¬
ical therapy world as well as about them¬
selves is Shelby Clayson. Clayson, a pro¬
fessor in the Physical Therapy Depart¬
ment, is considered to be one of the most
thoughtful and dedicated in her depart¬
ment by both her peers and students. This
year her work and contributions were rec¬
ognized when she was named one of the
three Outstanding Faculty members at
GPS.
This recognition was based upon recom¬
mendations and ballots circulated around
campus. Clayson’s supporters cited her
classroom style and manner as very im¬
pressive. As one person put it, “ you know
she knows what she is discussing but she
never makes you feel like you can’ t have
that same knowledge.”
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Clayson was also noted for her ability to
keep abreast of the field and for bringing
innovation to the classroom.
“ She is really tops. She is such a bright
person and always puts so much into her
work, ” said Jim Rivard , a junior Physical
Therapy student. ^
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Optimism In Action
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Psychology: L-R: James Friedrich, Carrie Margolin, Ernest Graham, Barry Anton, Julie Larrieu, Donald
Pannen, Diane Harris
rofessor Julie Larrieu leaned back in
L her chair and looked thoughful. “If I
could interview anyone dead or alive who
would it be and why?” She took a moment
to think about and then leaned forward to
answer:
“Aristotle, because his ideas had an im¬
pact on many aspects of knowledge. I’d
like to see what he was like as a person as
well as talk about philosophical issues.”
Larrieu has always been fascinated with
people’s behavior and she wanted to under¬
stand herself and others' behavior more
clearly, so she went into psychology.
She likes CIPS because of the student
contact and feels that the school is true to
the message of people as individuals. Also
there are high standards here, as well as
the opportunity for personal growth.
The Northwest is attractive to Larrieu
because you can be in the cosmopolitan
areas of Seattle and Vancouver, or in the
mountains to be alone. The area also has
excitement, but is not as crowded as Cali¬
fornia. In addition it is more aware, diverse
and stable.
Larrieu has been out of the Northwest.
She spent time in England and Scotland
and was impressed with the sense of histo¬
ry and long standing values of the people,
especially in the smaller villages. Larrieu
wants to visit a small village in India be¬
cause it would be exposure to different
values, and it would make a person more
empathetic with other types of people.
While Larrieu has no one favorite book,
she does have a favorite author, Ayn Rand.
She does not have one particular favorite
movie either, but has seen many. “A good
film allows a person to experience a differ¬
ent or broadening perspective and keeps
one from being narrow-minded.”
The contact with students is one of Lar-
rieu’s favorite parts of LIPS and teaching,
but she does not like the unending paper¬
work. In her spare time she likes to run,
and catch up on reading contemporary fic¬
tion.
Larrieu concluded the interview by talk¬
ing about her favorite theory. She is an
optimist — “You have to look for the good
if you want to find it." 0
— Staff
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Religion
An Enlighrened Professor
A typical day in Tacoma, Washington:
/ \ mid-November, drizzling, an endless
mass of clouds; the sun long forgotten
even by the memory.
A typical office of any professor: brown¬
ish-orange carpeting, big brown desk, clut¬
tered bookshelves full of philosophical and
impressive books; last term’s finals un ¬
touched by students since first placed in
front of the professor; miscellaneous pa ¬
pers and notes strewn about the desk and
shelves.
And an atypical professor: Del Lang-
bauer, a religion professor interested in reli¬
gious studies as well as his students. Like a
small child ready to hear his favorite sto¬
ries, Professor Langbauer eagerly awaited
my questions.
“ My field chose me,” Langbauer said
when asked about his interest in Religion.
As a pre-med student for 2 Vi years, Lang¬
bauer finally switched majors after realiz¬
ing his lack of success in anatomy and his
great appetite for studying scriptures and
humanities.
“ I was supposed to be a doctor,” Lang¬
bauer informed me; but here we find him at
UPS in our Religion Department. Why?
As a student at Duke University, Lan-
gauer became inspired by his religion pro¬
fessors. Just last year, he ran into one of
his old professors and realized that much
of what he teaches now came from that
particular teacher.
His interest in the mountains and liberal
arts, drew him to UPS fifteen years ago.
Now he can pursue outdoor activities,
such as mountain climbing and skiing
while teaching at a liberal arts school.
He is especially captured by Asian phi¬
losophy and thinking a discussion between
Socrates and the Buddha could “ EN ¬
LIGHTEN” him a little more.
“ Things I like to do best are apply great
insights of thinkers and seers from differ¬
ent cultures to the problems of the world,”
Langbauer explained. “ Turmoil takes us to
new ideas and then to solutions,” he con¬
tinued.
Next year Langbauer will spend Winter
Break in Thailand with a group of Pacific
Rim students, teaching them about Bud¬
dhism. At UPS, students can learn about
Japanese religions by taking a course from
him. You can be transformed into a world
of appeal and mystery by a religion that
enjoys millions of followers.
The Religion Department here can raise
questions and appeal to even the most logi¬
cal and scientific minds. £ — Sarah Blain
Religion: L-R: Marcus Borg, Darrell Reeck, John Phillips
Shawna Shipley
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Shawna Shipley
Bob Albertson, Religion
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hy Hedges
Opportunities t© discover
mew places - from Seattle amd
Vancouver, t© Arizona, vj!
London, and Asia.
Beanty, amd lots of it, from
the magnificence of Mt.
Rainier, to the variety of
flowers at Pt. Defiance.
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Places to spend yornr time
eating and drinking, and
plenty of people to spend that
- time with while here.
M
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Transportation and communication.
Within ttlhiiH; theme was a series of
vivid impressions. In fact the entire
area wus one brilliant splash of
illuminating color. Each pavillion
offered a different view of tlhe
worlds technology, cmltnre and
people. From the flashy sports curs*
in Italy's exhibit, to tlhe detailed art
work in tlhe IPMlippines center, color
was abomnd at tlhe 19M World's Fair.
So . many distinct images tlhat will
never be forgotten.....
The world's largest Swatch
watch, tlhat really worked.
Long lines to get into Ramses II
'Washington's Favillion
: Floating McDonalds
Talking robot
Log ride
China Favillion
Quebec Favillion
B.C. Flace
Canadian Exhibition
ferry rides
Caech food
Might life
drinking age 19111
Fireworks every niglht
long roadtrips home
border patrol
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Mtoy students find
Engine House #9 n
warm piece to telex
end cboose inter*
netionel or locel
brew.
WMle Sbeniinigui's provides u tbeamtiM
view along wMa seafood dislhes, Flukey Jakes
serves up giant-sized, freslh, make-yonr-own
Ihaimlbimrgers.
5
at a toss witihort at
- S© ©ffff w© went t© ©mi ffa¥©rite restaurants t© ©at* ©hat* lea¥©
camprns mad ©¥©n imbibe. Sometimes we went alone* sometimes
©n a date* and sometimes a gir©m]p ©IF Mends womld decide t© kick
back together.
No matter what ©ne was looking for* the city ©ff Tacoma (with all
its inadequacies) managed t© disk mp a diverse array ©ff dining
selections. Tkai Gardens was ffam©ms ff©r its spicy ff©©d and
reas©nable rates. Late nigkts were deleted t© Denny's. Gravies'
1 was known ff©r an elegant atmosphere and exceptional cmisine.
We all keard ffrom tke time we were freshmen abomt tke Engine
Hons©* and tke inffamoms drinking clmb. By senior year most kad
been inside tke doors ©ff tke historic bmilding either legally ©r by
other means.
Shenanigans was hopping ©n Saturday nigkts* both ff©r ffo©d* and
for dancing. One might ©¥©n go as ffar as t© say it was considered
a "regmlar meatmarket" ffor singles in tke greater Fierce Comnty
area.
Flakey Jakes ©n Friday afternoons was a ffnn spot to jrnst sit* eat a
cheeseburger* and gossip ©¥©r tke week's high and low points.
Some ffonnd tke best food in town right ©n campus. Bmt that was
only a select minority.
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Before students came back for school,
workmen were busy creasing a "new” spot
on campus* By day and sometimes the
artificial light of night the crews
restructured rooms and poured concrete*
Beams were specially designed and new
windows arranged to bring in the most
natural lighting*
After months of actual work, years of
planning and fundraising, the new Student
Union opened to enthusiastic cheers and
some disgruntled jeers*
The subtle mauve which adorned the
interior walls was a source of great
discussion* And everyone found the
expanded bookstore a valuable asset*
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Late might found us
scattered as we sought
©ur own form off
entertainment and re¬
laxation. Was it LA
Law or Moonlighting
which had a greater
campus following? And
we can*t forget the
church lady whose
appearences on Sat¬
urday Night Live had
many rushing home
from campus parties.
And off course people.
Those who shared a
laugh, took us to a
dance or spent a late
night talking near Hones
Fountain. People who
showed us their true
colours in an honest
form. Who impressed
us with friendship and
honesty. And love.
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Studying.
IDivemoiis. On© fundamental ml© for 1987 was Hi©
©ngoing search for Hi© best way 1© avoid dealing with
Ms. And will© didn't succeed in tins quest? Wasting a
night on a load off laundry. Singing a le w tones with
some M©nds. Relishing th© flavor of a sitdown meal or
just fool'in around. W© all discovered ©nr own colorful
ways to push responsibility to th© next day.
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have been ineredibly
sneeessfml dnring the
1986-87 season. foiei's
Volleyball* for example*
plaeed in the top five
nationally.
Sportsmen were also
bold and ereative. The
erew teams asked for a
loan from ASUPS to
pmrehase a new stall.
Surprisingly* tbe money
was alloeated. To
emphasize their budgeting
plight* erew set ip their
wooden boat and a
earbon»fiber boat so
stndents eonld compare
their ©ntdated equipment
and understand the need
for finding.
More than anything else*
eompetitiom allowed
stidents to realize what
an impression they eonld
make for their team.
Pictured: The little pom-pom girl who
helps the spirit squid daring football
games shows her althletic abilities as
she does during cheers.
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ships, Kipp finished in 15th
place out of nearly 500 run¬
ners, which earned him All-
American honors. Led by An¬
drea Perry’s 29th place finish,
the women’s team placed 11th
competing at such a high-level
meet was both exciting and re-
Cross Country Team
he 1986 cross-country
X season of the UPS men's
team was a learning exper¬
ience. It was the first season at
Puget Sound for each of the top
five varsity runners The veter- overa„ gnd the members
an experience of Juniors Em- Qf thfi women >s team fe,t that
mett Kipp and Joe Clark
helped motivate the team on its
road to the NAIA District I ,. A
meet, walk-ons, sophomore
Matt Grant and freshmen Mark
Brennan and Dave Gallagher
ran competitively in their first m
season of collegiate cross coun¬
try.
The UPS women’s team,
paced by freshman Andrea Per¬
ry, Junior Lisa Garnett, and
Senior Molly Ostlund, had a
very successful season in
1986. As a team the girls fin¬
ished third at the District 1
meet, which qualified them for
the NAIA championships in Ke¬
nosha, Wisconsin on November
15. Sophomores Emily Smith,
Mary Dorman, and Joy Bauer,
along with freshman Heidi Wen-
del rounded out the varsity
team.
The men’s team missed
qualifying for nationals by plac¬
ing fifth at districts, but were
still represented by Emmet
Kipp who qualified as an indi¬
vidual by winning the District
meet.
At the national champion-
Kational qualifiers, Lisa, Odeidi,
flndrea, 'Entity, and Molly, loosen
u-p and chat 6efore the competition
in ‘Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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Joe Peyton
(Despite tfie hard zuorkc 0/* 9\[ationals,
the Cross-Country team stiCC manages
to find time to reha?c - - - Qood choice
of roommates 'Emmett!7
Coach Peyton — “Emmett is one
of those athletes that trains very,
very hard. He is always asking if he
can do more.”
Pictured at Left: (back row) Sam
Ring • assistant coach, Thayne Chau-
mell, and Joe Peyton - head coach,
(second row) Joe Clark, Emmett
Kipp, Vance Atkins, Dave Gallagher,
Tom Gibson, Mark Brennan, and
Matt Grant, (third row) Joymarie
Bauer, Molly Ostlund, Andrea Perry,
Heidi Wendel, Mary Dorman, Lisa
Garnet, Caitlin Moughon, and Mau¬
reen Hankinson. (front row) Emily
Smith and Mary Kusler.
NATIONAL COMPETITION
RESULTS
Name Place Time
Andrea Perry 29 18:30
Lisa Garnett 79 19:15
Molly Ostlund 80 19:15
Emily Smith 82 19:15
Mary Dorman 160 20:15
Heidi Wendel 181 20:33
Coach Peyton — “This group
worked very hard, and I’m proud of
our 11th place finish”
Emmett Kipp 15 24:59
(2 sec. out of 11th in this 8K race)
f*..a
e
(Molly OstCund
Major : Occupational Therapy
I've had a lot of fun running for the team.
Our hard work, dedication, and enthusiasm
paid off — we made it to Nationals! What a
team! In my eyes, we were #7. Some advice
to all planning to run cross country next
year , stay healthy, out of the training room,
and most importantly, bring fake I D. to Chi ¬
cago! Have an awesome season!
wmm
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Sally Sue (Maclean
Major: Elementary Educa¬
tion
The team is always so sup¬
portiveof each other. Every
year has been different and
I’m greatfui to have played
with each and everyone.
Jeanne and Mike have
taught me a lot more about
the game than just how to
play it. Advice: Learn as
much as you can from your
coaches and teammates and
then pass that knowledge on
to younger players.
\ \
Rhonda Thomas
Coach Michael Jennings congratulates
the women's soccer team as Shelly
Simmons and Jlnnie Williams accept
the second place Regional ‘Trophy.
Annie 'Williams
Major: Asian Studies
Minor: French
Likes: friends, roadtrips,
'‘marathon" week -ends,
great quality soccer, and
beating Western Washing¬
ton (JnivJ.l Dislikes: that I
won't be here next year to
play. Advice: learn from the
other players, don't get dis¬
couraged, and remember
that you’re having fun
Pictured Right: (top row) Head Coach -
Michael Jennings, Katrina Kemper,Me¬
lissa Davis, Dulcey Simpkins, Annie
Williams, Karen Mulkey, Shelly Sim¬
mons, Assistant Coach-Jeanne Oak
(bottom row) Bridget Kesting, Becky
Gray, Katia Lewis, Teresa Mcilnay, Mi¬
chelle dos Remedies, Laurie Gillespie,
Stephanie Somes, and Beth Nacrelli.
Mot Pictured: Kristy Alexander, Sara
Burkhart, and Erika Phelps.
OPPONENT W-L SCORE
Evergreen W 4 1, Western T 00
Chico State L 2-0. Portland W 32
Western WA L 3-2, WA State T 33
P.L.U. (OT) W 32, Whitman W 5-0
Evergreen W 4-0, Portland T 1-1
U. of Washington L 3-2, Seattle W 70
Western WA W 3- 1. Sonoma L 2 1
Long Beach L 3-0. Oregon W 7-0
*l
‘Kgtia works zuith team
mem6ers, Slnnie and
‘Bridget, to remove the
Sail from ‘Karen Mulky's
territory in the goalSo%
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Cal Santa Barbara L 4-1
St. Mary's L 2-1, Pacific W 3-0
SCORING: GAMES GOALS ASSISTS
POINTS
Shelley Simmons 18 20 5 45
Katia Lewis 18 10 6 26
Beth Nacrelli 16 7 3 18
Bridget Kesling 18 5 0 8
Karen Mulkey 8 2 1 5
Dulcy Simpkins 18 2 1 5
Missy Davis 13 2 1 5
Laurie Gillespie 15 3 0 4
Wendy Lee 18 11 3
Annie Williams 18 1 1 3
Sally Sue Maclean 18 1 0 2
Stephanie Somes 16 10 2
Becky Gray 8 0 1 1
Katrina Kemper 11 0 0 0
M Dos Remedios 11 0 0 0
GOALKEEPING: MIN.SAVES S.O. W-
L-T
Karen Mulkey 385 23 2 1-2-1
Teresa Mcllnay 1295 81 5 8-5-2
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Rhonda Thomas
began to roll. UPS waxed Dis¬
trict 1 competition to the tune
of a 5-0 league record. Included
was a 7-0 pasting of Seattle Uni¬
versity.
Next up was the four-team
Western Regional tournament
in Forest Grove, Oregon that
included Western and Pacific
as well as UPS and St. Mary’s.
The Loggers eliminated Pacific
3-0 in opening round action, set¬
ting up a championship show¬
down with St. Mary’s. At stake
was a berth to the NAIA nation¬
al tournament in Ohio. But the
top-ranked Gaels would prove
to be too much and UPS’ na¬
tional title dreams evaporated.
Simmons topped Logger
scoring with 19 goals and 5 as¬
sists, with a team-leading 4
game winning goals. Lewis ad¬
ded 9 goals and 8 assists in the
debut season of what should be
a future indication of an out¬
standing career at UPS.
• Eric W. Gilbertson 4)
\ 3 uget Sound’s women's
X soccer fell short of the ex¬
pectations of many, but had a
very successful 1986 season
nonetheless.
The Loggers reached the fi¬
nal of the NAIA Western Re¬
gional tournament, but were
sent home without an NAIA na¬
tional tournament berth by
number one ranked St. Mary’s
(California) 2-1. Before the sea¬
son began, many, including
Logger coach Mike Jennings,
believed UPS would have an ex¬
cellent chance at winning the
national championship.
An exceptional freshman
class, led by Dulcy Simpkins
and Katia Lewis; and top-notch
returning talent such as high-
scoring forward Shelley Sim¬
mons and defender Sally Sue
MacLean helped the Loggers to
a top five national ranking all
season.
UPS’ season began with a
third place showing at the West
Coast Classic in Portland. Re¬
sults included a 3-2 win over
host University of Portland and
a 0-0 draw with Western.
After losing a subsequent
match to Western, the Loggers
Robin Hamilton
Shetty Simmons
driS6Ces the 6att
past an opposing
defender,en-route
to the goal.
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Andrew franz extends
himseCf to mahe the
tackde against 'Eastern
Oregon in a near shut-out
game at EaherStadium.
£ :
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r he UPS Football team got off to a
1 rocky start in its 1986 football cam¬
paign. Under second year coach Ross Hjel-
seth, UPS dropped its opening game in the
Tacoma Dome to our traditional rival Pacif ¬
ic Lutheran University. This initial loss to
the Lutes sent the Loggers into a tailspin,
losing three of their next four games.
Sporting this 1-3 record, UPS played each
successive game for pride; and with pride
they played. The Loggers were trans¬
formed into a football dynamo, winning
each of their final five games to finish out
the season with a tie for second place Ever¬
green Conference and a respectable record
of 6-3, that included a 4-0 mark at Baker
Stadium.
Individual performers on the Logger first
team NAIA All-America. Rick Sassara, a
senior linebacker from Anchorage, Alaska,
James Sn(x>k
^»MWSgBC§ run, II I 4 J9
f *-*•AfeMAMAMdMkaaMilJi
Tayna (Jdlock
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had a big season as he was chosen second
team All-America and first team All-CFL
based on his 61 solo and 40 assist tackles
for the Logger defense. Oliphant was
joined on the All-CFL offensive squad by
senior lineman Dave Hyytinen while Junior
Tracy Merrill and punter Grant Allen were
selected on defense. The Loggers also had
four players named to the second team All-
CFL and four to the honorable mention
* 5/
V
.1
«
With senior Mifg Vincent's heCp, (Bat
tBletcher drives for a fezv yards under
the ominous Eastern defenders.
Pictured Left: The 1986-87 Logger Football Team.
Top Row: Chris Cerny, Matthew Oman, Martin Burns,
Pat Kirlin, Doug Vaughn, Jacob Kerst, Steve Lille-
berg, Peter Kane, Robert Polk, Jim Dunson, Mike
Smith, Keith Jensen, Greg Vaughn, Shane Crook,
Keith Kingma, Ron Cardwell 2nd Row: Zach Schade,
Kurt Adkinson, Ryan Kneadler, Michael Briggs, Mi¬
chael Carey, Michael Follett, Brian Hammock, Todd
Lindstrom, Curt Marble, Russ Waterman, Bill Mar-
chand , Alex Wood, Brad Fallon, Tom Donohue, Jon
Hansen. 3rd Row: tlkio Howell, Jeff Fahnlander, Tra ¬
cy Merrill, Robert Monks, Roger Best, Sean Carty,
David Seeley, Scott Plantenberg, Jeff Johnson, Gor¬
don Smith, George Holcomb, Phiil Rogerson, Scott
Stockslager, Michael Oliphant, Dan Gregory, Clint
Wallace. 4th Row: Jim Winscott - equipment man ¬
ager, Brad Gobel - OLB Coach, Mike Durnin Defense
Coordinator, Todd de Carteret - LB Coach, Mike Shi¬
pley • DL Coach, Marc Morris, Tim Flynn, Rick
Mueller, Troy Schmedding, Brent George, John Pol-
tino, Gordy Rees, Rick Wernofsky, Ross Hjelseth •
Head Coach, Phil Willingham - Receiver Coach, Mike
McKay - OL Coach, Don Moore • RB Coach. 5th Row:
David Campbell - Student Manager, Tim Martin, Scott
Minnix, Jeff McDougall , Casey Ogan. Keith White,
David Dela-Cruz, Alan Anderson, Jeff Schetter, Pat
Pletcher, Mike Cairone, Chris Nielsen, Jack Jones,
James ‘Zeke" Schuldt • Athletic Trainer, Susan Blad-
holm • Public Relations. Bottom Row: Brad Hebing,
Brian Burdick, Greg Hargrave (captain), Michael
O'Brien, Rick Sassara, Joe Logan, Don Hoffman (cap¬
tain), Chris Reiten, Mike Vincent (captain), Dave Hyy¬
tinen,Grant Allen, Lonnie Tweet, Jim Beckman, Dave
Gonzales, Alain Patton (captain). Not Pictured: Steve
Buratto, Andrew Franz, Joseph Harris, Douglas Ja-
quez, David Lilley, Dave McGlothlin, Tim Shultz, and
Todd Torgeson.
Logger Football, 1986 Season — 9 games (6*3)SCORES WHERE ATTENDANCE
18 Pacific Lutheran 22 Dome • • •9377
10 Southern Oregon 20 away •
25 Oregon Tech 0 home • • • 2653
22 Simon Fratser 32 away - 1200
58 Pacific 21 home • • - 3000
45 Eastern Oregon 7 home • - - 1286
20 Central Washington 17 away - • 1500
41 Western Washington 14 home * • 2200
40 Whitworth 25 away
SCORE BY QUARTERS
1st 2nd 3rd *1th Total
UPS 29 87 107 56 279
OPP 17 48 57 37 159
TEAM STATISTICS
FIRST DOWNS Rush Pass Penalty Total
UPS 98 40 12 150
OPP 60 74 10 144
RUSHING Plays Gain Loss Net TD Yds/Game /Play
UPS 444 2394 248 2146 28 238 4 4.8
OPP 355 1262 454 808 5 89 3 2.3
PASSING Attempts Complete Had Int’d % TD
UPS 160 83 8 519% 7
OPP 277 167 11 603% 14
Yardage Yrds/Game Yrds/PlayUPS 1002 111.3 6.3
OPP 2014 2238 73
TOTAL OFFENSE Plays Yardage Yrds/Game Yfds/Ptay
UPS 604 3148 349 8 5.2
OPP 632 2822 313.6 4.5
PUNTING Number Yardage Average Blocked Net Av
UPS 43 1607 374 3 30.4
OPP 48 1634 34 0 2 278
RETURN YARDAGE Punt Ret Pt Ret Yd Intercept
UPS 20 300 11
OPP 27 299 8
K-off Return K-off ret yrds
UPS 32 613
OPP 50 918
MISCELLANEOUS Fumbles/lost Penalbes/ynrds
UPS 25 • 12 56 - 477
OPP 25 13 44 480
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Chris 2( eiten carries
the 6att and an e?ctra
(PLTL defender on his
way to the goat in
their season opener
at the‘Tacoma Dome.
On the sidelines, the
Logger defensive
linemen celebrate
a recent sach-
Steve Burratto gets needed protection from his
team-mates, and is able to make the pass in
the crozvded Lacoma Dome. Lhis game, the first
of the 1986 season, attracted nearly 10,000 fans.
EiS I
Qrant SLlCen prepares
to put the 6aCC deep
in enemy territory.
4
i f%t \
0
Coach said, "go take
a flying leap," and
and Mike Ol(Brien
prevents a touchdozvn
6y doing just that.
r
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James Snook
Senior
IVrofiCes
Qrant Aden
Major: Accounting, plans to attain his CPA
certification then work towards being finan¬
cially independent
On the football team: I’ ve enjoyed the guys
on the team. Concerning school and studies:
/ like knowing that someday / might use what
I learned in class. Advice: Budget your timef
Jim 'Beckman
Business/Economics Major, plans on work
ing for a banking institute
The best thing I like about football is the
togetherness that is achieved through win¬
ning and adversity. In my classes I liked es¬
say type tests that allow for a greater
amount of real learning. Although / didn’t
appreciate studying for them!
Brian P, Burdick.
P E./Recreation Major
What I feel is the best part of Logger football
is how it has helped me to prepare for later
life As my career comes to close, I’ve finally
realized that there is more to life than foot¬
ball. What it has taught me, is how to deal
with adverse conditions in competition and
in life.
^jL
Brad MiSing
Major : Physical Education/Biology
Juggling school, football, and social life is
very difficult. You must give 100% to each
during the day There are going to be sacri¬
fices, but it all works out in the end. When I
graduate, I’m getting married to my fiance
Anne, then onto the Air Force and the start
of an awsome life!
Dave QonzaCts
Major: Business Management
Minor : English Literature
In football I like the feeling you get from
working together toachieve a common goal
In studies i tike the sense of accomplishment
as I work towards fulfilling my degree re¬
quirements. Si
'Dave Myytincn
Biology/Physical Therapy Major
The unity and friendship that developes be¬
tween teammates is the best point of playing
on the football team. The class size is prob¬
ably the biggest thing I like about studying
here, it gives you a chance to relate your
academic problems one on one with a person
you can trust. dL
LJ
Joe Logan
Major Politics & Gov't, Minor: Economics
The thing I like best about playing football at
OPS is playing with my teammates. They're
all a bunch of crazy guys and are fun to hang
around with. The best of the bunch is Alain
Patton. The best thing about Choo-choo is
showering with him. Advice: Have fun!
hr*
Qng Margrave
Mathematics Major, plans to become a
teacher and a coach
There isn't any one thing that I like about
football, / like it as a whole Playing a game /
love, with a bunch of good friends Playing
football and keeping up with studies isn't the
easiest thing to do, but f wouldn’t want it any
other way.
'DonMoffman
Business Admin Major, Economics Minor
What l like best about being on the football
team is the friendships I’ve developed and
the memories that comealong with playing. /
would tell incoming freshmen to get the
most out of their college years because they
go so fast but don’t fall behind in your
classes. ill
Mike O'Brian
Math Major, Computer Science Minor
/ would have to say what I like best about
being on the football team is playing a sport I
love with people / love Nothing is better than
achieving success for and with these people.
Advice: -Don’t let anything slip away, get it
alt
Jack.Jones
Major Business; Minor: Mathematics
/ like being part of a winning tradition! I like
classes without finals. And my advice to in¬
coming freshmen is to work hard to keep up
the winning tradition, and make the most out
of every minute you have
Chris Pfitcn
Marketing Major, plans to pursue a career in
wood-producing industry and hopes to stay
in the Pacific Northwest
I enjoy participation in a team game, and
being able to achieve my best I enjoy the
small numbers of students in class, so I can
receive an individualized education.
Tun Martin
Major: International Business
One of the things I enjoyed most was the
strategy and thinking that went into prepar¬
ing for each opponent This is one aspect of
the game that the fans don t get to appreci¬
ate as well as the coaches and players. The
camaradery on a team of 80 - WO players
can’t be matched in any sport.
A
Lonnie Tweet
Finance Major, plans to work for a discount
firm in New York after graduation .
/ like the real mix of personalities on the
team. Advice: Enjoy it while you can, it goes
by quickly, so don’t cheat yourself out of
anything.
Attain Patton
Communications Major, Business Minor
The players here are one of a kind. Some¬
times I really wonder about them. We are a
tightly knit group, but people like Vincent,
Sassara, Merril, and Logan are always touch¬
ing me — stop touching me, go to San Fran¬
cisco or something! I really cherish memo¬
ries like watching Oliphant being cornered
by 4 linemen in the shower.
&EMH
Mike 'Vincent
Major Business Administration
The best thing about our team is that we
have great unity. We get along both on and
off the field. I believe this is because we have
our priorities straight, meaning we all love to
play football but we’re here for academics
Wehave a class act at UPS, and I’m proud to
be a part of it.
Pick. Sassara
Major: Public Admin., Minor : Politics
What ! like about the team is the sense of
unity we have for each other It is a team in
the true sense of the word, no individual
makes the difference, it’s the team working
together This leads to a real doseknit feel¬
ing Advice: Know that you can do ail at the
same time £
Steve Lee
James Snook 153
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1 he Puget Sound Volleyball team1 had a hot season this year. From
capturing the Whitworth Volleyball
Tournament title, to finishing third at
the NAIA National Championships. The
team ended with an amazing 46-7 re¬
cord.
Star players of the year included ju¬
nior hitter Cathy Flick, who garnered
first team NAIA All-America honors,
NAIA All-National tournament, NAIA
National Tournament “ Most Valuable
Player,” and All-district as well as Dis¬
trict 1 player of the year.
Senior Erin Hiney, from Pacific Pali¬
sades, California, was chosen first team
All-district. LeAnn Amstutz and Michele
Gentry were chosen second team All¬
district.
The team hosted the NAIA District
Championships at the Memorial Field-
house because of their 9-0 first-place
district finish. They travelled to Fort
Worth, Texas for the NAIA National
Championahips.
A few of the teams they faced at na¬
tionals were Charleston, South Carolina,
Southern Nazarene (Oklahoma), Arkan¬
sas - Little Rock, and Mount St. Jo¬
seph’s (Ohio).
\
**
Robin
Hamilton
Leanne Amstutz prepares
for the ensuing return.
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Pictured Left: (top row) Coach Robert Kim, Erin M.
Hiney, Cathy Flick, Valerie Clarke, Lise Waring,
Sharyl Mason. Michele R. Gentry (bottom row) Jan
elle Johnson, Leann Amstutz, Charle Suydam , There¬
sa L. Kosai, Janet A.L, loane, and Amy Gray.
The Logger Volleyball team ended the year with an
amazing 46-7 record and a third place finish at the
NAIA [National Championships. The Loggers breezed
to the District I Championships and defeated eventual
National Champion, Lewis and Clark , in the Tri -Dis¬
trict Championships. This was the first time a Puget
Sound team has competed at the NAIA National
Championships and congratulations are definitely in
order. The 1986 Tournament was held in Fort Worth,
Texas.
University of puget Sound Volleyball Review
Overall Record 46-7
Tournament Record: 6-2
NAIA Record: 45-3
Game Record: 100-29
Win Streaks: 42 Straight NAIA Match victories Streak of 38 games
without a defeat
Tournament Championships
Whitworth
Puget Sound:
Western Cregorv
Crossovef :
District I:
Tri-District:
NAIA Nationals:
Sept 19-20
Oct • 5
Oct 1718
Oct 24-25
Nov 7- 8
Nov. 14-15
Nov 20-22
Defeated WOSC for title
Defeated Lewis and Clark
Defeated Whitworth
Defeated Lewis and Clark
Defeated Whitworth
Def Lewis Clark College
Third Place Finish
Individual Awards
Cathy Flick All-Toumameni, Whitworth, Puget Sound, District , District
1 Player of the Year, All -National Tournament ' 'MVP"
Erin Hiney. All Tournament, Western Oregon. All-District t
Leann Amstutz: All-Tournament. Puget Sound, AH-Distriet I second
team, All -National Tournament 2nd team
Michele Gentry All-District 1 second team
Senior (Pro-fiCes
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UPS Volleyball is incredible! Not only does our team have
a great time, but we also became an awesome team
together At the same time, 1 have also received an excel¬
lent education from some super teachers here at UPS. It
does rain a lot, though! I would think that future student/
athletes should keep a good perspective of the academic
reasons for being at UPS, while enjoying their participa ¬
tion in collegiate sports to the fullest.
<1ITS Volleyball players put up a
formidable wall to stop the oncoming
falcon spike.
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Rhonda Thomas
Jump, Jump
Jligler, Jligfer -- -
Cathy flick, spiffs,
she cannot tire !!
Rhonda Thomas
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Senior‘Profiles
Thoto'Hpt UvaitaBU
Math/Physics Major, English-Writing Minor
I’ve been playing the game of soccer since I
was six and it's a big part of my life I didn't
try out for the (J PS. team until my junior
year. It felt good to get back into it after two
years of not playing. It takes a lot of effort
and time, but it has been well worth it.
‘Waymon ‘Whiting
Major: Computer Science/Business
Soccer has given me the opportunity to meet
some of my best friends, but takes a lot of
time away from the studies. I plan to spend a
year in France playing soccer l definitely
plan on returning to go on to graduate school— * when depends upon what happens in Eur¬ope. JL
T-rifi ‘Weaver
U ~4 Business Major, plans to build and own Golfand Country Club.Playing soccer for OPS has been a growing
experience Dealing with frustration has
helped me learn to solve conflicts and build
confidence within myself
“Brett Vrodzinski
Politics and Government major, plans to one
day be the Ambassador to Australia
/ think the thing that appeals to me the most
about playing for UPS is the way the team
gets along I enjoy practice and road trips,
not only to play ball, but to hang out with
these guys.
>>XL
1, < tf
Michael Merrill
Economics Major
I would like to say it was very enjoyable
being a member of a first-rate team this year
and everybody who participated deserves a
lot of credit for their effort. I plan to enjoy life
as best I can and to keep playing soccer
Larry E. Manao
Major : International Business
One major thing about the team was the
guys' sense of humor The unity was thin at
the beginning of the season,but we grew and
learned together after only a few games.
Graduation is in the plans for the future, then
working with the family business in Korea-
John Clifford
Math/Physics Major; plans to attend gra¬
duate school in Physics.
/ love the sport of Soccer. The program has
grown a lot in the four years I have been
here UPS soccer is now very competitive.,
and has the possibility of becoming a first
rate program.
‘Bill 'Bull
Communication Major, Business Minor
The personalities on the OPS soccer team
are definitely the most diverse group I've
found, not to mention, a top rate group of
soccer players. After graduation 1 plan to
professionally dive with the crew of the Ca¬
lypso with my buddy Jacques, then settle
down in TV sales or real estate.
Tanya Cldlock
i»
textile distributives.
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1— 1ave you heard these names aroundX Xcampus? Metal , The Hawk, Bad
Boy, JC, Mass Brews, Prod, Swaylay,
The Shroom, Big Bad, Lare-rie (pro¬
nounced with an Irish accent) or Grabs.
Odds are that you have because these
names refer to half of the Men’s Varsity
Soccer Team and are some of the most
prominent students of the university,
not only academically, but socially as
well. Despite having to practice at a
high school down the road so the team
would not ruin the football field, they
worked together well. Even though the
squad had only one part-time assistant
coach from Brazil, who nearly made the
team van and a Winnebago one in the
same, everyone survived the matches
and road trips. The group even survived
the trauma of having ADIDAS sweats
*
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9{ow that's using your head‘Brett !!
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(that wear
like
sponges) rather
than Nike waterproof ones.
Coach John Duggan’s team
was able to compile a 12-7-2
record in perhaps the most
competitive conference in the
nation. Highlighting the season
was the road win at Warner Pa ¬
cific with the Loggers waltzing
kicked in the game winner.
Pethick was the only Logger to
collect a hattrick by beating the
keeper four times against
Whitworth. Leading the way on
the individual achievements
list was co-captain Waymon W.
Whiting 111 named to the 2nd
Team All-Conference as a mid¬
most valuable player award.
Also showing his skills for
four years has been John Clif ¬
ford, as the second leading
scorer and the team leader with
six assists. Another outstand¬
ing performance was given by
rookie Rolf Norton (with a
name like Rolf who needs a
ed a 1.43 goal average and col¬
lected six shutouts.
Others meriting recognition
include Bill Petchick-lst Team
All-District Forwrad and Mike
Merrill-lst Team All-District
Sweeper
, f
— Matt Crinklaw
into Portland’s Civic Stadium
and coming away with a 2-1
victory over one of the peren¬
nial powers in small college
play. Captain Brett Prodzinski
tallied the first goal and leading
scorer for the year Bill Pethick
(9 goals, 5 assists, 23 points)
%
fielder and 1st team All-District
in a similar position. Whiting
scored five goals and had one
assist for eleven points this
year and collected the team
nickname). As a freshmen, Rolf
played every minute of every
game to gain the rookie of the
year award and 2nd Team All-
District Goal Keeper. Rolf post¬
SSL I .:
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John CdjforcCs fancy footzvorl^keeps the Sattfrom the opponent as Referee Reggie Coofcs on.
RpSert McRadden, out
in the open, drives
soto for the goat.
Pictured at left: (back row) Jim Roos,
Chris Feher, Mark Smith, Todd Hol¬
man, Kevin Forrest, Robert McFadden,
Erik Weaver , Rolf Norton, Jason
(Hawk ) Buxell, and Erik Dillin. (front
row) Assistant Coach: Dan Santos,
Matt Crinklaw, Waymon Whiting,
Blake Pablich , Mike Merrill , Tim Carey,
Larry Mana'o, Bill Baker, John Clifford,
Bill Pethick , Brett Prodzinski, Bill Bull ,
Erik Grabowski, Steve Stanford, and
Head Coach: John Duggan.
GPS men’s soccer ended its season
with a 12-7-2 record. Team members
had much to shoot for, and were led in
scoring by junior Bill Pethick with 9
goals and 5 assists. Senior Wayman
Whiting was selected to the second
team All Northwest Collegiate Soccer
Conference. Included among the top re¬
turners is freshman goalkeeper Rolf
Norton, who had 6 shutouts, 105 saves
and gave up just 30 goals in 21 games.
OPPONENT W-L SCORE
G. of Alberta L 4-1, Pacific T 0-0
Willamette W 3-1, Gonzaga W 3-0
Willamette W 4-0, Humbolt T 1-1
Whitworth W 3-0, Western L 1-0
Simon Fraser L 3-0. P L.G L 21
Evergreen W 2-0, Gonzaga W 4-1
Warner Pacific W 2-1, Portland L 3-0
Seattle Gmv. W 5-1, Whitman W 5-2
Whitworth W 4-1, G of W L 4-0
Seattle Pacific L 4-0
^ *•
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"%eady...Set... and ‘Teri Coleman
Cistensfor the starter'sgun.
Logger swimmers (John‘Winkler, 9dikf fassler, Daryl‘Ehrenhcim, “BidJinley,Sue Bendl, Lance TreBikock,TerrellCotterell, Matt Jlougan,'Bihl
Schrader, Jill 9(rus, Qavin Didrichsen, and Laura “Edwards) stand at
poolside to cheer teammate Jim'Dietz,
, % *1 • ir me.
m r%f: m * /w/ »
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Logger swim team individual events:
Sue — 200 IM, 400 !M, 200 breastStacy — 500 free, 200 free, 100 freeTeri — 100, 200 back, 100, 200 flyMaureen — 500 free, 100 fly, 200 flyJ.J. — 200 IM, 100 breast, 200 breastJill R. — 50 free, 100 fly, 200 flyLaura — 200 IM, 400 IM, 200 breastTerrell — 100 fly, 200 flyGavin — 50 free, 200 free, 100 freeJim — 200 IM, 100, 200 breast, 400Daryl — 500 free, 200 free, 1650 freeDavid — 500 free. 200 IM, 200 free, 10fly , 100 free
Matt — 200 IM , 100, 200 back, 100 flBob — 50 free, 100 flyBill — 200, 400 IM, 200 free, 200 bac!Lance — 200 IM, 100 breast, 400 IM, 20breast, 200 fly
Rick — 100 fly, 200 flyJohn — 100 breast, 200 breastGreg — 200, 400 IM, 200, 1650 free
5=aa=;
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Heidi Holzhauer
<Bo6 %a6achy fCys'
through the water.
Sorry — no group photoavailable. Members of the
varsity swim team are:
Men: Terrell Cotterell, An¬
drew Connolly, Gavin Di-
drichsen, James Dietz, Daryl
Ehrenheim, Michael Fassler ,
Bill Finley, David Haynes,
Matthew Hougan, Robert Ka-
bacy. Bill Schrader, Lance
Trebilcock, Rick Watson,
Thanos Webb, John Winkler
and Greg Zook. Women:
Daniela Borgialli, Susan
Bendl, Stacy Carlson, Teri
Coleman, Maureen Corrigan,
Laura Edwards, Louise
Frewing, Leigh Gethmann,
Julie Keiburtz, Jill Krus, Jill
Rutledge, Laura Wackwitz
and Jennifer J. Galster.
\ X / ith the addition of twelve rookiesVV to the '86-87 squad the CJPS men’s
and women’s swim team had a good start
on the season. As well as fresh power on
the team there remained the strength and
leadership of seniors David Haynes, Rick
Watson, Bill Schrader , Daryl Ehrenheim
and J.J. Galster.
This year the squad took a move from
NCAA to NAIA competition. The move al¬
lowed for more swimmers to qualify for
nationals. These extra swimmers helped
the Loggers to place even higher at the
National Competition — and place higherthey did. At this year’s NAIA National
Competition in Brown Deer, Wisconsin at
the Walter Schroeder Aquatic Center, the
women placed sixth overall and the men
placed fourth.
At the NAIA National Competition sen¬
ior swimmer J.J. Galster, finished her col¬
legiate swimming career with a bang by
pulling out a first place finish in the 100
yard breast stroke. Another senior, David
Haynes, captured two National titles, in the
100 and 200 yard butterfly , and set two
school records in the process. At the NAIA
District Meet David carried off the high
point award.
Adding support to the senior strength
were sophomore John Winkler, and fresh¬
men Sue Bendl, Lance Trebilcock, Jim
Dietz and Greg Zook. John Winkler swam
his very best at Nationals and managed to
drop four seconds off his fastest time to
place second in the 200 yard breast stroke.
A first place finish in the 200 breast went
to the women with Sue Bendl. And in the
400 yard individual medly Lance Trebil¬
cock, Jim Dietz and Greg Zook made a
good trio, placing 3rd, 6th, and 9th respec¬
tively.
After NAIA Nationals, Coach Don Dun¬
can said, “ It was a super meet, one of the
fastest ever.” And if anyone is qualified to
make such a statement, Don Duncan is.
Through the years, Duncan has seen more
meets and met more top quality swimmers
than many coaches see in their entire ca¬
reer. The 1986-87 season is coach Dun¬
can’s 30th year with the CJPS swimming
program, and it’s been a good year.
Five members of this year’s swim team
will be graduating, leaving fourteen swim¬
mers to return next season. The squad will
miss the seniors but should be starting
strong, and the addition of new rookies will
continue to add new dimension and
strength to the team as a whole. #
Senior iProfifes
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Biology Major / like the small team— you get to know everyone reallywell & we enjoy doing things togeth¬
er other than swimming At UPS, l
enjoy the feeling of being part of a
group rather than another face
among thousands. Advice. Find
something that is fun or funny in
everything you do and remember
that your sanity is more important
than your sport.
(David Jfaynes
Chemistry Major, Math Minor The
team has large amounts of talent in
the underclassmen that will become
evident in time Not just talent in
athletic ability, but in potential for
leadership It is a very close team I
really like the school atmosphere,
size of classes, and learning opportu¬
nity. It’s great to talk to a professor
as a friend, not a number VI
iir J .
i'Rjc. fi'Watson
Major : Economics Minors: Math,
P&G A tremendous closeness deve-
lopes among team members Intense
training for the season starts in Sep¬
tember and ends m March, so we
learn a lot about each other. I’ve en¬
joyed the small classes & getting to
know professors School however,
got in the way of fun a lot of the
time I plan to avoid work for as long
as possible And, under duress per¬
haps work for the government.
A®*
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‘BidSchrader
Major: Business and Economics /
like the team spirit, I was with these
guys in some of the harshest condi¬
tions and when I thought f would
break, sure enough someone would
be smiling. I have one dislike about
the sport — it's a chemical calledchlorine. When the Russians start
lobbing Chlorine Bombs at us in the
next war, call on the swimmers be¬
cause we have developed a definate
immunity.
4*
'Darye trenhem
German/Education with C&TA mi¬
nor Our team has had some real uni¬
ty this year. The team spirit was
high and each person cared about
the other’s times. I’ve also had a
more positive attitude because of
the team / plan to be a teacher
somewhere in this world. I also have
many other hopes, especially for do¬
ing something in the entertainment
business. I want to write a play and
do some acting„
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mhe Loggers finished the season with a
1. 5-5 conference record and a 13-14 over¬
all total. Team members managed to drop off
some of the tougher schools during the year
though it was the first time in many seasons
that the Vikings of Western Washington Uni¬
versity were able to defeat the Loggers.
Top performers during the year included
players like David Valentine, Jack Forney,
Kevin Fagerstrom and Scott Turner. Forney
was a Chapmen/Doubletree Tournament all¬
team selection and was consistently a high
"%eady, Mm, Shoot.. . ”
Jacf^ Forney mutts thebattinto the air.
scorer for the team. Forney also came
through with the important rebounds and
maintained an average of 4 plus per game.
One of the most exciting games of the year
came early in the season against Seattle Pacif ¬
ic. In this particular contest it was Bob Ost-
lund’s turn to shine as he managed to pick off
37 points. The game went into double over¬
time with the Loggers falling short in the end
and losing 101 to 95.
Another memorable game was played
against the Central Washington Wildcats. In
this matchup it was the quick work of Scott
Reid and Kevin Fagerstrom which kept the
Loggers way out on front. Reid had 17 points
and Fagerstrom 17 rebounds. What truly ad¬
ded to this victory was the fact that Central
went on to the playoffs in their division and
Qary !%u5in, 9dihe Osttund, and
Scott %eed defend the home
goat aflainst 'Eastern
‘Washington.
•-
i
30
were considered one of the best teams in the
Northwest. With such a result it was clearly
illustrated that the Loggers could indeed play
with the best of them.
One of the biggest blowouts of the year
came when the team played host to St. Mar¬
tin’s of Olympia. The Loggers squelched the
team from the south with a sizzling 101-49
defeat. Everyone on the team had an opportu¬
nity to shine in that game. ^
FINAL GREAT NORTHWEST CONFERENCE
STANDINGS
GNC OVERALL
Eastern Montana 9-1 21- 6
Alaska • Anchorage 7-3 22- 6
Metropolitan State 5-5 16-12
Puget Sound 5-5 13-14
Seattle Pacific 2-8 12-16
Alaska Fairbanks 2-8 7-22
GREAT NORTHWEST ALLCONFERENCE
TEAM:
Second Team — Jack ForneyHonorable Mention — Kevin Fagerstrom,Honorable Mention — Bob Ostlund
Honorable Mention — David Valentine
Pictured at right: (back row) Head Coach - Don
Zech, Assistant Coach - Erik Ottem, Scott Reid,
Ben Davis, Steve Roberts, David Valentine, Kevin
Fagerstrom, Neil Larson. Assistant Coach • Reed
Sieyling, Assistant Coach - Darin Gearhart, (front
row) JV unidentified, JV - unidentified, Scott
Turner, Mike Ostlund, Bob Ostlund, Chris Murray,
Jack Forney, Chris Tompkins, Reid Nelson, JV
unidentified, and Gary Rubin.
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‘Bob Ostlund shoots over the
head of a St.‘Thomas defender
from the top of the fey. mm 5fjmm :
\
(Ben (Davis
B.S. Natural Science / Secondary
Certificate
/ appreciated being around a bunch
of players with a sense of humor and
the ability to put up with my chuck¬
ling laughter. I have no regrets about
attending Puget Sound. Hopefully a
liberal arts education will pay off.
Advice: work hard, play hard, but
speak soft3UPS
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C. Scott Turner
No interview available.
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he 23-8 final record for the University
X of Puget Sound Loggers is the best-
ever in history. The 23 wins is the most
ever recorded by a Logger team. The 1985-
86 Puget Sound team had collected 20
wins to just 8 defeats this
was
the first time
since joining the NAIA that a Puget Sound
women’s team had advanced past the first
round of the District playoffs. The Loggers
broke a total of 11 team and individual
records. Including highest rebounding aver¬
age, highest free throw average and most
rebounds in a game.
&
Three individual records were set includ¬
ing most assists in a season by Christine
Hannon 149 and the most steals in a sea¬
son by Hannon as well at 104. Wendi Tibbs
broke the record for most free throws in a
game at 11.
The Loggers will lose three seniors off
the 1986-87 squad. The guard position will
be hit hard as Wendi Tibbs, Christine Han¬
non and Rennie Cahan will all be lost to
graduation. Tibbs, the District I Player of
the Year, was the leader for the Loggers on
the court. Hannon holds the single game
point record with
35
along with three other
records. Cahan, a three year letterwinner ,
was best known for her quickness on de¬
fense and ability to run the court.
Other awards for the year include two
nominations to the NAIA All-District Team— Wendi Tibbs and Brit Hanson — and the
choice for “ Coach of the Year” Award —
Sally Leyse.
- Publicity Office Publication %
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Tanya Udlock
Pictured above: Christine Hannon, Wendi Tibbs, Traci Mills,
Angela Durkee, Traci Morris, Brit Hanson, Kris Reykdal, Deby
Triggs, Michelle Joy, Linda DeVries, Maren Sater, Jill Senkler,
Tammy Pasco, and Rennie Cahan. Not Pictured. Coach • Sally
Leyse, Assistant Coach - Alison Carchedi , and Student Coach
Lorie Hull.
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Christine (Hannon drives
under th ree STLL
defenders toward the
goal.
u
i
(Brit (Hanson shoots the had as others watch in
anticipation.
Linda (Devries jumps
and shoots from the
outside.
Senior (ProfiCes
‘WendifTiBBs
Business Major, Math Minor
The attitudes on the team
were good so it was a fun
season — team unity was
good. My advice for a stu¬
dent athlete would be to
come into UPS with the idea
that school is the number
one priority and then their
sport. I like the size of the
school (fairly small) and the
people, but it’s too expen¬
sive.
Christine dCannon
Major: Physical Education
/ had a really good time this
year. We all got along and l
made a lot of good friends. I
am looking forward to sup¬
porting them next year from
the stands! My advice to in¬
coming student-athletes is
that they give their best ef¬
fort and dedication because
you want to look back and
say to yourself “I did the
very best that I could do,
and I am proud of my perfor¬
mance.” In the future I plan
to be teaching Physical Edu¬
cation in a Jr. High or Sr.
High School. I also plan to
continue my assistant varsi¬
ty slowpitch job at Rogers
High School. I am also plan¬
ning to get married next
summer.
‘Rennie Cahan
No interview available.
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I earning to live on the slopes might sound like
Lmd afun and easy task. Not having to deal
with any outside pressures and having the power to
just concentrate on improving your performance.
Life on the powder also has a rough edge. If
competing at the college level, team members must
follow a certain regime if they expect a respectable
showing. When the nearest snow is an hour away,
following such a routine becomes a phenomenal
effort.
Over the course of the season athletes must be
away from school for tournaments as well. Some¬
times this can be a two, three or five day jaunt. In
addition to missing classes, the competitors must
keep up with their studies while on the road. Sitting
in a lodge studying after skiing a tough course is
probably few people’s idea of the good life.
Even so, the team members do manage to work
out a successful schedule.
“ It just takes careful time management,” said
team member Carrie Wilson.
Skiing is a sport that truly emphasizes indivi¬
duals and the goals they have set for themselves.
Usually few fans are about to offer support. For a
team like UPS, those fans are usually cheering for
the other squad because of the distance from UPS.
Wilson thinks she was able to juggle her hectic
pace by a lot of preplanning and studying on the
road.
“ It wasn’t always easy reading when going 60
mph, but it had to be done,” Wilson said. 0
Lisa Qamett shares her opinion of
the situation: "9deh-heh-heh-heh."
«-
/
/
‘Team members inducted:
iVagmar Mienzsch,
Mary‘Dorman,
Lisa Qamett
and9\[acny‘Btadf
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Ski team members retease a bit of energy during a short roadside break
on the zoay home from Canada.
Pete Qray, tone member
of the men's nordie team,
skates past cheering atpine
skier‘Tom‘Winters.
*ji
a
1 ...Moments tater, a very tired(Pete, potes through the finish o)the men's iSdk race at
‘Whistter/Btackhotm, (B.C.
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Ithough many individuals did have a fine sea-
1 V son, they did not place as high as had been
expected earlier in the season. At the National Colle¬
giate Skiing Association Championships in McCall,
Idaho, the team placed 6th overall in the alpine events
and had a combined 5th place total in the nordic
competition. Even with the high team placements no
one travelled on to the National Championships in
Crested Butte, Colorado.
One of the season’s most consistent members was
Dagmar Hienzsch. Though she didn’t compete at ev¬
ery tournament, she had high placement when she
was able to ski. Both Mary Dorman and Lisa Garnett
gave standout jobs in the nordic division. The exper¬
ience and stamina they had acquired from the earlier
cross country season helped them a great deal during
the competition. Nordic division’s Nancy Black also
gained enough points to travel to regionals.
The alpine squad was a mixture of experience and
youth. In addition to Hienzsch, other regional qualifiers
included Alby Dean, Carrie Wilson, Jill Vessely and
Nanette Perry. Everyone had a fairly strong perfor¬
mances on the slopes but it was not to be a season for
GPS champions. The other schools represented had
sent many excellent competitors who eventually
snagged the top spots. However, the region’s represen¬
tation did well at nationals which gives some indica¬
tion of just how strong the regional runners-up really
were.0
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SLCpine men:
‘TomWinters
(Dave “Hozvett
‘WiltiamlHerndon
Chris tHilreth
jJustin Carney
Chris Simpson
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Senior (ProfUes
Future Plans I will be work-
mg for the Physical Therapy
department at the Universi¬
ty Hospital in Seattle I will
also be staying active in rac¬
ing in order to keep up with
my husband and 63 year old
father.
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Coach Marianne
Litton offers Chris
OdiCdreth a fezu pieces
oj hast minute advice.
Jill Vessely
"‘Three, two, one, go- - racer 85 on the course."
Justin Carney heaps from the gate as these final
words register through his concentration.
David Howell
Alpine Women:Carrie Wilson, Nannette Perry,
Dagmar Heinzsch Evers, Alby Dean , and Jill
Vessely.
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ports stories don’t usually make the front
V««/ pages of the paper. The World Series or the
Superbowl might get a photo and a bold, catchy
headline. But, during the year the Crew Team broke
out of this stereotypical sports coverage and onto
the front page of The Trail.
It started in the fall when team members were
complaining about the treatment crew was given
by the athletic department. Charges flew back and
forth about the relationship between the depart¬
ment and the team. Members thought the adminis¬
trators didn’t care about them since they were not a
high profile sport like football. Some were angry
because the coaching support had been very scat¬
tered even though crew is a recognized varsity
sport. And many found the funding level to be well
below the mark for a sport with such a high level of
campus involvement.
The university and athletic department coun¬
tered that the budget situation was no worse for
crew than other sports. Coaching problems were
said to be the result of the individuals working oh
the staff and not of the system. Eventually the two
sides seemed to call a truce though the criticisms
raised by both sides were never fully answered.
Public attention on the team switched topics in
the spring-but was no less controversial.
In a clever and well executed move, crew
brought their shells in the Student Union Building,
[jutting them on display to seek Support from the
Associated Students. With this effort the group
wanted to illustrate the poor quality of their equip¬
ment and gain funding support from the student
senate to purchase a new shell. They Set up a table,
and had petitions available for students to sign
saying the team should be given money. The team
did not limit their efforts to this level. Crew mem¬
bers talked with individual senators and lobbied
behind the scenes before the vote. As a final push
all crew members attended the Senate meetings
when the crew request was going to be reviewed.
It worked.
After various parlimentary moves and long (and
often emotional) debate the team was given a loan
for $11,000. The loan had a standard interest rate
and is to be paid over the next 10 years. It was the
first time that the Associated Students officially
gave support tp an area that is given funding from
the university budget and many thought it was a
dangerous precedent to establish.
And the headlines continued . . .
Returning from a triad at Washington State Uni¬
versity in April the team met disaster while cross¬
ing the Columbia River. As the group travelled on
the bridge, near Vantage, high winds whipped one
of the shells from the top of their vehicle into the
icy river below. A salvage group returned later to
find the shell. What remained was insignificant and
of no practical use.
As the year ended the group was looking forward
to the arrival of the new shell which was being
Specially made. Many had another wish-that 1988
will be a year of less controversy and more calm.•
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John Bastrom
Mathematics
%ann Jones
Elemen tarv education
"People should be dedicated Team survived from unity
and confidence it had mand believe m themselves
itself. Despite lack of
support from
administration.
fyficfael Broyles
History/Economics
"Get-involved-don't restrictyour potential. Four years
goes by real fast.”
Mlison Jones (aj)
Business/Computer Science
"If was much more fun
coxing on the men’s
team!!!"
Molly'WundeHy
Accounting
"Crew gave me the
chance to be outside
everyday and helped
relieve the stresses of
studying"
BatdStamnes
Asian Studies
"Iliked the people, the
attitudes and die
competiveness"
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V— I ently gliding across the smooth water ofAmerican Lake is indeed a calming vision. But at
4:30 am it can also be a chilling, tiring experience
with few obvious rewards. Imagine doing this on a
daily basis from fall to spring.
Better yet, just look to the members of the UPS
Crew Team who follow this rigorous schedule all
year. Of course, this is in addition to part-time
work and full-time studies. Are these people into
pain? Have they no social life?
Hardly. Those involved say that being on crew
gives them stability and sense of responsibility. It
is a constant that they can depend upon and it is
also a form of physical conditioning they enjoy.
And during the year their social life didn't seem to
be lacking either. The crew house was famous for
annual bashes and late night get-togethers.
"You learn to regulate your sleep and follow a
different schedule. I usually take naps in the
afternoon," said team member Maura Oldfield. She
giggled after making the comment and added that
sometimes she doesn't really plan the naps.
"You know how it happens. You are in the library
and all of sudden a half hour has gone by and you
haven't even opened a book,” said Oldfield.
To be on the team one must be willing to
sacrifice a large segment of each week for the
betterment of the group. Because of this there is
usually a natural drop out process during the winter
for those who find it too demanding. Another
consideration is the cost of participating. Even
though the team does get funding it is very minimal
and most of the costs for tournaments is picked up
by the team members. #
JANUARY 24 ERGOMAN IA- SEATTLE
AN INDOOR ROWING RACE
VARSITY MEN’S LIGHWEIGHT
FOUR TOOK FIR1T PLACE
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Crew — (bottom row): Carl Tostevin, ChrisThayer , Paul Stamnes. Mike Broyles, Ali ¬
son Jones (men’s team), Dave Funk, Rich
Brunke, Tami Petrie (men’s team), Kim
Heggerness (Coach); (second row): Rob Vin-
cent-Ratcliff , Kathy Spears, Maura Old¬
field, Amy Shrock , Karin Jones, Molly
Wunderly, Cindy Adams, Donna Benedict,
Kathleen Good: (third row): Reg Rumweil ,
Amy McNichols, Kirsten Knapp, Lou Ly ¬
man; Merrill Martin , Waiter Murch, Carol
Hoover; (fourth row): John Stack. Jon
Ganio, Cari McCaw (men’s team), .
Beth Grover, Matt Gundred; (fifth row):
Jeff Feldman, Russell Thompson, John
Bostrom, Paul Enfield, Jan Shelby, Andrea
Hocson , Bruce Wirth (Women’s Novice
Coach); (top row): Paul Fujii, Charley Whi-
ton, Duke Chadsey, Brian Murphy, Randall
Jenkins, Peter Niemann (Men’s Novice
Coach).
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\ X / ith a 7-10 season the GPS soft-
V V ball team was able to secure a
50% win record. Even so, the season was
not as successful as many had expected
and the team was unable to qualify for
the Bi-District tournament.
Closing the 1987 season on a positive
note the Loggers took a doubleheader
from Warner Pacific. The first game was
a near shut out as the Loggers dumped
Warner by an 18-1 margin. In the second
contest Warner managed to hold their
own though the GPS group pulled out a 3-
2 victory.
Seniors Debbie Boyungs and Mary
Kirk both completed the season with fine
averages. Shortstop Boyungs had a .224
batting average and was one of the best
defensive players on the squad. The top
slugger for the team was firstbase player
Michelle Joy who had an impressive .382
average. Others giving top batting perfor¬
mances included Sandi Washburn, Sa¬
bina Wagner and Laurie Gillespie.
Freshmen Diana Walker and Kristin
Said were the pitchers for the year. Walk¬
er had a 2-4 record and an ERA of 2.33.
Said was 5-6 for the season with a 1.68
ERA. Coaching the group was Sports In¬
formation Director Robin Hamilton. £
Senior tPrafiCes
Debbie Boyungs
Education
“To be a teacher and
coach
and help out in the
communities “
Mary Kirk
Physical education
"Softball helped me all
around As a student and
to
stay on track It was a
motivator
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Softball Deb¬
bie Boyungs,
Jill Bram-
brink, Laurie
Gillespie,
Becky Gray,
•Sonja Hei¬
berg, Mi¬
chelle Joy,
Mary Kirk,
Susan Klein,
Carrie Power,
Kim Raimer,
Kristin Said,
Sabina Wag¬
ner, Diana
Walker, Sandi
Washburn,
Mary Webb,
Polly Wilkin¬
son, Robin
Hamilton
(Head Coach),
Andy Rex
(Assistant
Coach)
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A
he wins were few and the road trips
1. many as the UPS Baseball team fin¬
ished with a disappointing 7-25 record. Al¬
though the team had respectable showings
in most of the outings the groups never
appeared to click as a single unit.
“ It was very disappointing. We had very
good talent and I guess we really didn’t pull
it all together,” said junior Craig Uyeno.
“ Things just didn’t work out as we had
hoped. People worked very hard during the
season but the win/ loss count doesn’t real¬
ly reflect this fact,” said freshman infielder
Pat Geiger.
One of the most exciting games of the
season was probably the first one of the
year. In this outing the Loggers overcame a
seven run deficit to beat Pacific. And of
course the season was not without many
other special moments.
“ Over spring break we had to drive to
Klamath Falls for a game. It was an eight
hour drive and not a lot of fun. We got to
the field and it was snowing so the game
was cancelled. So we turned around and
drove home,” recalled infielder Tim Ren¬
ner.
On another trip to Idaho some members
of the group nearly landed in big trouble on
a late night outing. Part way through the
night a few got together and snuck into
Spokane with the school van to find some
“ fun.” No one knew they had taken the
van and it could have been reported Stolen.
Fortunately, the van and those aboard re¬
turned uninjured and out of trouble.
Matt Quick, who overcame injuries dur¬
ing the season was selected as the Most
Valuable Player of the Year. £
Baseball: Jerry Beaudoin,
Chris Bigelow, Mike Bozich,
Pat Doherty, Dave Fischer ,
Mike Follett, Brett Fritts, Pat
Geiger, Del Haley , Tom Mas-
terson, Jeff McDowell, Mark
McDonald , Mark Meadow-
croft, Chris Morris, Darrell
Nakano, John Nielson, Ke¬
vin Paulson, Matt Quick ,
Tim Renner, Darrin Sato,
Todd Torgeson, Paul tlye-
hara , Craig Uyeno, Erik
Weaver, David Young.
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*Del Haley
Business Administration
"we had a loose atmoshpere
with nicknames likeThor
and Moake."
(Damn Sato
Elementary Education
"Always maintain a positive
attitude about school, sports,
and life."
ft± 4
*- Tat'DohertyComputer Science/Business"Find a medium you cankeep between sports andstudies. W
*
i
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‘Thomas Masterson
Business & PA
"never take homework on
Darrell 9{aJqww
BPA/Accounting
"everyone works hard and I
'ErikJWeave.r
Business
"great teammates to play
with, some good hearted
players and a fun loving
coach.”
road trips cause it never gets feel like I’m part of one big
family. Everyone wants to
win and they don't worry
about losing ..."
done.
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Lacrosse Team
members : Roger
Brown, Worth
Lafhn, Christopher
CoHins, lan
McCrystal, Back
Row: Kevin
Fahsholtz, Dite
Cochran, Sam
Newiand, Dave,
Howell , Gregory
Butler, Tom
Winter, Steve
Avanesstan, Andy
Meek , Jay
Hermanson , Dave
Doan, Reunett,
Jason, Brian
Grobe, Rich
Hilquist, Matt
Goldstein
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I t is a game of high danger and great risk.
1. An event which does not discriminate on
the basis of size, only power and speed.
To be successful on the field one must
spend hours practicing and “ working” the
stick. The stick is the tool used by all team
members to gain points. To keep the drive
going involves concentration and the abili¬
ty to keep the ball moving from one stick
to another without losing it to the oppo¬
nent.
What sets lacross apart from many ath¬
letic endeavors is the requirement for all
team members to be skilled in common
areas such as the use of the stick. Of
course in baseball or football there are
common elements such as running or hit¬
ting. However, a great deal of specializa¬
tion occurs which really makes the indivi¬
duals more important. With lacrosse the
players must be well versed in all areas on
the field.
Competitors wear pads, masks, mouth
guards and usually a lot of the field. The
sport is very fast paced and those playing
are prone injury. Even so the event re¬
quires finesse, calm and endless energy
from those willing to face the challenge.^
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ocializing with the competition after a fierce
V»J battle might not be everyone’s idea of fun.
But the GPS Men’s Lacrosse Club doesn’t care too
much about what everyone else thinks. And to
follow this doctrine the team belongs to a league
which requires all host teams to buy the visiting
team a keg. As one member put it “ no matter how
you play you always know a celebration is going to
follow.”
Although the team did not see a winning season
they had some close matches which could have
easily gone the other way. The team also had sever¬
al outstanding individual contributors. Midfielder
Tom Winter and attacker Gary Anderson were both
given recognition as League All-Stars.
During the course of the season the squad com¬
peted against such schools as Western Washington
University, the University of Washington, Universi¬
ty of Oregon, Washington State University and Wil¬
lamette.
Two of the closest matches were against groups
from Redmond and the University of Washington.
Although the team didn’ t secure a victory the
games were very high powered and physical.
For the first time the team also had a coach who
helped with the group’s development on a regular
basis. Coach Ken offered a certain sense of stability
to the group and also brought in many great ideas
for improvement.Q
» m M m
Tennis mem¬
bers: Sharon
Crowson, Lei-
lani Magee,
Anne Marie
Martin, Lisa
Dick, Mimi
Dega, Susan
Bladhom,
Lisa Gray,
Maile R. Ro,
Desiree Invie,
and Melissa
Palmer
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I— I ighlighting the season for the wom-X JLen’s tennis team was their second
straight District I Tennis Championship
and trip to nationals in Overland Park,
Kansas.
At nationals the team managed to gain
a ranking in the top 20 due tournament
seeding and actual team points.
GPS top seed, senior Sharon Crowson
made it to the third round of singles. She
also made it to the third round of doubles
with partner Leilani Magee. Unfortunate¬
ly, Crowson was forced out of the compe¬
tition after suffering from heat stroke. On
the season Crowson carried a 12-2 record.
Magee, a freshman who was the team’s
number two seed was able to make it to
the second round of the singles competi¬
tion. Her season record before the tourna¬
ment was 11-3.
Doubles partners Anne Marie Martin
and Mimi Dega also made it to the second
round. Junior Martin had an 11-2 season
while senior Dega was 6-0.
Also competing at the national event
was senior Susan Bladholm who had a 9-3
record. Completing the national represen¬
tation from GPS was freshman Lisa Dick
who was 11-2 on the season.
To capture the district title the team
had to overcome stiff competition from
the Pacific Lutheran University group.
Crowson and Magee were able to over¬
come a furious challenge from the Lute’s
top doubles team to pull out the 30-29
district crown. Overall the GPS team had
a 12-3 dual meet season. £
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he men’s tennis team had a tough season with many close
1 matches. In the end their final mark was not as successful
as they had hoped and their placement at district was not truly
reflective of the high level of competition put forth by the team.
During the year Dave Haas and Garrett Mock made outstanding
contributions to the team. As the elder statesmen of the group
they provided both guidance and support. They also managed to
demonstrate that winning can be a lot of fun.
As a unit the team was never able to achieve the balance of
competition and finesse. At times it seemed as if the team’s
enthusiasm actually took away from their court performance.
Next year returning members like Jay Clarke, Andrew Buchan,
Art North and Mike Dega should be able to pull together to give
the team the success they are seeking.
Senior Profiles
r
Susan'Bladhohn
Communications and
Theater Arts
‘Mirni'DegaEducationSharonCrvutsm
Vt,
1
Tennis members:
Andrew Buchan,
Jay Clarke, Mike
Dega, James
Fredericks, Mat
Grant, Dave
Haas, Tim Hinth-
orn, Garrett
Mock, Art Morth,
Robert Urban
and Wallace Yal-
lup.
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Ellen Rasmussen, Laura Johnson, Liz Chilton,
Kristin Sweeny, Kary, Karen Zwink , Barb Farrar,
Karen, Fozz, Kayla, Rachel Clark, Colleen, Kristin
Dickerson, Karen Lauflen, Deb Waldahl , Midge
Sellers
iwm§
I he shirts they wear claim that they1 are “ Rough, Tough and in the Buff ,”
Whether this means they are very good
Lacrosse players is a mute point. Women’s
Lacrosse sought fun and enjoyment as
they travelled around the region. And they
found it at nearly every turn.
On the trip to the Pacific Northwest La¬
crosse Tournament the group was part of a
regional stripping contest. (Sort of!) Be¬
cause everyone was in the same area and
i t@m
running back and forth there was not a lot
of private areas for changing. Thus, every¬
one would just take it off no matter who
was around. Luckily for the group they
were not mistaken as some sort of a nudist
colony or fined for indecent exposure.
Cinder the coaching of Barb Farrar the
team managed to compete against teams
from throughout Oregon and Washington.
On a regular schedule the team met with
the Seattle Club, the University of Wash¬
ington, and Western Washington Universi¬
ty. They also played host for two tourna¬
ments on campus.
One of the most exciting victories came
while the group was at the regional meet in
Portland. In a back and forth match against
Lewis and Clark State the team survived a
close one to come out on top.
“ I’d say it was the best we played all
season. The group really came together at
the tournament,” said member Liz Chilton.
Because of scheduling conflicts and a
lack of publicity the team often had to deal
with other problems besides practice. This
proved to be tiring and often detracted
from their overall performance. 0
— ‘dhe year was filled zvith agreat —— deal of challenge and excitement . —We really worked as —— a unit and andstill managed to —~ have fun.' ~
~ psuedo coach “Barb ‘Jarrar ~
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/ Portland Indoor
^ District Marathonl- UW Indoor/OfttfloofV PLU Salzman Relays
A Husky Classic ^
Willamette
PLU/Lewis and Clark
^ Central Invitational
iVestcm Invitational^George Fox Dual
J .D. Shotwell Invite
Western Twilight
UW InviTe
- 5 District Chamnionshin
NAIA Nationals —
-*•» KIr
ch 21-22
ch 27-28
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L/ unning against the wind was something
1 V the members of the UPS track and field
team became use to in 1987. It seemed that
the weather managed to create unfavorable
conditions for many of the meets.
But the team ignored the elements and
went right on setting school and meet re¬
cords. Mother Nature may have been saying
“ pay attention to me” but her pleas fell on
deaf ears.
For example at the J.D. Shotwell Invita¬
tional, held on Baker Field, the group pulled
through with 18 meet records. Molly Ostlund,
1986 All-American had a 10,000 meter time of
37:26.8 to set both a meet and school record.
Shot putter Amy O’Herin took first place for
the tournament with a toss of 41 ’2 14. At this
same meet senior Tracy Daugherty was a
winner in the 400 meters with a time of 48.8.
At the Central Washington University Meet,
at Ellensburg, javelin thrower Patricia Perry
set a school record of 149’2” .
Travelling to districts, the men’s team took
5th place overall and the women snagged 6th.
Tracy Daugherty was the tops in the district
in the 400 meters. The men’s 4x400 meter
relay team also took the District Title with a
time of 3:30.1. Those on the relay included
Daugherty, Thayne Chaumell, Paul Ho-
spenthal and Brian Brendel . Ray Phinney was
a 5th place finisher in the hammer throw and
Alan Bridges was 3rd in the race walk. Kevin
Mapes was 5th in the triple jump.
On the women's team Mary Kusler took
second place in the 100 meter hurdles and
third place in the 400 meter hurdles. Amy
O’ Herin was fourth in the shot put as was
Molly Ostlund in the 500 meters. Patricia Per¬
ry was third in the javelin at 145’6 and Patti
Dukeminier was fifth in the 400 meters at
61.0. Emily Smith was a sixth place finisher
in the 800 meters. 9
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'Track-Women : Patricia Anderson, Karyn Boerger, Rennie Ca-
han, Teresa Donnelly, Beth Druffel, Patricia Dukeminier,
Julie Frei, Lisa Garnett, Maureen Hankinson, Teresa Holle-
man, Rebbeca Hover, Mary Kusler, Amy O’Herin, Molly Ost-
lund, Andrea Perry, Patricia Perry, Emily Smith, Sherri Sand¬
ers, Deborah Thurston, Heidi Wendel , Patrice Whitaker;
Track-Men: Timothy Adams, Todd Anthony, Brian Brendel,
Mark Brennan, Allan Bridges, David Catlett, Thayne Chau-
mell, Chris Clifford, Tracy Daugherty, David Gallagher, Paul
Goetzinger, James Henney, Paul Hospenthal , Kevin Mapes,
Kent Miller, Dexter Mitchell , Raymond Phinney, Phillip San¬
chez.
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Senior (Profifes
John rBostrom
Mathematics
’Team survived from unity
and confidence it had in
itself. Despite lack of
support from
administration."
TracyDaugherty
CSCI/Busmess
"Be competitive, work hard
in both academics and
athletics."
Taut ttfospenthat
Physical Therapy
"Compete and perform to
your potential because you
only have one chance."
Rpinie Cohan
Education
"very personable and fun to
have on the team"
9dotty Osttund
OccupationaiyPhysical
Therapy
"great person for her
enthusiasm and support"
‘RpyThinney
Psychology
"This team had a good esprit
de corps. I was dissapointed
in the number of people who
quit, but those who stayed
worked hard and supported
each other.”
A
I o be a top competitor one must think
1. about their eating habits, their daily
schedules and their mental health. One’s per¬
formance can be effected by a number of
distractions if the individual is unable to take
a positive overview of the situation. For this
reason GPS track and Field members examine
every aspect of their life and try to maintain a
healthy schedule. This does not mean that
they will run year round at the same pace as
they do during the season. But it does mean
that they will keep in touch with their body.
The members are encouraged to think about
following a healthy diet and to keep away
from drugs and alcohol.
Obviously, this makes the commitment to
the team something a little bit different then
one might find on another athletic squad. Con¬
ditioning varies from group to group. For the
track and field team it is a conditioning of the
mind as well as the body.0
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ome people will go to any ex-
w treme to get what they want.
While stranded in the Memphis air¬
port the GPS delegation to the NAIA
National Championships wanted a
pizza, so they had one delivered. It
had thick crust, extra cheese and
free cokes!
On this same trip they wanted suc¬
cess and discovered it was an order
that they could also have “ deliv¬
ered.”
Junior Patricia Perry rose above
the crowds and garnered a 4th place
finish in the javelin. This gave Perry
her second All-American title.
Mary Kusler, sophomore standout
in the 100 and 400 hurdles all season
captured 4th place in the 400 hur¬
dles. For placing in the top six, na ¬
tionally, Kusler was also named an
All-American.
“ I did about as well as 1 thought I’d
be able to do,” said Kusler. “ There
was a strong mix of competition but
not too many really fast people as in
some years so that helped me.”
Kusler’s modest summation might
indicate that capturing All-American
recognition is an easy task. This is
anything but the case. To qualify for
nationals one must meet district and
then national qualifying specifica¬
tions. Once this is accomplished the
competitor must travel to the nation¬
al event and face a whole new field of
competitors.
Molly Ostlund, a senior distance
runner competed in the 5000 and
10,000 meter runs at nationals. Ost¬
lund also had an incredible season
with the cross country squad and
was an All-American in 1986.
Tracy Daugherty, a senior, was the
lone GPS male to compete at the na¬
tional level. He made his bid in the
400 meters.
The location of the event can al¬
ways have an influence on the out¬
come. For example some times a
tournament will be at a higher or low¬
er altitude than runners are use to. In
this particular case, the location of
Russellville, Arkansas turned out to
be a very warm destination for the
northwest contingents.
Coach Peyton pointed out this
probably had a negative impact on
some very fine athletes.
“ I think the heat here had a very
adverse affect on Mary. If she could
have had her best time she would
have been higher. 1 think it also really
hurt Terry,” said Peyton.
“ But I was really very satisfied
with the performances of all and es¬
pecially Mary and Patricia ,” he said.•
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Senior (Profiles
T^omChin
"I enjoyed being on the team
and working with the
coach." v
H&is
he golf team had a full season with
/ V lots of travelling and home tourna ¬
ments. Competing in five major tourna ¬
ments and acting as host for one regional
event at the Fircrest Golfe Course the team
found themselves qualified to review many
of the regional golf courses. During the
year the team travelled to the Green River
Invitational , the Central Washington Invita ¬
tional and the Western Washington Invita ¬
tional. They also had some dual meets
with the Pacific Lutheran University squad
and went to the Rippling River Invitational
in Oregon.
Some outstanding performances were
put in by various players over the course
of the season. Sophomore Greg Gerson
consistently shot in the top ranks of the
team. At the Ellensburg Golf Course,
Derek Swanson was the top team member
with a two day score of 166. Matt Cowan
had some excellent tournaments and had
the UPS team score at the MAIA District 1
tournament at Sudden Valley in Bel ¬
lingham. His 250 total was followed by
Swanson with 257. ^
Pictured: Gordy
Pfeifer (Coach),
Greg Gerson
(Captain),
Derrick
Swanson, Matt
Cowan, Ben
Pape, Ron Ball,
Thomas Chin,
Lisa Stauffer.
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/Vi Sfe students participated in intramural sport&Ji^n went to classes on a regular basisi I B 1986-87. Well , maybe that is stretching the story, but it is close to the truth. With events
that in <S ide Wei over 2000 participants' during the year, intramurals is indeed one of the most
popula® events.
WhyJ ror s^nrle it is a relaxing diversion from academia. Others miss the competition they4q^w as a high school athlete. To some, it is the one way they have of keeping off those extrapounHs that rrfflUe any pair of Levi 's 501s shrink to fits from molding to their lower body.
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department had a
’ track arid fielcmf ^f Another higjlight of the Ions to play against the Paci
TaconW MMRT•* organiAg the eve
for thefgame and
raK
Many siVtjoy the diversity offered by the IM Office over the course of the year. Students can
comffcte in votlb^all , piAfHeballMBpcquetba^, basketball , softball , tennis, or football. Besides theregular earn evems *there are also many special events during the yqgr. This year the IM
; special wrestling tournament for those who were interested-$nd a day of open
jtr d ielc l ^t er pjjfc 1®^87 season was the opportunity for the IMso5?<?br Coed Chatnpi^^^^Bkheran University Team in the Tacoma Dome before one of th^^fema StarsTSgjatnes, T-eatl^ menibgr^j^c Gilbertson took a great deal of responsibilityiM nt and working with the ticket sales. A large crowd of UPS students went out
saw a very competitive match . Even ASUPS President Gillian Gawne was
involved with the team who represented a cross-section of - the campus.
Another reason many seek IM sports is for that all too prRtigious t -shirt and recognition on
campus: One group of students decided as freshman to get as many t -shirts as possible before
graduating. Although a few didn ' t make it to graduation, those who did had a selection of six
different shirts in their closets as they left UPS.
A final reason to be a part of the IM program is to have the most remembered team name. Who
could forget the Seaman Team or the Just Say No group? And what about the always surprising
Jock Itch team? IM victors might not have gained any letters but team members often found a
personal success which was far more important.
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UPS athletes' excellence honored
COMPILED FROM SPORTS SOURCES
(TACOMA, WA) It was a night of recog¬
nition as the UPS Athletic Department
looked back at the achievements of 1987
at the annual Honors Banquet. Not only
were all participants honored but many
special awards were presented as well.
The Tim McDonough Award for Cour¬
age and Dedication to Christian Ideals was
presented to Scott Minnix. Minnix, a junior
defensive back collected 24 tackles in
1986, one interception and three pass de¬
flections. He is also the Huddle Leader for
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
Trackster Teresa Holleman was the recipi¬
ent of the woman's award. She is active on
the track team competing in the 100, 200,
400 and a number of relays.
Swimmer Jennifer Galster and tennis
top seed Sharon Crowson shared the wom¬
en’s award for scholarship, skill and dedi¬
cation. Galster, a three year NCAA Divi¬
sion II All-American and a one year NAIA
All-American was the 1987 Champion in
the 100 yard breastroke and second in the
200. She was also an NAIA All-Academic
All-American. Crowson, the number one
seed for the Loggers was the 1986 District
Champion and an NAIA All-American.
Senior Steve Buratto was selected as the
winner of the Harry Werbisky Award for
Scholarship, Skill and Determination. Bur¬
atto, a two year starting quarterback was
on the Dean’s List for six semesters, was a
Trustee’s Scholar, a member of Phi Beta
Kappa and was a given the Slater Award
for Research Excellence.
The Most Inspirational Athlete was foot¬
ball standout Jack Jones. Jones, a wide
receiver as a two time All-Columbia Foot¬
ball League Choice. Mary Kirk, a softball
player was given the distinction as the
Most Inspirational Woman. She was a
team captain and a four year letterwinner.
Brian Brendel was bestowed with the Dill
Howell Award for being the Most Im¬
proved. Brendel competed in the javelin,
the discus, the high jump and the 400 me¬
ter hurdles. During the course of the year
he made great progress in all areas. Basket¬
ball player Deby Triggs was the woman’s
Most Improved. In the last two years her
participation had been limited but this year
she became an important asset for the
squad.
A total of 24 athletes were honored with
All-American status and 41 named to the
All-District and All-League groups.
‘overall’Two All-Americans selected as best
in 1987 GPS athletics
by Carrie Wilson
National NAIA Swimming Champion David Haynes and National Volleyball MVP
Cathy Flick were named top athletes for 1987 at the annual spring awards banquet.
Both athletes gained All-American status during the season.
Flick, a junior economics major had an incredible year as she lead her team to a
third place finish at the National NAIA Volleyball Tournament. While at the tourna¬
ment Flick gave a finish at the National NAIA Volleyball Tournament. While at the
tournament Flick gave a standout performance as an outside hitter and as a result
was named the tournament’s MVP. On the way to nationals Flick was working hard
at the district level and ended up as the District 1 Player of the Year.
For her remarkable year Flick was given the Alice Bond Award as the Outstand¬
ing Female Athlete of the Year.
When it comes to the butterfly, four time All-American David Haynes is one
individual who really knows how to move. For three years Haynes was an NCAA
Division II All-American for his consistently high level of performance. After setting
national records in the 100 and 200 butterfly events at the NAIA meet he was once
again named an All-American.
As the recipient of the Ben Cheney Award for the Outstanding Male Athlete
Hayne’s accomplishments do not stop with the above listing. While at UPS he set
two individual school records and was a member of the record setting 400 medley
and 800 freestyle relay teams.
Haynes a top scholar in his department was voted to the NAIA Academic All-
American squad and was an inductee into the UPS chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. The
graduate plans on pursuing further studies at Standford University.
IMBB95B1
ANDREW BUCHAN TENNIS
STEVEN BURATTO FOOTBALL
JAY CLARK TENNIS
MICHAEL FASSLER SWIMMING
•DAVID HAYNES SWIMMING
PAUL HOSPENTHAL TRACK
KEVIN MAPES TRACK
MERRILL MARTIN CREW
TIMOTHY MARTIN FOOTBALL
CAITLIN MOUGHON X COUNTRY
MATTHEW QUICK BASEBALL
•JAMES ROOS SOCCER
ERIK RUGGERI SKIING
JILL SENKLER BASKETBALL
RICH STOCKWELL SPORTS MED.
CYNTHIA STORY CREW
MOLLY WUNDERLY CREW
All honor athletes must have at least a
3.5 gpa.
•denotes seniors tapped for Phi Beta
Kappa
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Substance abuse is a problem that many are unwilling to
recognize or unable to accept Unfortunately, it is not a
problem that can be simply ignored until it goes away.
One group has recognized this problem and made it
mandatory for their members to provide educational
opportunities to create a better awareness and
understanding of the situation.
The National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics set
national guidelines requiring all member institutions to
provide a program for athletes and coaches. In April of
1987 the UPS athletic department made good on this
requirement with a symposium on substance abuse.
Participants for the symposium ranged from a highway
patrolmen to a clinical specialist who talked about the
physiological and psychological effects of alcohol and
substance abuse. Patrolman Henson provided a multi-
media show on the relationship between automobile
accidents and substance abuse. In a sometimes graphic and
vivid image the show left a very clear impression on the
audience of the negative results of abuse.
One of the more dramatic speakers was former Chicago
Bear and Seattle Seahawk Bob Newton. Newton, who
underwent treatment for addiction a few years back, is now
the Marketing Coordinator for Valley General Hospital.
He travels locally and nationally to share his story and to
talk about the impact of chemical addiction. In his
presentation the professional athlete brought into focus the
realities of addiction and the fact that many people might
not even be aware of their chemical dependency.
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Opposite page: members of the nationally
ranked volleyball team fight at the net; where
did the ball go; GPS swimmers relax before a
lap; he was out. This page: Jack Jones takes a
break between plays; softball team members
cheer after another victory; do you think we
can keep her up? A special thanks to the
photographers of the Trail and Tamanawas
Staff.
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CAMPUS- HAPPENINGS
all tkrongkont tke
year! Tkere was
ne¥er a weekend
witkomt at least
©i® e¥ent for
stmdents to enjoy.
From leetwes
to mnsie, Monies
to tkeater, ami :^\tra¥el to art,
¥i¥id memories
were ereated ky
eomedian Robin
Williams,, former
Secretary of Tke *
Interior lames
Watt, and gospel
singers Sweet
Honey In Tke
Roek,
Trips to tke
mountains or to
Tke Grand Canyon
at Spring Break
allowed stndents
to re¥i¥e midterm
and start fresk
w k e n t k e y
returned.
in ii ii ii
Pictured: A huge crowd gathered for the
showing of Foolish Pleasures films.
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Homecoming was just one of
tie many exciting events
stmdent programmers organized.
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: Maynard Fergnson, tie famous
jaxx trumpeter, was a popmlar
dance fox entertainment and a
great campus lappemlmg.
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enjoy an international cuisine
along will lallroom dancing.)
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A Vivid Impression Of . . .
f**OUS*MosTHE
COOKIE KING
| — oing out to dinner with FamousAmos made me nervous. What
would he be like? What would we talk
about? So after the staff meeting, I ran
back to the dorm, quickly changed into a
dress and finished getting ready.
At 5:20 P.M. I walked over to meet Steve
Bovingdon, Chairman of the Lectures com¬
mittee, Amos and another lecture commit¬
tee member for dinner. As soon as 1 walked
in and saw Amos talking on the phone, I
knew it was going to be okay. He was
dressed casually in checked pants, a shirt,
a white jacket and tennis shoes. Not slop¬
py, but practical. He was talking on the
phone to his son at Boston College in the
east. When he was through, we were off to
Stanley and Seaforts. Amos had just been
in Hawaii. Having gone to Hawaii for gradu ¬
ation, he and I swapped stories. After that,
the talk turned to what we (Steve, Traci
and 1) were majoring in.
Finally, we got to Stanley and Seaforts.
The waiter sat us at a table near a big
picture window. Right away Amos intro¬
duced himself to the waiter and gave him
three bags of cookies to share with the
restaurant staff . While waiting for our food
the talk continued. We talked about Alas¬
ka, a place where Amos said he may go in
February. Amos was involved with the
Presbyterian church and a volunteers orga-
—V
Eddie Elland
nization; he would like to speak for those
organizations in Alaska.
By this time our food had arrived and
after that there was very little talking as we
all enjoyed our meal. What a great change
from SUB food!! Near the end of our din¬
ner, the waiter came to our table and asked
for additional cookies for a person who
hadn’ t gotten any. Amos graciously com¬
plied. As the waiter walked away, a toddler
seated at the next table asked, “ Who is
that man?”
“ That 's Famous Amos, the man who
sells cookies.” , replied his father. Amos,
overhearing the conversation, walked over
and gave the child his last bag of cookies.
The child just stared at Amos wide-eyed in
wonderment.
The ride back to campus was dominated
by everyone’s thoughts of the upcoming
lecture. Everyone was excited and looking
forward to the evening ahead when Amos
would be giving his talk in Kilworth Chap¬
el.
There were about seventy people that
attended. A pretty good crowd. Amos
started the lecture by talking about his
childhood. His mother was very strict and
he survived many beatings.
“ For a long time I held a lot against my
mother ” , Amos said. “ It wasn’t until I for¬
gave her that 1 could love and forgive other
people.”
Amos went to a specialized high school
where he was going to learn to be a cook.
With six months to go, he realized he didn’t
want to be a cook and dropped out to join
the Air Force. “ If I had to do it all over
again I would get more education” , Amos
said. Although he did get his G.E.D., he
never went to college.
After serving in the Air Force Amos
worked in a supply store for four years.
Then with a wife and two children he
opened his first cookie store. “ Never be
afraid to take risks” , he advised. In his
closing remarks, he said simply, “ Give it
everything you’ve got.”
Amos is a remarkable, inspiring man
and I enjoyed getting to meet him a little
m®re personally. £ — Liz Clark
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James Burke
1— 4 ew people have probably never seenX any sort of citrus fruit whistle. Most
of the time, oranges just sort of sit in a
bowl , waiting to be stripped for eating. And
the last lemon I saw was getting quite close
to a whole group of lemons and limes at
Safeway. It said absolutely nothing.
Even so, “ Do Lemons Whistle?” was the
subtitle of James Burke's presentation in
Kilworth. No need to ponder the title or its
hidden ramifications. Burke simply used
this riddle to draw comparisons between
man's perceptions, knowledge and reality.
Burke, a noted British author and televi¬
sion host often deals with the perplexities
of life. His PBS documentary series, Con¬
nections is always a lively examination of
interesting facts and confusing relation¬
ships. The program which specifically ex¬
plored the history of technology and social
change was one of the most popular broad¬
casts of its kind in the United States.
“ Connections" also had one other ele¬
ment which made the shows so appealing-
humor. The same humor was present dur ¬
ing Burke’s evening at UPS. His entire lec¬
ture carried the flavor of light mirth and
one almost felt as if Burke was about to
chuckle.
“ It is just his mannerisms. He has a cer¬
tain air about him which makes one feel
comfortable. He is, uh, I guess you’d say
approachable," said one viewer.
Burke focused his UPS speech on the
way man’s perceptions of his world have
been altered by the changes in science and
technology.
“ Science is bringing change to every as¬
pect of life,” said Burke, “ and sometimes
we don’ t notice until it’s too late.”
He further explained that we are living
with “ non-stop innovation ” in the twenti¬
eth century. In many instances we ignore
the innovations and take them for granted.
Even so it is the rapid rate of change which
is truly affecting the way all of mankind
perceives the world, according to Burke.
“ You see what your knowledge at the
time tells you you’re seeing,” Burke said.
He added that scientific theories describing
how things should be have a major impact
on the way man looks at the world. He
seemed to be implying that sometimes we
need to be more questioning about the the-
Steve Lee
ft
Burke simply used this riddle to
draw comparisons between man’s
perceptions, knowledge and reality.
jy
w
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ories we accept.
To illustrate his concerns, Burke called
upon the use of a far-fetched theory. The
omelette theory not only clearly highlight¬
ed his idea but caused the audience to
break into a heartfelt chorus of laughter.
“ If you believe the universe is made of
egg,” said Burke, “ you would make instru¬
ments to find intergalactic egg.” He said
that if you found no egg, you’d attribute it
to instrument malfunction. The reason you
would react in such a manner would reflect
the conditioning of your mind to anticipate
certain facts.
“ You would then classify everything
else that you did not find, such as black
holes and galaxies as non-omelette para-
phenalia,” he said.
During the rest of the lecture Burke con¬
tinually would draw connections indicating
how certain incidents have had an impact
on something completely unrelated. He
clarified this point, by calling the entire
process one of adaptation to change and in
turn the resulting changes the adaptations
bring about. One of his more curious rela¬
tionships was the one existing between a
special type of Spainish loom and the way
the loom led to the European Reformation.
Burke said the model of the world is
undergoing an intense cultural shock be¬
cause of technology. He closed by making
the audience question what they see and
how they see it. Ultimately, pushing the
large group to make their own connec¬
tions. ^ — Staff
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I^ Oo one in attendance could deny they1 lhad seen some diverse programming
during homecoming’s "Weekend for a Life¬
time” . In fact, not only was the weekend
diverse, it was also quite impressive.
The annual Alumni Breakfast took place
Saturday morning in the untouched, fresh¬
ly opened Rotunda. Following the break¬
fast was the official ribbon cutting ceremo¬
ny to dedicate the newly, remodeled Stu ¬
dent Union Building. As part of the pro¬
gram, tours were given of the building and
the new features explained.
Next on the agenda was the perennial
parade. Floats were entered from sorori¬
ties, fraternities, halls and several other
groups. One track carried the newly
formed pep band. Along the route, the
band kept playing the song “ Tequila ” to
answer the demands of the audience.
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Kathy Hedges
Grand Marshall Phil Phibbs led the parade
from Jones’ Circle to Baker Stadium.
Upon arrival at the stadium, the floats
were judged for the appearance, creativity,
theme and construction. In the midst of
Smokey the Bear and hundreds of bal¬
loons, three floats were designated as wor¬
thy of special recognition.
In third place was the entry of the Sigma
Nus and Gamma Pi Beta. Riding a car and
moped, the house combined the ideas of
"Live for Weekends” and "Bowties and
Homecoming” . A mock color post on the
front of the “ Fester Mobile” aided the Beta
Theta Pi and the Delta Delta Delta repre¬
sentatives in capturing the second place
trophy. But it was the Kappa Sigma/Alph
Phi float that really enticed the audience
and judges. Complete with a caricature of
President Phibbs in Bow tie the groups de¬
clared "This Bud’s for You, Phil". #— Jestina Roberson
Pre-Game Fun
l-J ig appetites were required for the pre-\mJ game events eating contest. Organiz¬
ers had specially prepared chocolate pie
waiting on the sidelines for participants. As
they lined up for the competition, no one
warned them of the consequences of fail ¬
ing to eat the entire pie. Of course they
soon found out as chocolate was smeared
on people’s faces, hair and body.
One contestant, cheeks bulging and face
smudged with chocolate, shook his head
and put his hands up in refusal. The last
bite didn't end up in his mouth but on top
of it.
Those with the largest appetite and pos¬
sibly the biggest mouths had no trouble
downing the chocolate mess. Sigma Nu
Jim Walters still had a huge appetite after
taking the first place position. Second
place winner Beta Theta Pi Chuck Grin-
stein had as much filling on him as in him.
Placing third in the event was Phi Delta
Theta Eric Weaver who was often destract-
ed by the cheering audience.
After the contest, the attention turned
from food to recognition. As she wiped the
chocolate from her face, ASUPS vice-presi¬
dent Mimi Dega assisted ASCIPS President
Steve Emery in a special crowning ceremo¬
ny. The ceremony \yas for retiring ASUPS
Administrative Assistant Bea Ramsdale.
To let her know their appreciation, the stu¬
dents declared her the Honorary Home¬
coming Queen. #
A Weekend . . .
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For A
Lifetime
Just before kick off twelve hundred bal¬
loons were released. This was part of the
Greek system’s charity drive for the Chil¬
dren’s Industrial Home of Pierce County.
Balloons were sold for a dollar a piece with
the purchaser’s name attached to the bal¬
loon. The person whose balloon first re¬
turned to the ground was given a $75 prize.£ — Jestina Roberson
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Green And Gold
j |ne might say green and gold was aV 1 popular color combination on Octo¬
ber 18 — at least at the homecom¬
ing game between Pacific University and
UPS. Fliers with the words “green and
gold”, pom-poms, cheering uniforms,
bleacher pads, hats and banners made Ba¬
ker Stadium a sight for sore eyes. By the
time kick-off actually arrived, everyone
has had heard at least a dozen renditions of
“here We Go Loggers” and the slightly
illogical “Let’s Get Fired Up.”
Crowd cheering only intensified as the
Loggers racked up 41 points in the first
half. The opponents seemed dazed and
never managed to get on the board during
the first two periods.
To carry out the concept of homecom¬
ing, halftime was used to call attention to
alumni who had truly come home for the
weekend. Dean Dodson introduced the in-
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dividuals who spoke briefly about their
time at UPS.
Dodson next called out years and had
any graduates from those times stand up
in the bleachers. Gradually, it was clear
that a vast number of those in the audience
were spectators with direct links to UPS.
The entire crowd went crazy when a gra¬
duate from the class of 1940 was intro¬
duced.
After the alumni were introduced, a time
transition took place as students got back
to the business at hand. The 1986 Home¬
coming Court was introduced while they
circled the field in antique cars. Royalty
was nominated and selected by an inter-
ft
Gradually, it was clear that a
vast number of those in the
audience were spectators
with direct links to GPS.
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viewing process designed by students. Fi¬nal appointments were made by a vote ofthe entire student body.
Court members included StephanieWest, Steve Emery, Vicki Sands, Ray Con¬
ner, Yumi Kawaji, Greg Eddit, Susan Blad-holm and Homecoming King Steve Boving-
ton and Queen Gillian Gawne. The Kingwas crowned by Grand Marshal Phil Phibbsand the Queen was crowned by 1985Queen Jennifer Siegle.
After the coronation, the Sprit Squad
performed a routine to a song from the
movie “Grease.” Dean Dodson then had all
stand up and join in an emotional alma
mater.
The UPS momentum never ceased as
the Loggers completed the game with a
win, 58-21. £ — Jestina Roberson
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Robin
Williams
I— 4 ive hours before the event and the1 line in front of the fieldhouse was
already looping within itself. People came
equipped for the wait with food and liquid
spirits to help pass the time. Some in the
crowd sang and others tried to imitate the
famous Orkan named Mork.
Of course there is only one Robin Wil¬
liams and none of the imitations could
even compare with his comic charm and
appealing facial language.
It took only 23 (give or take a few sec¬
onds) minutes for the Fieldhouse to fill and
within a short time the huge crowd was
chanting “Tastes Great, Less Filling.”
Opening for Williams was the Raspynis
Brothers’ Juggling act. The tuxedo clad
jugglers knew just how to appeal to the
hometown audience.
"We are members of the Phil Phibbs fan
club,” they said, pointing to their bow ties.
Everyone (or nearly so) in the audience
cheered at the comment and shouted for
the show to continue.
Their talents included eating apples spit¬
ting ping pong balls, and juggling with a
soccer ball on their mouth and a ring spin¬
ning around their foot. Their pre-show end¬
ed successfully while the stage was re-set
for the anticipated star.
Williams walked onto stage in black
pants, red shoes, a Hawaiin-styled shirt, a
purple tie, and a black beret.
Within about ten minutes he had man¬
aged to take on the characterizations of
over twenty different characters. His spe¬
cialty, one and two line improvizations
were amusing and relevant. The crowd
knew he had really done his homework on
Tacoma with one particular comment.
“Glad to be in Tacoma, the Indian word
for “What’s that smell?” said Williams.
ft
. none of the imitations
could even compare with
his comic charm
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Brian Meyers
\ / isions. Everyone has had a vision in
V their life. A dream about how some¬
thing might turn out. The hope that the
luck of life will be kind and allow one the
opportunity to be successful.
For some, visions become reality. Often,
as in the case of Semi Solidarios, Director
of Student Activities, the vision required
patience and perserverence.
Four years ago Solidarios bumped into
Williams while on the street in New York.
Solidarios was talking with a friend and
recognized the famous comedian down the
way. He saw the opportunity and intro¬
duced himself.
“Williams is just as much a comedian on
the stage as off,” Solidarios said. At that
point Williams showed some interest in ap¬
pearing in Tacoma. Offers were sent back
and forth for the next few years. At one
point a few years ago it almost came to¬
gether.
“But some complications interefered
and I wasn’t sure if we’d ever do the
show,” Solidarios explained.
Finally in the last year the arrangements
were made and everyone was agreeable to
the situation.
On October 18 the vision which began
four years ago culminated in one of the
best attended student sponsored programs
in UPS history. % — Sarah Blain
No one was immune from Williams’ at¬
tack. He offered some special insights
about the psychology majors in the audi¬
ence.
“The Psych majors are saying ‘I see
what he’s thinking,’” Williams said.
Other topics which fell to the sarcasm
included college drinking and the Summit
meetings. It was apparent the audience
was captivated by his style and approach.
Once the laughter started in full it never
really subsided until he was off stage.
Drug-users, alcoholics, and religious fol¬
lowers all found a position in Williams com¬
ic sketch of humanity.
“Beer makes your brain into an Etch-a-
sketch,” said Williams. He went into his
own interpretation of wine drinkers and
dope addicts. His strange antics and body
movements had the audience in tears.
“ You know, a reformed alcoholic just
has fewer dents in my car,” he said.
Politicians were not ignored by the some¬
times caustic comedian.
ft famous Orkan
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“Reagan was Disney's last wish,” he
said. He added that Nancy Reagan is really
a ventriloquist for the president. To verify
the claim he pointed out that whenever she
is drinking from a glass of water the presi¬
dent never speaks.
During this monologue his voice went
from downhome cowboy to Mikhail Gorba¬
chev at a summit meeting. In Williams
view, Gorbachev had a rather high, rapid
and slightly slurred manner of speaking.
One would tend to think the leader had
been drinking.
No show is complete without some ex¬
amination of sex, birth and child rearing.
He noted his visit to Disneyland and sight¬
ing “Mickey Mouse turn into a six foot
rat.”
Closing the night was Williams original
and rather warped impression of Elmer
Fudd singing Tina Turner’s version of
“Proud Mary”.
As an encore Williams relied upon his
spontaneous incredible talent of improvisa¬
tion. Pulling out a trunk of props he did
impressions using the items such as a bow
tie and an all-time favorite Gumby.
He even ventured into the audience.
“Japanese camera? Not American - it
can’t be. There are none," he said after
grabbing someone’s camera. %
Sarah Blain
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civilized and funny and very perceptive
romantic comedy. James Garner
is wonderful.”
«?rt. AT THE MO'
Sally Field...gives what is undoubtedly
the sexiest performance of her career.”— Michael Wilmington. 1.0$ ANC.EI.E8TIMES
Just when you think
you’ve found the right guy,
someone even worse
comes along.
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After 30 yean,
her murderer is still free
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CAMPUS FILMS FALL 1986
9/11, 12, 13
9/18, 19, 20
9/25, 26, 27
10/2, 3, 4
10/9, 10, 11
10/16, 17, 18
10/23, 24, 25
10/30, 31 11/1
11/6, 7, 8
11/13, 14, 15
Sudden Impact
Fletch
Willy Wonka’s Choc. Factory
Tommy
Enemy Mine
A Connecticut Yankee
Country
Ghostbusters
East of Eden
A Little Romance
11/20, 21, 22 An American in Paris
12/4, 5, 6
12/11, 12, 13
Murphy’s Romance
The Man with One Red Shoe
Campus Films
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Sometimes students end up
being the best teachers.
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FROM COAST TO COAST.
CRITICS AND AUDIENCES APPLAUD
'A LITTLE ROMANCE.''
•Everyone, young and old, should put
‘"“ A LITTLE ROMANCE in their lives...
It’s the movie to see this spring.**
-RONA BARRETT. ABCTV..offers tn Indi•mount of emotional . . * j t A—and comic satisfaction^ *SQSSS'
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HELL ON WHEELS'UPS PRIME TIME THEATRE
Stand By Me
Out of Africa
Pretty in Pink
Legal Eagles
39 Steps & Rebecca
Racing with the Moon
All of Me
Aliens
Lost in America
Nothing in Common
Surprise Movie
About Last Night
Jan 23, 24, 25
Jan 30, 31, Feb 1
Feb 13, 14, 15
Feb 20, 21, 22
Feb 27, 28, Mar 1
Mar 6, 7, 8
Mar 27, 28, 29
April 3, 4, 5
April 11, 12
April 24, 25, 26
May 1, 2, 3
May 8, 9, 10C" 1 V
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HONORS FILM SERIES 1987 I HE MAN W ' • ONE RED SHOE-4Jan 30Feb 5Feb 12Feb 19Feb 26
Mar 5
Mar 12
Mar 26
Apr 2
Apr 9
Apr 16
Apr 23
Apr 30
Out of Africa
Educating Rita
African Queen
Lucas
Little Big Man
Mr. Smith goes to Washington
Eleni
Violets are Blue
Slaughterhouse-five
Emerald Forest
LaDolce Vita
Paper Chase
Brazil
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^ erbies, small, tight brimmed hats• * which were popular in Europe and
the United States at another time in this
century are rarely seen in contemporary
society. Most are kept in dark storage clos¬
ets. Some never see the light.
At UPS, derbies get some respect! At a
few days the funny, round mound of felt is
billed as guest of honor by the Sigma Chis.
But the derbies are not the only honored
participants at the annual derby days.
The purpose of Derby Days is to raise
money for a special beneficiary. Selection
of this award is based on need and special
ways the beneficiary would use the mon¬
ies. In 1986 the money raised went to the
Cleo M. Wallace Village for Children. The
village happens to be Sigma Chi’s interna¬
tional philanthropic group. The Wallace
Village foundation deals directly with the
rehabilitation of children with learning and
emotional disabilities. Revenues are gener ¬
ated by the solicitation of advertising sup¬
port from the local community.
A major aspect of Derby Days is the
special competition between various cam¬
pus groups. The 1986 teams consisted of
representatives from Kappa Alpha Theta,
Delta Delta Delta, Gamma Phi Beta, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Pi Beta Phi, Alpha Phi and
the independent team, Sigma Alpha Epsi¬
lon Chi.
It is not a traditional week of competi¬
tion. First, the teams must go at one an¬
other in the Derby Laugh-off. Each team
must do all they can to make the Sigma
Chis’ laugh and the team is able to collect
ff
Some teams stoop to the low¬
est possible lows possible to
illicit laughter from the hosts.
y>
derbies. Some teams stooped to the lowest
lows possible to illicit laughter from the
hosts. Those same teams, wearing their
own satisfied smiles, walked away with
first place in this category.
Next came the skit night division of the
week. Teams were allowed to use the stage
for ten minutes to entertain. They were
requested to follow the week’s theme of
Wet and Wild if possible. Unfortunately
this meant that some teams ended up in a
rather drenched condition. For some rea¬
son the audience didn’t mind.
Bringing the competition to a close was
the final day of field events. Some might
call it a sort of mini-Olympics. Some might
have other names. Some might not even
want to know. For the field events teams
sought blood in such scintillating events as
the Beggars Cup where a team member
with a cup on the nose has whipped cream
thrown at them), a pie throw, balloon toss,
pyramid pile, a tug-o-war, and a balloon
burst.
One of the more challenging games was
the Amoeba Race. Yes, the famous and
sometimes nervous race of the ameoba.
For Derby Days regulations the teams
have to circle of people; one inside the
other who must traverse a rough, treacher¬
ous and unpredictable course.
Coming out as the victor in all of the
events was the well trained, highly skilled
team from the house of Pi Beta Phi. #
— Helen Dolmas
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Lorie Keil
J t looks like a Kentucky Fried Chick-1en.”
“ I think it looks like a gazebo.”
“ Let’s go eat in the great glass house.”
Well, whatever you call it, the new ro¬
tunda is a proud new addition to the Stu¬
dent Union Building. When the destruction
began, students had their doubts about the
demolition of parts of the old SUB. But , out
with the old and in with the new. Students
returned to campus last fall and were
greeted with the sight of an almost finished
building. Many worried that the building
would not be done in time for school to
start. However , the day the freshmen
stepped onto campus, they also stepped
into a new food service system.
The new food service area, quaintly
termed, “ Lawrence Street Station” offered
students many more choices: hamburgers,
hot line, deli, salads, and a wide variety of
beverages and desserts. Along with the
new system came a relatively new con ¬
cept, waiting in long lines to eat. Students
could be heard grumbling throughout the
year about standing in line, but it was also
a place to catch up on the day’s gossip.
The rotunda offered a comfortable dining
area , the mezzanine offered more intimate
meals, and the Great Hall still looked like
something out of a kindergarten with its
plastic tables and chairs.
A beautiful new lobby appeared, virtual¬
ly overnight , provoking one student to say,
“ Welcome to hotel UPS!” The color
scheme of the building is mauve, blue, and
green combination, the furniture in the
lounge reflects these colors. Another addi¬
tion included a new information center,
and an executive board room. The main
attraction in the lobby, which used to be
the snack bar, is the hole in the center of
the floor with glass surrounding it. This
Atrium allows students to peer down into
the bookstore. Even so, at least two stu¬
dents were injured as they tried to peer
over and did not realize there was glass.
BONK!
The bookstore was also completely re¬
done, offering students much more space
and greater selection. The appropriate title
for the bookstore became “ The Bay Boo-
kery.” In the bookery, students could try
on UPS clothing, browse through a huge
variety of cards, and peruse their text¬
books.
The basement of the Student Union was
rebuilt to place all the medias, as well as
the media adviser, right next to each other.
And, handy for the media people, the
Celler moved down the hall and right
across from their offices. A new game
room, the Rendezvous, was added, with
electronic games as well as pool tables.
More storage space was created in the
basement.
The second floor of the Student Union
was completely transformed in the space
of one summer, students who remembered
the offices the way they were found them ¬
selves lost in a maze of meeting rooms, a
new cultural center, and the new ASUPS
offices. The Dean of Students office also
found a permanent home on the second
floor, as did the student programmers, and
the clubs and organizations.
While a lot of little details remained to be
done well into the year, the building was
dedicated Homecoming weekend, and the
Trustees toured the building the next
week. Though the building took a while to
get used to, soon all the upperclass stu¬
dents forgot the old SUB, and embraced
the new Student Union with open arms.
Well, maybe not, but the building is now
indeed a focal point of campus. Q — S t a f f
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“ I’m black, I’m black, and I’m so alone,
This is my land, but not my home.
Powerful. Emotional. Two words that summarized the Clzulu South African Dance
Theater’s performance at UPS.
Performing before a fascinated crowd, the dancers gave us a glimpse of South Africa.
IGUGU-LETHU is the story of a young warrior leaving his tribe in search of a better life in
Johannesburg. The experiences of today’s “ Bantu” were lived vicariously.
Donning traditional costumes, the U-ZULU dancers incorporated authentic ceremonial
movements, music, and language into their act. English was used in places to clarify the
story. The language barrier was not strong enough to stifle the emotions.
Viewers went in not knowing what to expect. The dancers portrayed the life of the
oppressed South African evoking a few laughs and more than a few tears. Whether the
tears were of empathy or guilt, only the individual knows. £ — Sandi Washburn
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he (Jzulu South African Dance The-1 atre bring to life the traditional and
urban music and dance of South Africa’s
many tribal groups to the University of
Puget Sound this year.
Native South Africans of the troupe
have introduced American audiences to in¬
terweaving of music and dance around a
dramatic presentation. The presentation
tells the story of a young Zulu warrior who
leaves his village to seek work in Johan¬
nesburg only to encounter the repressive
apartheid laws and eventual expulsion
from that city for not having a pass.
The story is not so much narrated as it is
danced, sung and beat out on drums, as
well as spoken in both vivid African lan¬
guage and English. Rhythm is the key to
almost every aspect of the performance. It
gives life to dialogue, defines the warrior’s
spirit, and beats in the heart of each song.
The regional songs and dances are per¬
formed in the bright costumes of the re¬
gions, the women are clothed in exotic
prints, and sport jewelry from head to toe.
The men are dressed in feathered head¬
dresses and loinclothes. However, in the
second part, the group changes into the T-
shirts and jeans that are worn by the cul¬
ture that has rejected them.
An undercurrent to the group’s powerful
dancing is the knowledge that the harsh
words the group has spoken against apart¬
heid during their G.S. appearances might
make it impractical for them to return to
South Africa.
Five members of the group are facing
deportation and announced April 8, 1986
that they are seeking political asylum.
However, South African officials say the
group has no reason to fear reprisals. £
Helen Dolmas
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An Adventure Into. . .
Pert Hyde
The Dance
he Annual University Hall Halloween
1. Dance took place in the transformed
main lounge. You would never know this
was a lounge by the strange decorations. A
mummy and bats flying overhead greeted
you as you approached the main entrance.
Ghosts and goblins took your money and
stamped your hand. Then as you proceed¬
ed to the dance floor, more bats flew over
your head. When you walk over to the D.J.
to make a request, a mummy with blood
dripping from his body, would greet you
wearing a leering grin.
Ghouls and goblins of every shape and
form graced the dance. The winner of the
costume contest was, in contrast to most
of the other costumes, was a beautiful Gei¬
sha girl dressed in pink. Tweety Bird and
Sylvester the Cat as well as many “ forms”
of Dracula boogied the night away. But
that was not all, there were so many differ¬
ent costumes that it is hard to remember
each and every one, culminating in a very
unique crowd. £ — Kristen E. Serrato
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Pert Hyde
alloween at Puget Sound is always an
^.adventure. During the day this yearstudents were seen parading around cam¬
pus in various costumes including a few
Rambo impersonators, as well as a few
Don Johnson imitators, complete with toy
machine guns. The staff at food service
dressed up in various costumes: a clown, a
princess, a truck stop waitress, a jogger.
Even some of the staff members donned
costumes to relive childhood memories.
One staff member dressed as a yellow jour¬
nalist, complete with a yellow face. The
cellar had a costume contest and gave
away pizzas to the winners.
But the real fun, however, came Hallow¬
een night. Langlow hosted the traditional
haunted house. Students stood outside and
heard a man tell them the story of Lily
Langlow, whose husband was killed myste¬
riously. Then visitors were ushered into
Langlow and sat down at a gruesome din¬
ner complete with eyeballs, and animal
brains. Or were they human??? Next
guests were forced to flee through various
rooms of the house where demented peo¬
ple moaned, groaned, and bit the legs of
the most unsuspecting people. A hasty trip
up an eerie flight of stairs, led to an equally
hasty trip down and into a sacrifice room.
The smoke filled room was the last on the
tour of the house. One student was heard
to comment, “Wow, that was really
scary!” Ah, but the true believers knew it
would be. After Langlow, students could
then go over to University Hall’s annual
Halloween dance. There were prizes for
costumes, food to be eaten, and a KUPS
ft
The visitors were ushered into
Langlow and sat down at a
gruesome dinner complete
with eyeballs, and animal
brains. y>
Pert Hyde
DJ playing hits to dance to. The ghouls in
the vault really knew how to host a party.
Campus films offered up “Ghostbusters”
and “Munsters Go Home” as a Halloween
double feature. All in all, the university had
a happy Halloween and security reported
no significant crimes. % — Staff
Halloween
Leadership Retreat
Learning How To Be Leaders
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Staff Photo
Leadership Retreat: ( front row) — Gillian Gawne, Jill Nishi, Darcie Julum, Allan Nellick, Mike Korch, Mary Staff , , ; (2nd row) — Helen Dolmas, Kelly Zieglar, Dan Anderson,Perth Hyde, Heather Stansbury; (3rd row) — Kristen Serrato, Andrea Bernadelli, Steward Boedecker, Shawn Clltican, Mike Arnold, Kelly Volmacka, Kristine Fosburg, Tracy Dye, AndreaLevin; (4th row) — Assistant Dean Kathy Witt, Amy Jackson, Mike Haines, Ken Miller, Maiko Winkler, Julie Pyatt, Jeff Ernst, Brent Grism, Lara Butler; (back row) — Tom Koontz, MichelleFreeman, Steve Anderson, Sara Michaels, Mark Holden, Jim Rivard, Steve Shelver, Missy , Associate Dean Sue Yowell, Jeff Scoff Claeys, Lorelee Parker, Laura , AmyStephenson.
I |nee again, the student leaders of Pu-
get Sound and students who were
interested in a unique learning experience
took off on a school bus to Seabeck for a
Leadership Retreat.
With the exception of some small inter¬
actions between people who already knew
each other, the trip up to Seabeck was less
than inspiring. How could a weekend bring
together such diverse people and foster
unity?
At Seabeck, once rooms were chosen
and a meal reminiscent of Mom’s was
served, the real reason for the weekend
began. Workshops on power, leadership
quality, and running effective meetings
*I '
1
.
Kristen Serrato
f t
. . . a unique weekend . . .
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started. In the Leadership Qualities work ¬
shop, we learned our “ type” by taking a
test. The ice between people who did not
know each other began to melt. Soon ev¬
eryone was asking “ I’m an E.N.T.J., what
are you?”
In the running effective meetings work ¬
shop, students learned how to set an agen¬
da, control the direction of the meeting,
and delegate.
After the two workshops, students
broke into small groups by counting off
and discussing four events that had a ma¬
jor effect on their lives.
The ice began to melt faster and soon
students were sharing their lives. Almost
all found that they had some common ex¬
periences.
A dance was staged with Steve Shelver
acting as a DJ. At this time, everyone let
loose. With the knowledge that Saturday
*
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Kristen Serrato
would start at 8 a.m., most students head¬
ed back to their rooms by midnight.
But once back in their rooms, most peo¬
ple chatted among themselves, told sto¬
ries, and had pillow fights.
Breakfast the next morning was attend¬
ed by a few who managed to get up. By the
time Dean Dodson spoke, however, every¬
one was up and ready to attend the day’s
workshops. The workshops ranged from
managing stress to using campus re¬
sources. After an inspirational closing ad¬
dress, the leaders and potential leaders
headed back to campus with many new
friends; each having experienced a unique
weekend, f — Helen Dolmas
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eeping alive traditions. Recalling the
X \. holiday celebrations of the past. A
chance for people to come together and
relax. Mistletoast is an evening of eating,
dancing, music and friendship. A final
“ break” before the pressures of tests be¬
come too draining.
In 1986, Mistletoast became an “ Interna¬
tional Party” , with various special choirs, a
big band dance and a desserts sampling
table. Foods offered really brought out the
international theme and allowed all in at¬
tendance the opportunity to taste some
very unusual delicacies.
Carols. Cold. Frost. Fun. Hay rides, a
very rustic, international activity tend to
include all of the above and always a few
unexpected surprises. Bundled in truck
flatbeds (the horses were too busy) several
groups took on the night, stopping around
the community to share a song and visit
with neighbors. Two or three on one truck
ended up on the pavement and nearly
missed the return ride. Probably the most
memorable aspect for many in the group
was the scratchy, pricking sensation of the
dry hay in one’s pants.
A local children’s choir provided the
opening act of the evening with some origi¬
nal renditions of traditional Christmas
songs. The Lake Burian Presbyterian Hand
Bell Choir performed as well as the LIPS
Sunbreak Choir.
Meanwhile, Disney’s popular animated
classic, 101 Dalmations was continuously
showing. At the same time the big band
dance was commencing in the Rotunda.
Since the entire evening is open to the
community, the organizers always attempt
to offer a diverse evening of programming
to meet all people’s tastes.
One ticket admits all guests to every
event. Sparkling cider was served in tall
glasses and Santa (or at least one of his
flock) was kept busy listening to the wish¬
es of all the “ children” in the group.
Capping off the event was the special
appearance of Otis Day and the Knights.
The group rose to national prominence
with the movie “ Animal House” .
Just as in the movie, many students
came attired in togas and garlands. The
band base their live acts on volume and
beat. Many of the songs were quite long
and gave the crowd a sweaty workout.
Probably the two biggest songs of the even¬
ing were "Shout” and “ Louie, Louie” . Sev¬
eral hundred witnessed the show which
brought Mistletoast 86’ to a close on a
rather contemporary note. 0
Jestina Robertson
Party
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here was no pressure in the class-
1 rooms set-up for the first ever Ka-
leidescope Winterim Program.Unlike a tra¬
ditional classroom where performance ex¬
pectations are nearly always a factor, the
Kaleidescope settings were relaxed and
tension free. And why shouldn’t they be?
Afterall, the program was created to com¬
pliment a student’s education, not as com¬
petition with regular classes.
“The original proposal was to create a
program that would increase a student’s
learning opportunities,” according to
Stephanie Marshall. Marshall, a former stu¬
dent senator and ASUPS programmer was
involved with the formation of the pro¬
gram.
Marshall explained that she thinks an
education at UPS should not be limited to
just the classroom. In her view a complete
education encompasses all that one comes
in contact with while in college and should
include many “once in a lifetime” events.
After looking at the Kaleidoscope sched¬
ule, it is quite apparent that is is one pro¬
gram which will truly make many unique
contributions to one’s college experience.
In one “class” students were able to sit
down at the President’s House and analyze
some of the aspects of working as a col¬
lege administrator.
“It was quite interesting. President
Phibbs was able to share some remarkable
stories and we had the chance to find out
why he had made certain decisions,” said
Tom Koontz. Koontz thought the class was
good, “because it made you think about
how you’d have reacted in the same cir¬
cumstances and it also gave some insights
into campus politics.”
Diversity was the highlight of Kaleido¬
scope with classes ranging from 60’s pro¬
test music to critiquing a paper. They were
the type of programs that one always
hopes they can learn about but never
seems to find the time to take them.
For example, don’t we all wish we could
make homemade bread like mom? But it
never works out and the bread is always
too dry or too flat. Those involved with
Kaleidoscope had the chance to learn
about baking bread and proper table eti¬
quette. In another session, many discov¬
ered the finer side of cooking desserts and
were able to eat their lesson after class.
“I found the atmosphere to be really
positive. Those in attendance were very
genuine and seemed sincere in their ap¬
proach.
Everyone wanted to have fun but also
sought to gain a better understanding of
the topic being examined. It was very re¬
freshing,” said media adviser Dana Grant
who acted as an instructor.
Marshall said the program is structured
so that it has a great deal of flexibility and
can adapt to the changing needs of the
University community. A final goal of the
program is to provide instruction for cer¬
tain skills that might be difficult to learn or
are too expensive. This included classes on
communication, darkroom techniques, ba¬
tik artwork, Origami, crocheting, and taek-
won-do.
And of course many aspects of the pro¬
gram were just for fun. There was a road
rally which had carloads traveling around
Tacoma following clues and hoping for the
best time.
“We only got lost or distracted about
seventeen times,” said one rally partici¬
pant. Obviously, their team was not a fina¬
list in the competition.
Those light of foot were able to get into
the groove with an intermediate jazz dance
class. Others avoided the physical aspects
of this class and found a different sort of
physical satisfaction learning to make su¬
shi. All in all, nearly 50 people were in¬
volved with the new program which is sure
to grow with each year. 0
— Yumi Kawaji
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VV the Spirit Squad gathered together
at the end of the summer to begin the long
hours of practice. Unknown to many, last
year a new idea to help promote more spir¬
it at home football games was put into
action. A squad of both men and women
were chosen to meet this challenge. The
members of the squad each brought with
them the dedication and ambition to make
the idea a success. The many hours of
learning cheers, chants and dance routines
began, along with a new challenge; stunts
and pyramids. Some of the members had
done stunts in the past and the rest had to
learn from the basics, but all were willing
to learn. With the addition of six men to the
squad, excitement grew within the group
as they thought about the potential of a co¬
ed spirit squad. Marci Kusmirek recalls
that trust was the biggest contributing fac¬
tor of the success of any stunt. “After a
little while, you build up your confidence in
the guys. They were there for us to help
complete a stunt and if we fell, they were
always there to catch us.” All of the mem¬
bers proved to be very special and contri¬
buted much to the team. “It wouldn’t have
been the same if the guys hadn’t been on
the squad,” commented Michele Hall.
Tim Hinthorn, a junior, at first had
planned to help organize the men’s section
of the squad but soon found himself
caught up in all the enthusiasm. “I encour¬
age guys to try it, it’s a lot of fun. A lot of
hard work is involved but the benefits are
great.”
Brett Parmacek heard about the squad
from Michele Hall and Debbie Beck. When
asked about his feelings on the Spirit
Squad he said, “The Spirit Squad is made
up of some of the nicest people 1 have ever
met. It is really a joy to spend time with
them during practices or in other activites.
When people get along as well as we do,
you can’t help but get positive feedback.”
“I wanted to help promote school spirit
and to get involved." was the reason Mark
Holden gave for joining the squad. Mark
heard about the squad from Debbie Beck,
“The Spirit Squad sounded like it would be
a lot of fun”. Steve Anderson found him¬
self very busy this year by being an R.A.
for Todd Hall and a member of the Spirit
Squad. Steve showed his enthusiasm
about the squad by not only being one of
the first men to join but by always stepping
forward to try a new stunt. Adjusting to his
first year in college, Frank Fuoco decided
to join the Spirit Squad after hearing about
it from Steve Shelver and Steve Anderson.
The Spirit Squad practiced between 9 to
12 hours a week before football games.
The squad put in even more hours to pre¬
pare for the big UPS/PLCJ game in the
Tacoma Dome. “We practiced in the park¬
ing lot of the fieldhouse one Sunday morn¬
ing because the fieldhouse wasn’t open
yet.” remembered Carrie Myers. “The
Dome game meant a lot to us because it
would be the first time the student body
would see us.” All the extra hours paid off
for the squad at the Dome with the positive
response they received from the crowd.
“I think it is really great to see guys on
the squad,” commented Vonnie Anderson.
“They added energy and made the squad
look more collegiate.” Robin Hamilton ad¬
ded that throughout the season, she had
heard nothing but positive responses from
the faculty and parents about the Spirit
Squad.
The squad worked hard all year to keep
the enthusiasm going. The squad attempt¬
ed harder and more spectacular stunts at
each game. It was also decided that the
squad would be a full year commitment
due to the time needed to learn stunts. The
original idea was to have two separate
squads, one for fall sports and one for
Spring sports. This was to help prevent
burn-out for the members and to allow
more people the opportunity to partici¬
pate.
“It is really hard to get a whole new
squad together in the middle of the year.
They have to basically learn everything all
over again.” said Tim Hinthorn. It was de¬
cided that it would be better to make this a
full year committment and advisor Sandy
Dillion agreed, “It is hard to hold try-outs
with so many other things going on at the
same time. It is better to keep one squad
for the full year.”
“Going to Vancouver, B.C. helped us be¬
come closer as a group but that tends to
happen when eleven people cram into one
room,” recalled Frank Fuoco. The Spirit
Squad took advantage of Fall Bread falling
simultaneously with the Simon Fraser
game and headed off to Canada. The squad
spent two days there and had a wonderful
time.
A lot of memories will always be with
the members of the Spirit Squad, “Being in
the Tacoma Dome for the first time, let
alone being on the field cheering, it was
quite an experience.” assured Frank
Fuoco. As for Tim Hinthorn, “The best
timeI remember was at Homecoming. The
overwhelming positive response we got
from the students, it makes all the differ¬
ence.” All the members agreed that it was
a lot of long, hard hours of practice but fun
just the same. The Squad left a challenge
not to let the Spirit die.9
— Betty Rodriguez
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PICTURED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
First Row: Waleed, Norm Smith, Mike Vincent, Jack Jones. Second
Row: Marc Morris, Steve Lee, Annie Holum, Helen Constantine, Ellen
Rasmussen, Laurie Post, Steve Anderson, Geoffrey Falk. Third Row:
Chris Reiton, Robert Terpstra, Mark Holden, Heather Wood, Tim Dun-
ley, Grey Osnes. Fourth Row: Ken Miller, Amy Hanson, John Knutsen,
James Bailey.
Mark
Special thanks to James Bailey and Amy Hanson for their design and contribution to this layou
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Asian Businesses:
A Comparative Study
A** field course producing interdici-plinary comparisons between
Asian business environments. Typically,
students will visit business firms and dis¬
cuss management, marketing, or financial
practices with firms in Japan, People’s Re¬
public of China, Hong Kong, and Singa¬
pore.”
This is the course catalogue’s descrip¬
tion of BPA 373, Asian Business: A com-
n
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some very unique
personal experiences
99
parative study. The class was much more,
however, than what the course description
says. Yes, we did visit industries both at
home and abroad, but the twenty-two peo¬
ple traveling in this class also shared in
some very unique personal experiences.
Not only did we experience new busi¬
ness practices,but we experienced most of
the dividing factors between cultures. In
Shanghai, our experiences ranged from rid¬
ing in taxis whose drivers were not aware
of existing traffic laws to eating pickled
jelly fish. Hong Kong brought about a num¬
ber of days spent on shopping sprees along
with visits to Rainier National Bank and the
Futures Exchange. In Thailand, we rode in
what the locals call “Tuks-Tuks”, toured
the floating market, and visited the snake
farm. By the time we reached Singapore, it
was monsoon season and it rained the en¬
tire time that we were there. It wasn’t that
bad though, it was still 85 degrees so one
could wear shorts!!!! Tokyo was our last
stop. There we visited the Hard Rock Cafe
and like the greenhorns we are, got lost
every time we attempted to go anywhere
on the subway.
Overall, the trip was like one big private
joke between all of the people that went.
We saw each Other for three weeks, day
after day, night after night, sick, healthy,
and even hungover. Many special friend¬
ships were formed in those three and a half
weeks as we shared unique experiences.
Hopefully, they will last a lifetime. 0
— Amy Hanson
Study Abroad Opportunities
I he University of Puget Sound offers
1. many opportunities, of which BPA
373 is one, for students who wish to study
abroad or to gain first hand cultural exper¬
iences. The semester study abroad pro¬
gram, and the BPA373 Winterim program
are all keys to an impressive journey into
another world.
The England semester program is of¬
fered both fall and spring, it exposes stu¬
dents to a sense of European tradition in an
environment where language is not a prob¬
lem. Coursework in British history, art his¬
tory, theatre, literature, and social institu¬
tions is augmented with excursions in and
around London. A longer three-day week¬
end venture introduces students to the
countryside and the contrasts of rural and
urban England.
The France program is offered in con¬
junction with the University of Dijon, the
program enables Puget Sound students to
take part in a spring semester emphasizing
the study of French language and culture.
Students are housed as “paying guests”
with families and round out their exper¬
ience through an integral program of field
trips and overnight excursions.
The Spain program is designed for the
student with Spanish proficiency, it takes
place in Salamanca, Spain, at the Universi¬
ty of Salamanca during spring term of odd-
numbered years.
The program begins with an orientation
held inMadrid. Students then travel togeth¬
er to Salamanca where exposure to the
culture is enhanced by placement with
Spanish families.
The Academic year programs include
Japan and Pac Rim. In Japan, participants
spend two weeks studying contemporary
Japanese life and culture first. Then stu¬
dents move to a mountain village for three
weeks of entensive language instruction.
There they live in a traditional-style inn.
This is followed by a week of vacation
before classes begin at Waseda.
During Spring break, each student
spends three weeks living and working
with a Japanese farm family. This immer¬
sion in Japanese rural life allows use of the
Japanese language and provides a contrast
to modern family life in Tokyo experienced
during the previous six months.
Pac Rim, the most famous of the UPS
study abroad program, is a series of eight
one month courses taking students
through a transition of Eastern to Western
cultures. Students begin their studies in
Japan and move to Thailand, Korea, India,
Nepal and Sri Lanka. Returning home via
England gently reintroduces the student to
Western life, while demonstrating Eastern
cultural influences upon the West.
BPA373 is a unique course different
from other study abroad situations.It takes
place after Christmas and ends usually the
day before Spring term starts. Students
travel to Japan, PRC, Hong Kong, and Sin¬
gapore, visiting the various businesses and
making a comparative study. This course
is offered by the Business and Administra¬
tive department and is not technically a
study abroad program because of its short
time length. £
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\ \ J e know that suffering, not suf -VV frage, keeps us on our pedes¬
tals,” said a fur-draped, overweight woman
on the Kilworth Chapel stage, “ and if God
hadn’t wanted us to be on a pedestal he
wouldn’t have made us shorter than our
husbands.”
Eagle Forum gone berserk? A sharp
switch to extreme conservatism on cam¬
pus? No.
The speaker was a member of Ladies
Against Women, a Berkeley-based comedy
group that tours to present “ an evening of
consciousness-lowering.’’
On November 23, the ladies, brought to
CPS by Popular Entertainment and the
Feminist Student Cnion, began by present¬
ing a platform of reforms to be made in
today’s society. Ideas included the reinsta ¬
tement of virginity as a high school gradu¬
ation requirement (presumably just for
girls), the revocation of ladies’ vote, and
the eradication of birth control. Bambi Fil¬
let, the official LW LAW cheerleader, led
rallying slogans for the platform points.
“ Who me? I ’m not queen! I have a baby
every year!” she chanted. “ Procreation,
not recreation.”
The Ladies’ platform is based on the
simple premise that “ ladies should be la¬
dies and nobody should be women. Espe¬
cially men.” With that in mind, they intro¬
duced Real Men like Fred Shrapnel,
Founder of the National Association of
Hand Grenade Owners, and Colonel Beau¬
regard Bull Run, who started his acade¬
my’s anti-wimp “ Male Insensitivity Course
(“ put the bounce back in your balls” ). Be¬
sides speaking for their own causes, the
men served to do those things that men do
best: lift heavy objects and make heavy
decisions.
Another guest, “ a very, very important
individual even though she is not a man,”
was Mrs. Phyllis LeShaft, modeled after
Phyllis Schlafly. She denounced the ERA
for its threat of letting women in the mili¬
tary.
“ We’ll be sending our teenage girls over¬
seas to rape and pillage peasants,” She
warned, “ something for which we’ve been
preparing our sons for years."
The Ladies did not offer LAW philos¬
ophies, however, they presented a fashion
show of favorite endangered species and
presented Bambi’s workout (“ a carefully
planned exercise regime to make you look
and feel as helpless as you really are.” )
Virginia Cholestrol (real name: Mrs.
Chester Cholesterol) even demonstrated
how to make Twinkies from scratch. Using
a Sara Lee pound cake, kitchen shears,
Cool Whip, Coffee Mate, and a Glad Bag
(“ your favorite cheerful petroleum prod¬
uct"), she duplicated the popular sugary
snack, even adding a spritz of household
disinfectant “ to simulate the shelf -life.”
The Ladies also showed slides from their
trip to the 1984 National Republican Con¬
vention, or “ Ronnie Does Dallas.” There
they hosted a bake sale for the deficit , with
cakes and cookies priced at hundreds of
thousands of dollars, and conversed with
many delegates.
The audience participated in a question-
and-answer period, addressing topics such
as the minimum RDA or ironing (“ I think it
is a pity that very many of our favorite
artificial fabrics do not need ironing,” la¬
mented Virginia) and the Ladies’ opinion of
Madonna.
“ I’m not Catholic, myself ," Virginia said.
One audience member asked if ladies
enjoy sex as much as women. The Ladies
were horrified. So Virginia covered Bambi’s
ears, Mrs. Fred said, “ I think with that
question we'll bring this session to its
close. Ladies, it’s almost 10:00, do your
husbands know where you are?”
It was now graduation time for the con¬
sciousness-lowering seminar, with a com ¬
mencement address delivered by the right ,
right , right, right, right Reverend Jerry Fal¬
lout. Drawing from the Bible (pronounced
with four syllables), Fallout trampled the
last remnants of consciousness left in the
ground.
“ Are there not those of you who would
feed the world’s starving millions at the
expense of God’s chosen few?” he asked.
“ And are there not those of you who toler¬
ate diversity? And are there not those of
you who do hot realize that America is only
big enough for one opinion?”
“ An open mind is the Devil’s work¬
shop!” he concluded, to polite applause
from the Ladies, who stayed to sell buttons
with slogans like “ I’d rather be ironing"
and subscriptions to The National Embroi¬
derer.£ — Amy Stephenson
Dave Harlan
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“The Courage To Be A Conservative”
aura Denovin and ] sat nervously inL_i the lounge of the Tacoma Sheraton
anticipating dinner with James Watt. We
both wondered how Steve Bovingdon, a
well-known liberal, would be able to refrain
from starting a heated debate with a man
who has “The courage to be conserva¬
tive.” In his starched shirt, plain tie and
common suit,Watt fit the visual image of a
conservative, but as the evening pro¬
gressed, it became apparent that the tradi¬
tional definition of conservative was not
the one this “conservative” followed. Upon
meeting Watt in the plush Sheratin Rose
Room, he introduced himself in a friendly
manner and asked each of us about our¬
selves. We were soon joined by one of his
son’s college friends.
The conversation continued with Watt
asking our opinions on a range of topics
including the nuclear industry. He seemed
to be warming up for his lecture by getting
ft
By his calm, witty man¬
ner; he made one want
to speak.
99
a sense of the students’ views. Everyone in
the room knew an interrogation period
would follow his presentation. Although
none of us agreed on the issues he brought
up, we all had a chance to share our views
and express our ideas. To sit with a famou,
person was a bit overwhelming and made
me rather nervous, but the adrenalin
pumping so rapidly through my system
helped cover my fear.
He posed many questions, including
what the Sandinista/Contra conflict en¬
tailed and the difference between nuclear
fission and fusion. These questions were
Steve’s cues and he gladly took the oppor¬
tunity to voice his opinions on the matter .
Throughout the dinner, the conversation
never lagged. Watt’s high energy was con¬
tagious and it was clear how he had man¬
aged to raise himself to his current power-
base in the conservative ranks. Even
though i completely disagreed with most
of his comments, it didn’t seem to matter.
By his calm, witty manner he made one
want to speak.
Politician. Businessman. Fundraiser. Ac¬
tivist. Whatever the title one gives to Watt,
they must include the word personable. He
knows how to speak with a person and not
to them. Dinner was indeed wonderful, but
the conversation was far better. Conserva¬
tive or not! £
— Patti Dukeminier
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r~ From Modem . . .
LI egular patrons of the Jacobsen Recit-
X X al Series were treated to the unusual
on Friday, March 27, 1987 with the perfor¬
mance of the Kronos String Quartet at
8pm. Due to the group’s popularity the
concert, originally scheduled for Jacobsen
Recital Hall, was moved to Kilworth Chap¬
el to accomodate all those who wished to
attend.
The musicians appeared on stage as a
motley crew with highly embroidered
coats and contemporary hairstyles. Their
intentions to entertain both themselves
and the audience were readily apparent.
The atmosphere was one of mutual re¬
spect between the audience and perform¬
ers creating a comfortable atmosphere for
the introduction of new musical ideas.
The characteristics of this contempo¬
rary medium include using the instruments
of the quartet in an unconventional man¬
ner.
Bela Bartok’s String Quartet No. 6 re¬
quires the musicians to act as both the
string and rhythm sections thus providing
a percussive background to the striking
melodies of the piece. String Quartet No. 4
by Ben Johnston is a set of variations on
the tune from “ Amazing Grace” . As such,
the stringed instruments are sometimes
used to imitate the sounds of the human
voice.
The Kronos Quartet is based in San
Francisco although they perform exten ¬
sively throughout the United States and
Europe including concerts at Kennedy
Center and South Bank Center in London.
The quartet’s diverse reportoire is a “ vast
body of work whose spirit captures the
complexities of our world with an exhila¬
rating and enduring style.”
The program was one of novelty and
compelling interest which received a warm
welcome from the audience. The response
was so great that the quartet returned for
two encores. Once again, the Jacobsen Se¬
ries presented a highly enjoyable and musi¬
cally profound evening of entertainment
for the enjoyment of all. £
— Laura Thomas
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he second concert of the Jacobsen1. Recital Series, featuring the Puget
Sound Brass Quintet, was held on Friday,
October 31, at 8pm in Jacobsen Recital II.
One of the charms of the Jacobsen Cham¬
ber music series is the intimacy which is
created between musicians and perform¬
ers. In keeping with that ideal, the perform¬
ers seemed completely at ease, immediate¬
ly establishing a comfortable rapport with
the audience.
The quintet members are all profession¬
al musicians who work in various capaci¬
ties in the Seattle-Tacoma area. They have
all performed with the Seattle Symphony
as well as participated in several small en¬
sembles in the area.
The musicians’ outstanding technical
To Classical
abilities were displayed in a dance suite
written by Bernhard Heiden. The piece, in
four movements, is rhythmically challeng¬
ing as it requires abrupt changes and quick
articulations. The suite is also unusual in
its harmonic structure with any number of
unexpected dissonances. The quintet was
more than equal to the task, however, per¬
forming the piece with grace and charm.
The quintet included music from var¬
ious historical periods in the program,
from the simplicity of the Renaissance to
the complexity and variety of the Twenti¬
eth Century. The ensemble’s stylistic ex¬
pertise enabled them to perform a wide
variety of music successfully. They
achieved a refreshing clarity of sound in
the Two Canzonas by Gabrieli. In contrast,
they were equally successful in creating a
rich, full blend of harmonies in Purcell’s
Fantasia on One Note.
The ensemble played not only original
compositions for brass quintet but also
transcriptions from other musical genre.
The program was such that all members of
the audience, from the inexperienced lis¬
tener to the seasoned concert-goer, could
derive enjoyment from the evening’s enter¬
tainment. £
— Laura Thomas
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What does it mean to
be free’?
99
I he Pulitzar Prize Winning play, “You
1. Can’t Take It With You”, was per¬
formed from November 6 - 22 at the Inside
Theater. Reviews were mixed about the
performance.
However, from a purely technical point
of view, Janet Neil did a superb job on the
scenography and matched the time period
exactly.
Equally, she has captured the Vanderhof
household’s eccentricity, intermingling a
clay pot with decoratively arranged fus-
chia feathers, a reclining Buddha, a wood¬
en carving of an African tribesman, as well
as a library with works ranging from Trots¬
ky to Twain.
Some reviews of the play cited the lack
of quality acting in the production; some of
the actors were forced and artificial in their
performance. However, as a whole, Don C.
Davis, Kim Phren, and Daniela Borgialli
gave commendable performances.
Gary Grant writes in his Director’s
Notes, “In an age when freedom is defined
in the negative, as ‘freedom from . . . ’ it is
healthy and restorative to ask ourselves
the harder question: what does it mean ‘to
be free’?”
That seems a good synopsis of the
whole play. Set in the New York home of
Martin Vanderhof, the members of the
rather extended family are exceedingly ec¬
centric. Davis, Phren, and Borialli portray
their bizzare characters well; their timing
and delivery are spotless.
By far the most eccentric member of the
family, Grandpa, Martin Vanderhof (Don C.
Davis) “came home from work 35 years
ago and never went back.” Grandpa now
spends his time going to the zoo and gradu¬
ation ceremonies at Columbia University.
Penelope, (Kim Prehn) the mother of Es¬
sie and Alice, is a self-designated play
wright. “Do you know why my mother
writes plays?” Alice asks. “Because eight
years ago, a typewriter was delivered her
by mistake.”
Essis (Daniela Borgialli) dances, al¬
though her mother doesn’t understand
why (“It takes so long to become a danc-«
the members of the rather
extended family are . . . eccen-
99
er.”) and her dance instructor thinks she is
a hopeless case (“Personally, I think she
stinks.”).
All in all, the play was performed well,
even though it did not have the earmarks
for the best play of the year performed in
the Inside Theatre. 0
— Staff
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Brian Meyers
hose who remember Maynard Fergu-
1 son for his searing trumpet solos and
innovative improvisation were not disa-
pointed Sunday night. Some surprise
came, wever, when Ferguson’s new band,
High Voltage opened up. (Jnlike his pre¬
vious bands, High Voltage plays as the
name sounds.
Ferguson’s virtuosity with a wide vari¬
ety of instruments allowed diverse sounds
that kept the show alive. The light show,
the synthesized percussion, and exotic
keyboards lent the excitement of a rock
show.
However, the big-horn sound with which
Ferguson is usually associated was not
missing. Dennis DeBlasio, an emigre fromw
The audience left the two and
one-half hour performance
wanting more.
99
f f
The sounds, ranging from
steel drums to congas were
pulsating and rhythmic
fretless, ele
The drummer and the percussionist
jammed with a wild duet packed full of
synthesized special effects. The sounds,
ranging from steel drums to congas were
pulsating and rhythmic, frenzying the audi¬
ence and forcing them to their feet.
The bass player also did a fantastic job,
varying between an electric bass, and a
lectric upright bass. Funky thigh
Italy, powered out incredible baritone and
alto saxaphone solos.
DiBlasio also did a 15 minute Scat solo.
Starting with a hot double-toning flute
piece, he astounded the crowd when he
dropped the instrument and broke into sta-
catto vocal riffs; his amazing imitation of
percussion left many in disbelief . The audi¬
ence jumped to its feet when DiBlaso, bare¬
ly catching his breath, picked up his sax
and began to blow.
Ferguson primarily played songs from
his new album, but also included such clas¬
sics as Stardust, the theme from Rocky I
and Birdland. With the added electronics of
High Voltage, even the classics had a fresh
sound.
Unlike his previous bands,
High Voltage plays as the
name sounds.
99
and thumb slaps rocked the audience and
added a complete sound to Ferguson’s.
The audience left the two and one-half
hour performance wanting more. more.
Chalk up another one for Student Pro¬
grams. £ — Steve Bovington
Courtesy of The Trail
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Behind The Scenes
^ ^ /^ive me some adjectives that de-VJscribe behind the scenes at Fool¬ish Pleasures.” I asked Mary Simpson,
head honcho of Campus Films who spon¬
sors Foolish Pleasures every year.
“Hectic, fun, red.”
“Red?!”
“Red, as in trying to keep Foolish Plea¬
sures from going into the red.”
Every year, GPS is treated to Foolish
Pleasures, where students show their cre¬
ativity and genius in producing three min¬
ute films. Everyone knows about the pa¬
rade of stars, the searchlights and the guar¬
anteed hilarity of the films, but it is a very
special group of people, however, who
makes this possible. Mary Simpson, Betty
Rodrigez, the members of Campus Films,
Alpha Psi Omega, and the people in the
Audio Visual Department put in an enor¬
mous amount of time into making Foolish
Pleasures a reality. The Campus Films
committee put in over 400 hours and over
1,500 hours in all was spent to produce
Foolish Pleasures.
The people behind the scenes of Foolish
Pleasures have just as good a time as the
audience who gets to view the polished (?),
finished products. Unique to this year’s
Foolish Pleasures was the comedian who
Tzdidi 0FILM &jvnsL
DIRECTOR w
TAKE V
Winners
* T.V. Blues, or What Independants
do when Greeks Party
2nd Place
* What happened to Jeffrey?
3rd Place
• U.P.S. Now
* Bonus Beer Commercial
* The Deadly Gamma Rays That Make
People Small
* Dr. Nofinger
* Dreamtime
* The Great Obelisk
* Here’s Johnny!
* Kampus Kops
* Mad Steve, The Uno Warrior, Demon
Lemons From Hell, The Film that
Confused Everyone
* Mr. Phil goes to Camp Parsons
* My Worst Nightmare
* Profbusters
* Programs you’ll never see
* Something coming this way
* Star Trek II: The Color Post Man-
eauver
* Tacoma Jones: Raiders of the Lost
Smarts
* Tacoma Vice
* Valiens
Foolish
had a last minute schedule conflict, the
projector that died two nights before the
show, and the rented projector that died on
the night of the show. Luckily for all an
excellent comedian was found just in time
and one of the contestants had a projector.
This year also marks the first time Presi¬
dent Phibbs actually was in the films, (in
the past, he was rarely asked to act, he
was just the subject of satire).
1987 presented many headaches and
many problems for which there weren’t
any precedents to look up and find the
solutions. In the past, all editing for Fools
Pleasures has always been done in a dorm
room. This year, however, disaster struck,
there were no dorm rooms available. As a
result, the Campus Films staff had to beg,
borrow and steal to arrange for the use of
the meeting rooms located on the second
floor of the SGB as substitute editing
rooms. 1987 also marked the first year that
the Parade of Stars was held inside. For
those of you who don't know, there is a
tale of woe behind this happening too.
Again, the detestible head of “scheduling
conflict” appeared. A NOW presidential
conference was scheduled at the same
time as Foolish Pleasures in the rotunda.
Consequently, both groups had to find
places where they would not disturb each
other. After a bout of frantic searching,
scheduling and shuffling around by the
SGB reservation's staff and Foolish Plea¬
sures people, a solution was found. The
NOW group used the Board Room, and the
Foolish Pleasures Parade of Stars walked
through the rotunda. This way, each group
stayed out of each other’s hair and off each
other’s nerves.
Exciting things, guaranteed to raise
stress levels and encourage ulcers hap¬
pened behind the scenes. Remember the
communicators the staff were using on the
Foolish Pleasures night that were sup-
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posed to facilitate happenings through the
instant communication between people?
Well, like complicated gadgets always do,
they died along with the projectors on the
crucial night of their use.
Film makers have their share of troubles
too. One clear example was the film mak¬
ing group who got kicked off the tideflats
(wonder which group it was and exactly
WHAT they did to deserve the boot, hmm).
Behind the scenes at Foolish Pleasures,
ft
. . . over 1,500 hours in all was
spent to produce Foolish Plea¬
sures
99
contrary to first impressions, isn’t a blight
on everyone’s life. There is a lot of fun
involved too. After going through so much
together, the Foolish Pleasures staff devel¬
oped a special kind of camaraderie that
each member will treasure. For any staff
who can survive through Foolish Pleasures
night, finals will be a cinch in handling
stress and emergencies. There are com¬
pensations, after Foolish Pleasures, the
staff celebrated with a pizza party. After
1,500 hours, it was time for a well-earned
rest. BUT, watch out, Foolish Pleasures
1988 is coming up! 0
— Kathleen Wong
Foolish Pleasures: The
Event
[ j nee again the campus films commit-
tee presented a spectacle of stage
and screen, 1987 Foolish Pleasures was a
resounding hit. Even though four greek
houses were off campus for the weekend,
the rest of the campus proved supportive
of Student Programs and turned out en
masse for an evening of entertainment.
Screaming crowds pressed into the ro¬
tunda to greet the casts of the action
packed films in the annual Parade of Stars.
The stars arrived in cars ranging from a
limousine to a hearse. As they walked on
the red carpet into the great hall, people
reached out to grip their hands and swoon.
After the parade ended, there was a
stampede to get into the Great Hall for
seats. Comedian Greg Wingo warmed up
the crowd before the films began.
Once the lights dimmed, an air of antici¬
pation fell on the crowd. “Star Trek II: the
Color Post Maneuver” debuted first to
much cheering from the Star’s brothers in
the Sigma Chi house. Several films fea¬
tured the all-famous color post this year.
Other films dealt with the Student Union
Building (SUB) doors being locked at incon¬
venient places, Snuggle Bears, and of
course, the ever popular President Phibbs.
A number of films were take offs of hit
movies. The judges had a hard task in
choosing which action packed film should
be awarded with the Golden Camera.
While the comedian poked fun at the
fraternities and sororities, the judges de¬
bated the merits of each film. Finally, after
much agonized soul searching, three win¬
ners were decided upon.
Third place went to “UPS Now”, done
by the theater department. The film was a
ft
Screaming crowds pressed
into the rotunda to greet the
casts of the action-packed
films. 99
take off on Apocolypse Now.One memora¬
ble scene was the face of the actor portray¬
ing President Phibbs after the hero ties him
to the Color Post.
Second place went to “Whatever Hap¬
pened To Jeffrey”, a Cellar production.
The plot line is a follow up on what hap¬
pened to a student who got thrown out of
school at UPS. Stars of the film included
Dean Dodson, President and Mrs. Phibbs,
and food service personnel.
First place went unequivocally to “T.V.
Blues or What Independents do when
Greeks Party.” The unforgettable film
showed Batman and Robin fighting the
forces of evil at President Phibb's door, the
lustful side to “Leave it to Beaver” portray¬
ing what is REALLY happening underneath
the All-American family, as well as another
classic T.V. show.
This night of campus high kicks and
frivolity was over quickly this year. De¬
spite the interruption when the film broke,
and a few other technical difficulties, the
full house crowd left well pleased with the
production. 0
— Helen Dolmas
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Sweet Honey,
Honey sweet,
Rockin’,
Rockin’,
In the rock
In the rock.
Voices blending together as one com¬
plete sound. A harmony so rich, so full it is
easy to ignore. It is a melody “perfect”
with sharp inflections and intonations that
float over the audience. Some might call it
a sweet treat. But that title does not give
the sound the high praise it so easily mer¬
its. Nor does it recognize the many mes¬
sages this singing ensemble delivers with
each performance. A message of concern
for issues like racism, feminism, nuclear
disarmament and humanity.
Sweet Honey in the Rock. A Washing¬
ton, D.C. based group who tours the coun¬
try let the UPS community discover their
talents on April 12, courtesy of AS(JPS
Cultural Events. “It was a truly fine perfor¬
mance. I think one could say the audience
really enjoyed and appreciated the perfor¬
mance based on their reaction,” said Beth
Rossman, ASUPS Cultural Events Chair.
Rossman said the audience responded es¬
pecially well to the lyrics of some of the
more socially stirring songs. Songs that
aggressively discussed feminism, reflected
on life’s pains and remembered love.
“There was a certain sense of energy with
each song no matter what the topic. I think
that is part of the reason the music is so
appealing,” said Rossman.
Indeed, Sweet Honey in the Rock is an
original. Formed in 1973, the five-member,
all-female, all-black, a capella group relies
solely on their voices and hand clapping to
captivate the audience. They managed to
SW I^ET
Ip* Sweet YHoney
In TheU 1) Rock J L£
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make it look like a very easy task as they
used every section of the stage and contin¬
ually sought audience participation. Dur¬
ing the last 14 years the group has had 20
different members and released six al¬
bums.
“I found their originality to be incredible.
Some groups claim to be new or different.
But few actually fulfill that expectation.
Sweet Honey was not only different but
they had some wonderful statements and
they made you (the audience) feel so com¬
fortable,” said senior Mary Simpson.
Maybe it is that stage presence which
has enabled them to perform before huge
crowds in Europe, Japan, Canada and
across the United States. In 1985 they
were special guests at the United Nation's
Decade of Women Conference in Nairobi,
Kenya. Their long history of success and
diversity are two of the reasons they were
brought to UPS.
"Diversity is very important in our cam¬
pus programming and we thought that
Sweet Honey would provide both diversity
and entertainment,” said Rossman. This
diversity could also be seen in the audience
that was drawn to the show. “Sometimes
we lose touch with the rest of the world
and get tunnel vision. It is easy to forget
other cultures and tradition which make
our world so rich. Sitting in the audience
was such an interesting cross section of
peoples. It was amazing and exciting,” said
Simpson.
During the performance the group sang
jazz, blues, folk, rap and reggae. One par¬
ticularly memorable segment was an ex¬
perimental piece which had the voices
coming in and out like fine-tuned instru¬
ments. With all the works the members
attempted to do something a little bit un¬
usual. The creativity involved was very
apparent and refreshing. The songs were
dynamic and the stage was at times seem¬
ing to float with the power of the voices.
Another feature of the group’s perfor¬
mance is the use of a sixth non-singing
member who signs all works for the benefit
of the hearing impaired. The addition of
this members goes hand in hand with the
group’s open attitude and expressions of
concern for those in society who are mis¬
treated for no reason.
Why the name - Sweet Honey in the
Rock? This comes directly from a gospel
the group sings which describes a place so
sweet that honey flows from the rocks.
Members of the groups believe this con¬
cept of strength with a core of sweetness is
symbolic of black women. £
— Staff
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Who can love a businessman?
Who can pity a cop?
Who can reason with a clown?
Who can dance with a priest?
Costumes can change your life
The clothes make the man
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I he Inside Theatre’s production
J. Promenade from February 19
March 1 was thoroughly entertaining.
In Maria Irene Fornes’s whimsical musi-
of
to
cal , two prisoners, 105 and 106, dig their
way out of jail. The two wide-eyed inno¬
cents are in search of evil, which they have
never encountered despite their jailer, a
lecherous and comical figure.
Instead of evil, they find only human
fallibility. They tunnel up into an elegant
banquet, where frivolous society men and
women talk in circles and hint at unrequit¬
ed love, being careful never to mention
anyone by name (such a faux pas!). Greed,
perhaps. Vanity and foolishness, definitely.
But not assuredly, evil.
While at the banquet, 105 and 106, meet
Misses, I, O, and (J. Misters R, S, and T,
Miss Cake (a bodystocking clad “ naked
lady” from a cake), the slimy Mayor, and
the Servant.
The Servant is in a dual world. She is a
subservient spectator to the frivolous rev¬
elers, made painfully aware of her status
by the pretentious men and vain women,
yet she knows the workings of their little
world better than they do, and eagerly edu ¬
cates our heroes.
“ Their riches make them dumb,” she
explains after the three have looted and
fled the madcap shindig, hotly (though in¬
eptly) pursued by the Jailer.
Before she can explain that more fully,
the Jailer almost catches them, but the
prisoners switch coats with two strangers
a whimsical musical
and the jailer apprehends the wrong peo¬
ple. The Servant, unsurprised, explains to
the astonished 105 and 106 that clothes
make the man. Costumes, she says, can
change your life. She illustrates all three
points by trying on the clothes and jewels
of the socialites and assuming their in sub¬
stantial characters.
The foolish facades of the frivolous par-
tiers, who wander in and out of the action
throughout, are punctuated and explained
by the Servant and by the Mother, a sad
soul in search of her two little lost babies.
Pursued by the Jailer and the silly social¬
ites, the prisoners, Servant, and Mother
dash from situation to situation, all ending
up at the Mayor’s party. Ruled by his
whims, they dance and tell stories to enter¬
tain him , until he decides they have kept
him up too late and has them all thrown in
jail.
The musical’s whimsy, carrying the
watcher along on its fast-paced froth, al ¬
most obscures its stronger comments. The
viewer may have left the Inside Theatre
long before beginning to wonder why the
innocents were characterized as prisoners,
why the Jailer was the closest thing to evil
that our heroes found, or why the sagest
characters were hangers-on to those idiots
who completely ignored them. £— Amy StephensonCourtesy of The Trail
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APARTHEID SO UNJUST. THE WORLD NEEDS TO BE
AWARE. 'CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT. SULLIVAN
PRINCIPLES PRIME MINISTER BOTHA IT
CAN BE STOPPED AMERICAN INVOLVEMENT. STOCKS AND
COMPANIES NEED TO PULL OUT. DIVESTMENT?,
INVESTMENT? POLICE RAIDS SHANTY TOWNS PASS
SYSTEM. EDUCATION FOR ALL ANC NELSON
MANDELA THE FIGHT FOR FREEDOM STILL CONTINUES.
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Collin Jones
ft
one of the most important individuals in
the South African movement . . . 99
l—lis message was clear — something is1. Iwrong.
His appearance quite rare.
And his intent — very apparent.
To educate United States citizens about
South Africa and the aspects of apartheid
which sometimes get trampled by greater
interests.
Reverend Colin Jones, canon and dean
of the Cathedral, Capetown, South Africa
spoke to a crowd of about 100 in the Ro¬
tunda who had come to hear what the
international speaker had to share. Jones,
who has been a loyal confidant of Arch¬
bishop Desmond Tutu for some time is
considered to be one of the most important
individuals in the South African movement
and also one of the most eloquent spokes¬
man. Rumor has it that possibly he will
some day take over from Archbishop
Tutu, in pursuing the same sort of human
rights goals, for all mankind.
From his UPS presentation it is obvious
that the man is both a thoughtful person
and a sensitive individual. He dealt with the
audience as one sitting around speaking
with a group of friends. He didn’t lecture to
the group but involved them in his presen¬
tation and allowed them to share their
thoughts. His gentle manner and calm ap¬
pearance were at times misleading. Could
this be the person who has helped to ad¬
vise the people of South Africa? Is this the
man behind the scenes who supposedly
takes in all situations and remembers ev¬
ery detail?
From his answers and speech it was
clear that this was indeed a person who
was both a leader and a follower. And may¬
be that was what made it so hard to predict
his actions or words. He was not caught up
in being in charge or having the audience
only see one perspective.His goal was edu¬
cation and information.
In one of his strongest attacks, Jones
lashed out at the Reagan administration.
His biting comments found other victims
but he specifically chastized the Reagan
administration for allowing themselves to
be fooled by the Botha regime. Jones said
the reforms are not improving the situation
of blacks in South Africa and that no one
should believe this is the case.
His other concerns ranged from human
rights conditions in other countries to the
future of his people. But his ultimate ap¬
peal came as a plea for people to recognize
the problems being faced by others around
the globe. £ — Staff
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99
LH riday, April 17 marked this year’s
1 Foreign Language Festival, a mon¬
tage of performances by language classes
and different language houses.
The event began with a Chinese opera
story titled "You Long Xi Feng” and which
starred Chinese language students. The
costumes were colorful and elaborate,
lending to the flavor of the story.
After a classical musical interlude, “ Ca-
perucita Verde” or "Little Green Riding
Hood” was presented by the Spanish
House. Marion Johnson put on a colorful
performance as Caperucita Verde, the
carefree yet perceptive star of the play.
This new twist on a classic fairy tale de¬
lighted the captive audience.
“ Kasa No Jizoo” or “ A Japanese Folk
Tale” combined authentic costumes and
true Japanese style to produce an enjoy-
. . . an overlapping of dif¬
ferent cultures produc¬
ing one unified celebra¬
tion . . 99
able peek at Japanese culture. Put on by
students of the Japanese language, this
play was not only informative but interest¬
ing and funny as well.
"Where the Wild Things Are” , a French
translation and adaptation of Maurice Sen-
dak’s much-loved children’s book, was pre¬
sented by the French House. While a narra¬
tor recited the tale in French, the other
members silently portrayed the story of a
young boy whose fantasies come to life. A
thoughtfully arranged and well-performed
piece, this play brought back childhood
memories of whimsical tales and favorite
stories.
The highlight of the evening was pre¬
sented by the German House. “ Aschenput-
tel ” , described as “ Cinderella for the 80’s;
A Musical Tragicomedifarce in 9 Scenes,”
was a very modern creation whose story¬
line may not have been readily comprehen¬
sible to the audience, but was a success
just the same. Rich Underhill played the
starring role for all he was worth, often
sending the audience into fits of laughter.
Every scene was a mini-play in itself , and
one got the impression of life-sized slides
being overlapped one over the other. This
effect was perhaps characteristic of the
entire evening, an overlapping of different
cultures producing one unified celebration
of similarities and differences. The night
definitely was one to remember. £
Staff
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people who can be so close
distant — parents. Beginning th'
is the open classrooms when pa
the opportunity to attend class
a child. This year, the turn
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the comments of their parents a
ticular professor. Their objective
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student seemed to understand it all .
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though they though!; they, ksfcw what they
were doing, it was obvious they were sore-
more food and
festivities.. A special brunch was served in
the dining area and many parents had the
opportunity to be a OPS food critic. For the
rest of the day, families took in the many
sights of carnival on the Lawn. This includ¬
ed mimes, juggles, face painting, free food,
gold fishes, and various carnival booths. 9
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I he show, in my opinion, rivals
X the best that can be seen on the
Islands themselves,” said President Phil
Phibbs, well-known expert on Polynnesian
entertainment. Certainly Hui-O-Hawaii’s an¬
nual spring Luau Show, "Visions of
Aloha,” is professionally executed. The
Luau is presented annually by Hui-O-Ha-
waii as the crowning event to Parents’
Weekend and was well attended by parents
and students alike. The Fieldhouse was
filled almost to capacity.
The show began with the blowing of the
conch shells. Two male members of Hui-O-
Hawaii, clad only in breechclouts ran out
and blew on their conch-shells to welcome
the audience to the Luau Dance Show.
This traditional ceremony gave the show a
terrific start that set the mood for an au¬
thentic Island Luau.
The next part of the show was the Pa¬
rade of Island Princesses.Every Island has
its princess, including such secluded, less
well known ones as Ni'ihau and Kaho’o-
Iawe.
The girls each wore a gown in the color
representing their island and a lei of the
flower on their island. The Princesses Mel
Scroggie, Hawai ’i, Leilani Magee, Maui,
Linn Chun, Kaua’i, Marcy Lum, O’ahu,
Candace Ito, Lana’i. Ynmi Kawaii Mnln-
Luau!
VISIONS OF ALOHA
o
AP 87
ka’i,Kelly Goto, Ni'ihau, and Tammy Emo-
moto, Kaho’olawe represented their re¬
spective islands well as they glided to the
stage and later danced a graceful tribute to
the audience.
The dancing next got underway. A total
of fourteen dances were performed. Over
forty UPS students took part in the danc¬
ing; the dances were choreographed and
the dancers were instructed by university
students as well. The choreography was
very intricate and professional, and was
performed remarkably well. Everyone was
tempted to think that all dancers were born
and raised on traditional island dance.
Many different dances were performed, in¬
cluding “He Aloha Mele,” “Waikiki,” and
of course, the Tahitian dance featuring
dancers with hips that “ just won’t quit”
and special members of the audience.
Each dance told a story, some ancient and
some modern, but all unique to the Hawai¬
ian culture.
The Master and Mistress of Ceremonies
were Serni Solidarios and Jill Nishi. They
introduced the dances and explained the
story behind them or told through them.
The dancers were accompanied by a
group of talented musicians and singers.
Some dances were purely instrumental,
and others werp qiinrj <;nmp in Hawaiian
STUDENT U.P.S. Hui-O-Hawaii
(U.P.S. I.D. required) non-profit organization
and some translated into English. Musi¬
cians and singers for the evening were Ed¬
ward Balala, Barry Dowsett, Millie Pang,
Nancy Silva, Carolyn and Lisa Smith, Gary
Uyeda, and Bob Vogland. This pool of mu¬
sicians and singers formed a dynamic
background for each dance, setting an au¬
thentic mood that inspired the audience to
dreams of warm sands, hot sun, and cool
water under an island sky. During the inter¬
mission, and a break in the dancing, the
musicians were featured and played many
wonderful tunes to entertain the audience.
The Hui-O-Hawaii Luau Dance is the cul¬
mination of many months of hard work
and practice. The dancers began practic¬
ing as early as in Winter, and their hard
work pays off. The show is of a profession¬
al calibre certainly surprising to find in a
student-produced program on the main¬
land. The enthusiasm and excitement of
everyone involved with the Luau made this
a vivid and unique experience. This pro¬
duction is sure to leave a deep impression
on all who have been a part of the audi¬
ence. GPS is lucky to have so many talent¬
ed musicians, dancers, and choreo¬
graphers among its student body.
— Amy Driskill
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The Last Lecture Of
The Year Impressive
“ Ferret Face Burns”L>Jot Lips was no place to be found andJ. .las usual Corporal Klinger was more
concerned about which dress to wear then
how anyone else was doing. But Major
Burns didn’t seem to mind that his friends
from the 4077 weren’t on hand when he
took the stage at OPS on April 27.
In fact, he appeared to think it was just
fine that his old comrades had gone on to
other careers and lifestyles. As he sees it
that is just a natural progression in life. His
counterpart agrees.
Larry Linville, the actor who portrayed
“Ferret Face Burns” on the television se¬
ries M*A*S*H has found life to be a continu¬
ing trail of unexpected successes and con¬
tinuing challenges. And he said he thinks
that people need to plan their lifes accord¬
ingly. In his own development it became
important to realize what life is offering
even when it appears to be taking some¬
thing else away.
Although it might sound cliche’, Linville
thinks people must strive forward no mat¬
ter how bleak life might be. He said that it
is usually when things are at there worst
that one can learn to appreciate what they
have in life.
His message was not just one of rhetoric.
The fact that he is an actor is really the
result of a strange realization at a young
age. While experiencing the typical adoles¬
cent hormone imbalances faced by all, Lin¬
ville found his number one daily goal was
meeting women. Obviously, the first step
in achieving this goal was joining the foot¬
ball team. After many bruises, batterings
and little attention from the girls he quit
the team and joined the drama program.
Since a large number of the membership
was of the female persuasion, he thought it
was an even more logical choice for ac¬
complishing his goal.
And he was right.
Even so it was several years, a lot of
auditions and a even more rejections be¬
fore he landed the role on M*A*S*H which
has made his face a familiar one around
the world.
Linville also stressed the value of having
fun and enjoying what you are doing.
Laugh at life if it is funny. Have fun when it
is okay to have fun.
Many of his comments sounded so logi¬
cal and yet, so simple. But as one watched
the actor it was quite evident that his shar¬
ing was genuine and based on real life ex¬
periences. Even his age had a starting im¬
pact on the audience who still pictures the
Major as he was seen 10 years ago.
Though it was the aging and the fact that
his wisdom was not just a philosophy les¬
son but expressions garnered from exper¬
ience that made his words seem even more
valuable and relevant.
Linville completed the evening with a
question and answer period. Of course this
provided a few surprise questions and
some comical responses. After that he
gave the audience a special treat by show¬
ing an uncut, 30-minute segment of
M*A*S*H. It was the perfect element for
capping off an interesting and thought pro¬
voking evening. £
— Steve Bovington
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In his own development,
it became important to
realize what life is offer¬
ing even when it appears
to be taking something
else away.
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Frank Burns from TV's M*A*S*H
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Iust what the college student needs —
another chance to shop.
Fortunately, this sale was aimedmore at
benefitting college students than providing
them with a place to spend their money.
The University of Puget Sound Women’s
League Flea Market,held in the Fieldhouse
on May 2, charged admission and took
proceeds from a few specific booths and
auctions to build a scholarship fund. This
year, the money collected established a
Centennial Scholarship for adult women.
The market attracted buyers from all
over the region who spent a rainy Saturday
afternoon browsing among the antiques,
handcrafts, clothes, and jewelry, picking
through books or bidding in silent auctions.
Purchasers and bargain hunters roamed
the floor to see mailboxes, painted sweat¬
shirts, children’s toys, jewelry, clocks,
bakeware, vases, and crystal. Then, if they
found their way upstairs, they found hand-
painted masks, antique books and old mag¬
azines, and wooden cribs.
The Centennial Scholarship was not the
only Centennial-related aspect of the buy¬
er’s fair. One item on display was the Cen¬
tennial Quilt, made of squares handcrafted
by alumnae and depicting groups, build¬
ings, and periods in the university’s histo¬
ry. Two quilts were made, one to hang on
permanent display in the library and one to
be raffled off. Tickets for the raffle were
sold at the market.
Silent auctions were another chance to
strive for an item on display. Dolls, lamps,
and other appealing wares sat by books
where the interested recorded their bids,
along with information on where they
tf
. . . handcrafts, an ¬
tiquesr, clothes, jewel¬
ry .
99
could be reached if their bids were the
highest. Shoppers could write a bid, wan¬
der through the market, and return to raise
their bids if they had been topped.
Furniture, ceramic wares,and dolls were
not the only delights to be found. One
booth sold homemade desserts, lemonade,
and soft drinks. A hawker roamed the
Fieldhouse, touting hot, fresh popcorn.
Three Pacific Rim/ Asia Study Travel Pro¬
gram participants made the rounds offer¬
ing homemade ice cream bars. Keeping
with the philanthropic spirit of the day,
their proceeds were to benefit the Pac Rim
trip.
At the end of the day, buyers left the
Fieldhouse loaded down with items. Their
purchases had bettered their homes and
contributed to students’ chances at financ¬
ing an education. The annual event’s con¬
tribution was not dampened by the wet
weather, but provided a little light to the
school. And it didn’t hurt that students and
supporters had a chance to spend a little
money. £
— Amy Stephenson
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Famous performers
appearing for the night in¬
clude The nylons, Madonna,
Janet Jackson . . .
t < 1 t was terrifying,” said one local resi¬dent, who has been observing the
University of Puget Sound for nearly 30
years.
"Yup, those kids were at it again. Run¬
ning around. They all had crazy shirts on
and they did things like chase bats, throw
eggs in the air and exchange clothes in a
sleeping bag,” said another. “ 1 guess it is
part of what they call a liberal education.”
Well, maybe . . .
Actually, they were observing the 1987
edition of Spring Weekend. Billed as a
“ weekend in madness” the two day event
had dances, lip sync, comedians and the
first Mr. UPS contest. In addition, teams
representing living groups and other cam¬
pus interests competed in an unusual as¬
sortment of events to see which team
would win the trophy denoting their su¬
preme madness.
After Saturday’s evening finals in the
Mr. UPS phase of the competition, it was
revealed that the Regal Select Team had
managed to win the overall title. During the
day’s field events, The Regals continually
placed or finished in the top position. The
combined Sigma Chi/Delta Delta Delta99
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team was given the Spirit Award for the
enthusiasm and energy they displayed dur¬
ing the weekend.
Teams had to compete in volleyball, an
egg toss, orange pass, lifesaver delivery,
crazy run, keg toss, tug-o-war and a water¬
melon eating contest. They also could gain
points for having entries in the lip sync and
Mr. OPS contest. One of the maddest
events was the chariot race involving
three-wheel vehicles, which teams de¬
signed themselves.
Friday night was the opening of the Mr.
OPS competition and the lip sync in the
Great Hall. Famous performers appearing
for the night included The Nylons, Madon¬
na, Janet Jackson and many more. The
groups had their own props and many
made special costumes for the perfor¬
mance. Taking first place was the Sigma
Chi/ Delta Delta Delta team followed by
the Phi Delta Theta /Gama Phi Beta team
in second, and the Beta Theta Pi/ Kappa
Alpha Theta team in third. Special MC for
the evening was Seattle Seahawk Michael
Jackson.
During the lip sync, the first round of the
Mr. OPS competition took place with over
12 representatives from across campus.
Sponsored by Todd Hall and chaired by
Julie Pyatt, the program was set up to find
the “ ideal” man of OPS. As part of the
judging competitors had to perform a
cheer, demonstrate a talent, model evening
and swimwear and of course reveal incredi¬
ble personality.
With the guidance of MC Jim Rivard, the
hopefuls gave the audience a good look at
their minds and in some cases their bodies.
A few candidates missed a cue, slipped on
the stage or simply lost their control. De¬
spite the guffaws, Sumner Erdman man¬
aged to convince the judging panel that he
was the man for the job. Other finalists
included Greg Coyle, Kurt Grauspenberger,
Greg Eddie and Mike Oliphant.
Probably one of the most vivid memo¬
ries of this particular spring weekend was
the strange weather which bombarded the
campus. Because of rain, some events
were moved into the Rotunda. This had
Special Events Chairman Steve Shelver
and his committee scrambling to reorga¬
nize and keep on schedule. A sunbreak
later seemed to invite everyone to Todd
Field to complete the events. But Mother
Nature was just teasing. As soon as the
events started the rains followed and by
part way through, the rain was quite literal¬
ly coming down in buckets. Those out for
the day appeared undaunted and the
games continued. It was later discovered
that three members of the Raw Chicken
Team had floated away and that was why
the team had to withdraw from the compe¬
tition. What could one expect from a
bunch of Raw Chickens?
Completing the weekend was a dance
with The (Jnforgiven, down at The Dock.
Although most of those attending the
dance were unaware of it the set-up for the
evening was not an easy task. Because of
truck loading problems many of the stage
platforms were pushed into one another
and completely destroyed. A special crane
had to be used to recover what could be
salvaged and many of the platforms had to
be rebuilt on the site. One might say it was
the Special Events Committee’s worst
nightmare or at least one of the worst.
But the dance came off with a huge
crowd, great pizza, snacks, a cartoonist
and even a visit by the police to help the
evening and weekend end in a truly mad
fashion. £
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Featuring
Michael Winslow
4 inow.
Jr “Rat-a-tat-tat."
“ Vroom, vroom ”
“Whrrrrr.”
The man on the stage sounded alternate¬
ly like a battle, a car, a shower, an electric
can opener and many other off the wall
noises. I looked around, thinking there
must be a tape recorder somewhere. But
no, the slim man on the stage was making
the sounds with just his hands,mouth, and
a microphone.
Who was he? And what was he doing at
Puget Sound? Michael Winslow was one of
the stars of Police Academy l , 2, 3. and 4
performed on April 30 For LAUGH YOUR
OFF sponsored by Popular Enter¬
tainment.
Winslow first showed his talent in Police
Academy by creating the sounds of a
whole squad of police cars in order to fool
some criminals into thinking they were sur¬
rounded. Since then, his sounds have got¬
ten equally, if not more, creative and wild.
Students enjoyed watching him create
the sounds, and people from the communi¬
ty were also attracted to the Student Union
in order to hear him.
“ I don't usually go to see this guy,” an
officer from the Tacoma Police Depart¬
ment commented.
“it was great i’ve never heard some¬
body make as many sounds with just a
microphone, his hands, and his lips. ” Stu¬
dent Programmer Mary Simpson related.
Other comedians participating on Laugh
your off night acquitted themselves
well too, drawing hysterica! laughter and
thunderous applause. The five Northwest
locals, Geoff Young, Rod Long, Mary
Schicking-Young, M.J. McGalliard with
M.C. Gary Larson did our region proud as
they show their stuff in front of 300 people
laughting their ’s off in the Student
Union Building. £
— Staff
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Capping off any theater student’s edu¬cation is the chance to direct a play
at their institution. For seniors Heidi Miller
and Don Davis, the process was completed
with the spring productions of The Private
Ear and Overtones, staged at the Inside
Theater.
The two had the opportunity to take
charge of the productions and face the
many frustrations and challenges a direc¬
tor deals with on a daily basis. In The Pri¬
vate Ear the audience is given the chance
to look inside an individual and see what he
is all about. The play, by Peter Shaff ,
delves heavily into the character of Bob
and all the complexities that make him the
type of person he has become. In a sense,
it is the classic tale of one who is trying to
overcome their own insecurities so that
they can become close to someone else.
Bob, nicknamed Tchaik (which is short for
the classical composer Tchaikowsky) has
a deep love for the classics and what they
represent historically. But he cannot con¬
vey this appreciation to anyone else and
becomes frustrated and scared.
Colin Stuart played the role and did re¬
markably well under the direction of Davis.
Stuart captured both the sense of fear that
one faces on a new date as well as the
opportunity for success. His movements
and facial expressions were real and he
conveyed to the audience what he was
feeling. During the course of the evening
he must come to grips with his close
friend , Ted , who has managed to win the
attention of Bob's date, Doreen.
At times, Doreen, played by Christine
Hansink, came across as both ignorant and
intelligent, which was rather confusing.
Hansink’s actions appeared innocent
(which I think was the intent of the author)
and in the next scene quite understanding.
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Her in consistent manner was distracting
and could have easily been improved.
Ted, a role created by Elliot Jones, was
not the typical image one would conjure up
of a ladies man. He was dressed for the role
and knew how to deal with women but his
manners were not smooth. On stage, it was
too clear that this was simply a role and
that Jones was a character. As one in the
audience you felt neither appreciation nor
contempt for this character. He was simply
a facet of the stage.
Staging and production for the first
show were adequate. One might have
hoped to have seen something a little bit
more creative from the director. Even so
the show was appealing and especially the
role of Bob with such a convincing perfor¬
mance by Colin Stuart.
Alice Gerstenberg’s play, Overtones, is a
more intriguing play and has a more inter ¬
esting plot. Within the story we have two
rather snobbish women and their aggres¬
sive, primitive selves. These alter egos pro¬
vide a backdrop for the two “ real people” .
The play makes one look more carefully
at others and really think about what is
going on behind the image we see. It also
pushes the audience to think about what is
behind their public facade Who is the alter
ego? How does it impact our actions?
Overtones is set up so that the roles of
the alter egos become the centerpiece of
the entire production. Their high energy
and spirit playing off the two egos was
amusing and clever. The interaction that
was created with these characters was ex ¬
tremely well timed and kept the audience
entranced throughout the show. Kimberly
Ann Wright and Kendra J. Murray as the
primitive selves had a lot of fun with the
roles and it was obvious. Their good humor
and warmth was inviting. Wendy Harris
and Carrie Sandahl as the real selves were
fine but the roles did not have the impact
of the primitive selves. Miller , as director,
managed to provide a forum which was
both amusing and educational. She set the
stage for a memorable evening and a first
rate production. £
— Staff
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N ot everyone in the Fieldhouse wasstaid and serious. Some mortar
boards featured Greek letters, protests
against reality, and a “ 40K” testimonial to
the price of an education for a lifetime.
President Phibbs encouraged parents’ long-
awaited, well-earned “ applause and
whoops of relief ” (though he said nothing
about the champagne corks prevalent in
the early part of the ceremony). But, re¬
gardless of the levity of many, some six
hundred degree candidates stepped sol¬
emnly forward on Saturday, May 16 to
become graduates of the University of Pu¬
get Sound.
The University’s Ninty-Ninth Annual
Commencement Exercises had begun for
the graduates the previous evening, with
an address by UPS alumnus and former
chaplain Jeff Smith, “ the Frugal Gour¬
met” . After Saturday morning’s Baccalau ¬
reate service and Senior Brunch, Smith
was on hand at the ceremony to receive an
honorary degree, Doctor of Humane Let¬
ters. President Phibbs also conferred doc¬
torates on John D. Regester, Doctor of Hu¬
manities, and John P. Heinrick, Doctor of
Education. All three men were honored for
their contributions to the University and
the excellence of their endeavors. After
these moments of distinction and rever¬
ence, attendees relaxed while the orchestra
played a musical number, Symphonic
The Ceremonyn
Chae Hoon Ha
. . some raised their
fists in triumphant ac¬
complishment . . 99
Movement by Vaclav Nelhybel. Those in
black robes on the floor waited patiently
and anxiously, nervous and eager for their
moments on the platform.
Master’s candidates came forward next
from Business and Public Administration,
Education, English, and Occupational
Therapy. Then the undergraduate class of
1987 filed to the stage, shaking hands with
the president and smiling as they took their
diplomas. Some were polite and reverent,
some raised their fists in triumphant ac¬
complishment or hooded their caps with
scarves before taking the sheepskin. Keep¬
ing with the tradition of giving something
pink to the president in mockery of their
class buildings, the Occupational and
Physical Therapy students handed pink
leis over as they came up. By the end of
the roll of names, a pink pile had accumu¬
lated on the table from which diplomas
were taken. After the last graduate left the
stage, the audience gave the whole assem¬
bly a long round of applause.
In his remarks, President Phibbs praised
the class and its parents, commenting on
such outstanding students as Rhodes
Scholar Elizabeth Cousens, super-volun¬
teer Yumi Kawaji, and the irascible Dexter
Van Zile. He wished them well in their
years ahead and requested parents not to
ask them such questions as “ and are you
yet employed?” Alumnus Jeffrey Carr wel¬
comed the new alumni to the Alumni Asso¬
ciation, and graduate Mimi Dega presented
the class gift. Seniors raised over $4,000 in
gifts and pledges to buy art for the Onion.
All art has been or will be purchased from
OPS alumni.
And after a final singing of the alma
mater and a benediction from Dean of Stu¬
dents David Dodson, the class of 1987 was
set loose upon society. Some had jobs and
graduate school waiting, and some were
facing the unknown. The weeks, month,
and years loomed ahead with choices and
opportunities. But for that night, the mood
was one of celebration of the past four (or
five or six) years of work before “ com¬
mencing” into the future. £
— Amy Stephenson
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Graduation
Chae Hoon Ha Chae Hoon Ha
A Senior’s Impressions
I t had been, for many of us, one of the1most difficult years of our college ca¬
reers, second only to the freshman year.
We made it through the pressure and un¬
certainty and found ourselves, young and
eager graduates, listening to President
Phibbs’ commencement address. His ad¬
vice to the parents of these young and
ft
The friends I have made
at the University of Pu¬
get Sound are some of
the most marvelous,
caring people in the
world.
99
eager graduates, “Don’t ask your children
what they’re going to do with their lives.
Don’t pressure them. Be patient for they
will make their way in the world, eventual¬
ly ”
Dr. Phibbs’ wisdom is obviously based
on experience. Many of us don’t know
what we are going to do next. Perhaps, this
is part of the excitement of graduation day:
the uncertainty about what comes next
coupled with the knowledge that the whole
world lies ahead. It will not be easy to
make our way in that world. Many strug¬
gles and disappointments await us but, as
any 1986 graduate will tell you, it’s worth
it. Everything will be fine if we just give
ourselves some time.
AsI sit, waiting for the ceremony to end,
I reflect upon the time I spent in college
and what a college education means. It
means growing up and learning to fend for
yourself. It means meeting people from all
walks of life and finding out how even
those who are very different from you are
not so different after all. College means
exploring new ideas and the world in which
we live to discover where our unique skills
may best be used. It is a time to find our¬
selves and to meet those who will become
our nearest and dearest friends.
The friends 1 have made at the Universi¬
ty of Puget Sound are some of the most
marvelous, caring people in the world.
Friends can be found in unexpected
places; they may be a gruff professor who
challenges your talents, a housemate who
is always willing to help, or a classmate
who refuses to adopt your ideas although
he does respect you for them.
I have found all of these people and
many more during my college years. As
my friends, they were always there to pull
me through the bad times and to share
with me the good times. I will carry the
ft
Many struggles and dis¬
appointments await us
but as any 1987 gra¬
duate will tell you, it’s
worth it.
memories of these people with me always
and the support they gave me will continue
to help me through the trials of coming
years. As the duet sang during the bacca¬
laureate service, “a lifetime is not too long
to live as friends.” ^ — Laura Thomas
99
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A large pant ©f a
student's life is spent
as a eoisniier,
whether at be ©n
campns ©r ©Iff. As a
resnlt * Tacoma
prospers; and as a way
©f acknowledging this*
area businesses
support BFS and
campus organisations
by ad¥ertising,
M©re than msing
ttieir m©ney for books*
stmdents satisfy their
erasings by trying
se¥eral restamrants*
M©ney is n©t ©nly
exchanged at eateries*
buat als© stmdemts
snpport patrons at The
Tae©ma Mall and
Fr ©ct © r Shopping
District*
Al©ng with ads
patrons* residence
balls and greek honses
contributed by
creating a lasting
impression with wbat
stndents did in tbeir
li¥ing gronps*
Factored: Tacoma's Umiom Siaiaon
remains a Jong-standing remnant of
commerce and towel .
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Front Row (L-R): Joe (Cowboy, FM Dial) Peterson, Tim (TR) Roberts, Joe Logan, Karl Heets, R. Dexter Van Zile, Richard Sassara, Norman (Van Zile) Smith, Doug
Lange. Second Row:Bill (Cast) Marchand, Greg Roadtrip Merrill, Eddie Ellard, Matt (Snoopy) Sanger,Mike Flashback Kurz, Steve Harvey, Dan Weston, Dan Douglas
(DD), Lee Diskin, Russ the Ghost Waterman, Dan (DWI) Crowley, Sean Carty, Casey Ogan, Mike Cairone, Neil Larson, John (Nipple) Niblock, Pat Heath, Britt Atick,
Mike (Roche) Rochelle, Alan Nellick, Backbenchers: Bruce Balls, Bill Wahl, Steve (1st string) Roberts, Pat Geiger, Mark Phillips, Bill Hillbilly, Dave Liston, Jeff
Parkhurst, Christoph Schebel, Chris (CD) Danielson, Jeff Firstenburg, Paul Snyder, James Bailey, Lawrence Dubois (Big L), Sean Gilbertson, Steve Jeffers (Pesquito),
Brad Fallon, Pete Kane, Mike Forehead Ross, Greg Olds, Ken (CD) Hollister, Stuart Karpenko, Tim Tao Thometz.
I N
"We all had a real good time."
-Edgar Winter
The Goodtime II served as the flagship for
the Sigma Nu cruise held in the fall of 1986.
The cruise and other functions were only one
aspect of Sigma Nu’s program for personal
growth. Philanthropic activities, brotherhood,
and house projects all served as facilitators
of growth.
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Front Row (L-R): Alison Ashlock, Betsy Solomon, Kristy Alexander, Tia Cipolla, Debbie Thurston, Liz Elliott, Kathi Roser. Second Row: Laura Johnson, Whitney
Conover, Kirsten Soderstrom, Merideth MacDonald, Lisa Basconcillio, Jennifer Vlahos, Third Row: Stephanie Hunt, Piper McGregor, Kristin Sweeny, Julie Frei, Starr
Sonne, Jen Lanegraff, Betsy Branch, Lara ZaCaro, Jennifer Blomquist, Arden Maynard, Susan Dietch, Fourth Row: Kristin Helzerman, Jorge Sjostrom, Amy Lundin,
Kristin Munger, Yolanda Floor, Carolyn Burr,Nako Hakamori, Tami Dykeman, Stephanie Schneider, Maribeth Conway.Fifth Row: Dana Simpson, Katia Lewis,Cindy
Walsh, Lori Link, Amanda Ronai, Lesley Milhem, Sally Sue MacLean, Stacy Deaver, Judy Grumny, Karen Kuhn, Sixth Row: Lisa Lynch, Shannen Hill, Anne Becker,
Julie Lau, Krista Downing, Heidi Hoppes, Susan Klein, Kristen Steiner, Shelly Simmons, Karen Lofland, Amy Huffman, Mimi Dega, Bethany Schatz, Annie Williams,
Cindy Benscheid, Katie Hansen.
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‘BackJRs'W (L to $]: Amy Auer, “Kris Manger,Annie‘Williams,'BarBFarrar.Second%srw: Cindy‘Walsh,‘Kristin9felzerman,Amy Lundin.Front %pw: Folanda Floor.
Late night pizzaparty celebrating an up and coming pledge dance.
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Bottom Row (L to R): Kurt Graupensperger, Dan Morseburg, Paul Shea, Cory Henson, Kit Young Chris Perkins, Russ
Week. Second Row: Todd Geiger, Dan Mathewson, Dave Devin, Jim Harwood, Jim Mullinax, Helen Black (Chapter
Sweetheart), Curt Jennings, John Olster, Steve Lambert, Alex Weseman, Ron Schwartz. Third Row: Karl Sides, Steve
Coreless, Steve Lehman, Dave Funk, Richard Brunke, Kelly Magee, John Aldaya, Jeff Johnson, Pat McElory, Steve
Womack, Dave Vaillancourt, Martin Leese, Phil Garcia. Fourth Row: Kevin Millison, Kevin Larkin, Geoff Flak, Dave
Rex, Dave Matsumoto, Jeff Bailey, John Schmitt, Pat Gabrish, Andy Hinck, Dave Catlett, Dan Zeyzula, Eric Neville,
Jon Trudeau, Todd McDonald. In Back: Matt Bernhardt. Not Pictured: David Young, Larry Zinkan, David Fischer.
Sigma Chi
For 19861987, Sigma Chi was home to a member¬
ship of 65 brothers and pledges. Sigs pride themselves
on a well rounded membership consisting of involv-
ment in all aspects of life, from athletics to student
government.
Sigma Chi continues its strong committment to aca ¬
demics. It was awarded, for the second consecutive
year , the Legion of Honor award which recognizes
chapters of Sigma Chi with outstanding scholarship
programs. All the studying is definitely not at the
expence of a great social program. Fall events include
favorites such as the “ Safari Function ” — a night in
darkest Africa and the “ Tunnel Function ” — an
“ Around the world” party where you travel through
tunnels to get to another country. In the spring two of
our more well known parties include “ Life’s a Beach”
and “ Let’s get Bombed ." Along with these functions is
our annual fundraiser, Sigma Chi Derby Days. Held to
raise money for our national philanthropy, Sigs inter¬
nationally support the Cleo Wallace Village for Chil ¬
dren.
The men of Sigma Chi boast unparalleled levels of
spirit, friendship and brotherhood that are the basis for
building character of the individual , and lifetime rela ¬
tionships among its members.
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Top: Sigma Chi's and Tri-Delts enjoy a. day in the sun watching the horse's run at
longacres. Bottom: Pi Beta Phi's run themselves and Russ Weeks to victory during
Sigma Chi Derby Days.
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Front Row: (1 to r): D. Benedict, S. Warrington, D, Sanwick, L. Boswell , J. Jacobson, V. Yearout. Second Row: B. Wight, J, Colbert, K. Wolff , M. Jones, B. Grover, K.
Hanlon, A. Nelson, M. Hernandez. Third Row: K. Anderson , K. Conaty, M. Palmer, S. Curtis, H. Fisher, B. Baker, A. Hamilton, Fourth Row: L. Adams, J. Hertzberg, T.
Johnson, W. Cox, H. Mitchell, A. Dickerson, Fifth Row: (standing); K . Johnson, L. Thompson, K. Hoglund, E. Sabo, B. Schramm, H. Holtzhauer, J. Moore, N.
Birchman, K. Russell-Grant, S. Simmonds, A. Meredith, S. Park, A. Riccardi, K. Trail, K. Jones. Sixth Row: P. Werlech, N. Stevens, M. Haun, T. Maki, K. Sorensen, T.
Barnes, M. Waltz, C. Wittress, D. Beck, S. Robideaux, B. Hanson, C. Whittaker, A. Zell, C. Moore, C. Latta, C. Moughan. Last Row: K. O’Brien, A. Peterson, L. Klein, L.
Cline, C. Kavanaugh, S. Farnand, J. Kramer, S. Hall, T. Lloyd, T. Greenwood, S. Hong, S. West. Not Pictured: C. Adams, D. Anderson, B. Allen.
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Pi Beta Phi Seniors (1 to r): Front Row: Tina Greenwood, Lisa Cline,
Susan Farnand, Cyndi Kavanaugh, Suzie Hall, Sarah Hong. Back Row:
Stephanie West, Tracy Lloyd, Kristen Johnson, Jennifer Kramer, Lisa
Klein.
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Beta Theta Pi
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Back Row: Marc Whittaker, Dave Northrup, Tom Winter, Dave Winter, Bret Tingley, Darek Mose, Bob Brazier, Brian Henshaw, Andy Jessberger, Craig Cahoon,
Walter Sullivan, Joe Mathews, Jeff Ziels. Third Row: Qreg Call, Andy Patterson, Dave McDonald,Clint Tate,Bret Prodzinski, Wayne Deckman,Kevin Fasholtz, Garth
Knapp, Eric Dodge, Rob Conner, Dennis Kirkpatrick, Don Curtis, Justian Graham, Chug Grinstein, Ken Bruce, Greg Nordquist, Dave Haferman, Andy Meek, John
Courier, Ben Pope, Jordan Jansen, Mike Jiels, Dave Hale, Tim Corddry, Mat Goldstein, Scott Craig, Bryan Vincent, Ben Zerngast, Mark Carter, Monte Maenhout,
James Henney, Rich Holquist, Dan Davidson, Eric Bitte, Mike DeBoer, Ian McCrystal, Bill Dyer, Jeff Nelson, Bret Fritz, Mike Dega, Second Row: John Kees, Rob
Chaney, Pete Bain, Bennet Hanson, Mark Nelson, Dan Hudson, Greg Coyle, Sam Newland, Jay Hermansen, Dave Doan, Front: Greg Grahn, Greg Hedges.
“Long ago there came to Beta Theta Pi a
fraternity spirit that was, and is, and apparently
will continue to be, unique , . And we can not
doubt that in this, as in other aspects, our future
will copy our fair past, and that in the world fifty
years from now, as in that of years ago — as in
that that lies around us today — the first mark
of a Beta will be his Beta Spirit.”
— Willis O. Robb (1858-1933)
Third president of Beta Theta Pi
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Front Row, Katy Agras, Zib Marshall , Julie Lewis, Jean McKinnstry, Candy Skalisky, Jill Shelton, Lisa LaFond, Susie
Haven, Ann Barry, Amy Schrock, Teresa Trenbeath, Wendy Harris, Kristin Nelson, 1st Row Chairs, Kirsten Swanberg,
Lisa Lyderson, Liz Lyons, Michele Moyer, Liz Bennett, Anne-Marie Trebon, Karen Leeson, Traci Osmanson, Jennifer
Davis, Valeta Wandschneider, Julie Cook, Chris Licht, Jennifer Coffin, Bonnie House, Kelly Doelman, Helen Black, Lisa
Ream, Vicki Thoroughman, Julia O’Connor, Sara Burkhart, 7sf Row Standing, Deb Waldal, Lisa Mears, Amy Seemann,
Stefanie Reeves, Heidi Wendel , Erika Phelps, Claire Campbell , Stacey Howe, Carmen Foster, Kristen Kenley, Julie
Fosmark , Mary Ringhoffer, Allison Dobbins, Liane Emory, Merrill Martin, Helen Constantine, Margaret Scarborough,
Susan Feldman, Kiki Miller , Kari Nederlee, Pam Wittner, Lorelee Parker, Back Row, Jenny Hansen, Anne Senter, Lisa
Dahl , Hayden Hilscher, Leslie Baldwin, Beth Druffel, Janice Allen, Selma Hanna, Jenny Siegle, Amy Hanson, Betsy
Bond, Molly Wunderly , Julie Radke, Tish Russell, Lisa Behnke, Mogie Moodley, Grace Blanco, Katie Eason, Laura
Shinn, Leslie Gallagher, Carolyn Price.
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Front Row (L to R): Jason Buxell , Eric Grabowski, Jeff Wallace, Rusty Selson, Mike Andrews, Jeff Nolting. Second Row: Lopa Hajari, Tom Vial, Julie Jacobsen, Steve
Auanessian, Michelle Armstrong, Mark Casy, Kirsten Soderstrom, Kent Pearson, Kelly Wolff , Erick Soderstrom, Angie Dickerson, Fritz Kruger , Shannen Hill, Worth
Laflin, Cindy Berscheid, William Herndon, Suzie Curtis, Bill Bull, Mark Smith, Meredith MacDonald, Brad McMullen, Molly Lemma , Curt Anderson, Karyn Boerger,
Fred Gast, Ramin Fouladpour. Third Row: Bob Vogland, Chris Calverly, Dave Howell, Thanos Webb, Mike Yackey, Reid Nelson, Chris Hildreth, Brent Running, Chris
Garn, Scott Reid, Brad Struss, Dan Sygitowicz, Mike Kunnen, Scott Halligan, Dan Brindle, Devon Barnes, Rolf Norton , Ken Clarke, Mike Bollen, Cathy Freeman, Rob
Robideaux, Andrea Peterson, Jim White. Fourth Row: Neil Anderson, Mike Nielsen, Jennifer Cramer, Kevin Forrest, John Ellard, Mike Kloepfer , Jeff Ernst, Doug
Williams, Jeff Kelleran , Todd Anthony, Dawn Moorehouse, Christine Whittaker, Wendi Harris, Lisa Ream, Lisa Piazza, Loni Serres, John Nielson , Lori Link , Yolanda
Floor, Susan Hoffman. Not Pictured: Dave Brown, Jay Clark , Warren Clemans, Jim Faherty, Dan Freeman, Norman Grant , Brent Grisim, Joe Harris, Jeff Jensen, Jeff
Johnson, Peter Jones, Ron Lorentsey, Devin Myers, Art North, Greg Osnes, Phil Sanchez, Steve Schwartz, Chris Thayer, John Tobin , Niles Tomlinson, Alex White.
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Back Row. (I to r): Sally Matheson, Mitzi Brown, Linda Griffith, Desiree Invie, Amy Pamplin, Kari Frohnmayer, Lisa Parrot, Martha Granger, Mary Ann Luce, Gwen
Etzkorn, Karin Winter, Melanie Davis, Kristin Bryant, Karen Robertson, Ashley Rawlings, Heather Marth, Ann Thomas, Stephanie McDonald. Fourth Row: Jean
Campbell, Cara Yoder, Kathy Harrigan, Joanne Blomquist, Michelle Hall, Melissa Schmeltzer, Chris Crosby, Libby Love, Randi Johnson, Julie Keller, Michelle Dos
Remedios, Bridget Kesling. Third Row: Shawn Martin, Suzie Sendroy, Megan Johnson, Mindy Jones, Lopa Hajari, Kris Tanahara, Carolyn Randolph, Barb Taylor,
Kelly Marquardt, Stacy Silvernail, Molly Lemma, Michele Armstrong, Maribeth Wilson, Kelly Ritz. Second Row: Cari McCaw, Alisa Lidzbarski, Jill Schwalbe, Suzi
Reiling, Avalyn Peet, Gina Aliotti, Laurie Post, Leslie Wien, Gillian Gawne, Heidi Kayler, Janice Sherburne, Camille Schwartz, Front Row: Kelly Olmstead, Natalie
Cowell, Raphaelle Gennette, Laurie Martens, Nelda Leake, Alessandra Pompei, Susan Borek, Connie Blumenthal, Karrie Blumenthal, Angie Eagan, Robin Brooks,
Robyn Carlisle, Kristy Strunks. Not Pictured: Dana Berger, Angie Bloch, Amy Chenoweth, Lisa Dierdorff, Diane Dolgash, Kristin Selleck, Julie Trauscht-Van Horn,
Rhonda Walden.
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Our house stands tall and proud,
Within its frame it holds
some fear, some tears, and some anger
But most of all it holds love.
And when there is fear,
it yields security.
When there are tears,
it yields comfort.
When there is anger,
it yields forgiveness.
And all the while, there is love
And it yields sisterhood.
-- Laurie Blome
UPS Alpha Phi
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Back Row: Mike Canizales, Doug Vaughn , Dave Higgins, Dave Remlinger, Lonnie Tweet , Bryan Head. Second Row: Don Antonson, Martin Burns, Keith White, Chris
Bigelow, Keith Brunstad, Joe Selby, Bob Walczak, Rich Engebrecht, Steve Lilleberg, Pat Kirlan, Greg Vaughn, Brent Bendick, Steve Stanford, Tim Carey, Kevin
Paulson, Phil Galante, Hubie Greenwald, Third Row: Dave McGlothlin, Rick Meuller, Steve DeRham, Mike Hinz, Mike Bozich, Dave VitcoviCh, Steve Anderson, Jim
Roberts, Tim Flynn, Ron Cardwell, Bob Monks, Tim Slusher, Jeff Barton, Ryan Kneadler. Fourth Row: Kevin Corbett, Brent Leedle, Kirk Running, Jeff Wallace, Bill
Beuthel, Jacob Kerst, Brad Andonian , Frank Fuoco, Mike Haines, Mark Holden , Tim Adams, Tom Masterson, Alex Hornbeck, Christian Asay, Jim Johnson, Garrett
Mock, Randy Hopkins, Dave Senna, Fifth Row: Steve Shelver, Troy Schmedding, Tracey Barnes, Kira Sorensen, Donna Calhoun, Nancy Birchman, Cris Wittress, Lori
Martens, Maribeth Wilson, Carolyn Randolph, Clint Wallace, Mike Follett. Front Row: Cindy Nikolai, Amy Lundin, Laurie Post, Joanne Blomquist, Laura Shinn, TaraHeuer.
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Opposite page: Below left: While warm¬
ing up for Fall Rush, brothers discuss their
summer vacations.
This pane: Above: Mudwrestling is a
popular sport during the Crossover Party
for new pledges.
Right: Phi's enjoy the scenic Puget Sound
and its beautiful weather.
Below: The Phi Delta Theta "Slugbusters"
win the intramural football championship.
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ATHLETICS
SOCIAL EVENTS
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THOUGHTS ON THETA
THE PLEDGE CLASS OF 1986
The Individuals
Lasts a lifetime
THE BEST
The Giggles
Thought
Provoking
XI
C
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BEST OF FRIENDS
GOOD FEELINGS
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Top Row (L to R) Molly Jones, Stephanie Sebastian, Corlnne Bergmann, Susie Wilson, Mary Quinlan, Jenny Hamel, Susie Stephens, Stacy Glover, Missy Gaillard,
Sara Mason, Annette Humbard, Theresa Mullen, Gmny Schmidt, Donna Calhoon, Heather Wood, Katja Ellertson, Lori Lehrkind, Susan Baldholm, Michelle Normann.
Second Row Heather Rawlson, Sonja Maylander,Carol Hover, Wende Dwyer, Missy Marquess, Judy Sherbeck. Jennifer Johnson, Lisa Harvey, Jamie Schmidt, Susie
Vaughn. Sara Wright, Emily Westervelt, Thea Reed, Kerida Stone, Jill Kruz Nanette Perry Third Row Sara Reed Kerida Stone, Jill Kruz. Nanette Perry Third Row:
Sara Cole, Laurie Shippert, Dawn Moorehouse. Lynanne Bergman, Amy Myers, Kym Campbell, Julie Sweeny, Marci Kusmirek, Heather Wyse, Maru Reid, Kristin
Manning Fourth Row Came Harding, Pam Renfree, Holly Burkett, Karen Dade, Heidi Newton, Cherly Melton, Karen Howard, Sharon Heck , Pam Fernau Fifth Row:
Laurie Westervelt, Heidi Stephens, Tracey Bower, Minda Levantis. Tori Baker, Carol Radich
When a Kappa pledge walks down the street
She looks that 100 per cent from head to feet
She 's got that smile, that style, that winning way
And when you see her guys
You'llrecognize her and you'llsay...
Now ther’s a girl who'll wear the key
She'll wear the two blues and the fleur de lis
She'll always linger in your memory of
KKG!
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Top Row (L-R):Polly Mueller, Karin Watson, Kay Rader, Renee Ackermann, Marcia Eason, Darlene Blanton, Malia Mueller, Wendy Albert, Greta Anderson, Rebecca
Rudolph, Cindy Whately, Kristi Kernutt, Lori Frey, Allison Haddon, Debbie Stansbury, Tresa Mcllnay, Lisa Flaherty. Row II: LeeAnn Christiansen, Monica Straub,
Vicki Fields, Susie Nustad, Katrina Dahl, Kirsten Mudge, Kirsten Stedman, Kim Seto, Rhonda Cowey, Kira Kuetgens, Andrea Pile, Julie Kieburtz, Lisa Nicolai, Shelly
Matson, Victoria Newman. Row 111: Michelle Williams, Kim Williams, Dorey Brown, Loni Sears, Karin Jones, Amy McNichols, Coreen O’Hara, Cindy Nicolai, Nina
Hammon, Jackie Allyne, Robin Lacey, Laura Null, Maire Sullivan. Row VI: Robin Stansbury, Lori Mason, Kathi Krein, Kristin Johannison, Wendy Burton, Lori
Siegenthaler, Wendy Heath, Christine Walts, Susan Kirby, Michelle Barth, Heather Mansfield, Row V: Kris Luthey, Cindy Haggart. Kappas not pictured: Kay Janis,
Darcie Julum, Jill Vessely, Dani Getrich, Julie Boozer, Vickie Hood, Linda Misser, Laura Garmann, Lisa Piazza, Rhonda Caldwell, and Stella Merritt.
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OUR FUTURES SO BRIGHT WE GOTTA WEAR SHADES
ASSASSIN — MR. IRRESISTABLE — POOH BEARPAJAMA PARTY — PIERRE — MUD FOOTBALL
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Picture by Julie Pyatt
Top Row. (I to r): Polly Human, Paul Snyder, Dan Weston, Tim Adams, Mike Haines, Steve Roberts, Erin O’Dell, Greg Zook, LanceTrevilcock, Jill Rutledge, Kelly Doelman, Dan Lewis, Emery Morrow, Don Harnden. Middle Row: Tim Flynn, Susie Sarachman, LarryDubois, Chris Owens, Amy Gray, Tami Lybeck, Minda Leventis, John Weisenfeld. Front Row: Kathleen Good, Reacheal Zanders, GinnyCarter, Andrea Hodson, Keri Priest, Ken Camplese, Kim Pullman, Shari Geffon, Nancy Silva, Laura Kardell.
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'President: Cindy Haggan
Vice Pres: Jen Lanegraff
Secretary: Michelle Hammann
“Energy “ pep: Cordie Miller
Council Pspresentatives:
Sorya Heiberg
Angela Darkle
%A.Staff:Sally “Earnes,
Sarah Hawkins
Shelby filright
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Front Row: Wendy Heath, Lori Mason, Jolene Delcour, Amy Nelson, Jodi Coffey, Michelle Hammann, Jenni
Simpson, Jennifer Wright, Aisha Ahmed. Second Row: Kim MacDonold, Stacey Howe, Heather Mansfield, Erika
Phelps, Amy Bettisworth, Carrie Mickleborough, Kristen Serrato, Ngai Kwan, Sue Koenig. Third Row: Laura
Hunter, Carrie Power, Sonja Heiberg, Wendy Geyer, Tricia Wiseman, Carollifte Beaty, Kris Luety, Michele Berkowitz,
Chaun Carda. Back Row: Heather Morton, Michele La Croix, Cindy Haggart, Stephanie Gunning, Sandy Herrle,
Angela Siems, Libby Colasurdo.
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Front Row: (L to R ): JoAnn Arakaki, Kristy Fosbury, Lara Kim, Lounge Puppy, Michelle Thornley, Becky Wilder,
Michelle Sullivan , Laura Wackwitz, Steve Edwards. Second Row: September Bartley , Janelle Johnson , Julie
Bindon, Munira Merchant , Kaela Klanderud , Stephanie Marsh , Dan Ryan, Sherin Brown, Mary Dorman, Becky
Gray, Lara Butter , Third Row: Julie Fosmark, Tanya Kalby, Blair Masenhimer, Rob Urban, Thayne Chaumell ,
Stacce Johnson, John Knutson, Jennifer Eidson, Cathy Freeman, Elliott Jones, Stewart Boedecker, Chris Lopat.
Back Row: Ted Sproul, Brian Murphy, Jason Gibb, Glen Smith, Dan Brown.256
The Color Post in Karlen Quadrangle, reintroduced by the Classes of 1936 and 1986 after a hiatus of thirty years, was the
brainchild of then Puget Sound President Edward H. Todd and was founded by the Freshman class of 1916-17 on the old Sprague
Street campus. Moved to the new campus in 1924, the Color Post was a beloved campus tradition for over fourty years, until 1958,
when it was apparently stolen (Lutes are the prime suspects).
The original Post was a four-sided section of fir tree, about eight feet tall and shaped like the present Post. Each side was painted a
color representing one of the four basic values for which the University stands. Each entering class became a member of its own
“ quadrant” upon matriculation. As Doctor Todd put it in his History of the College of Puget Sound, “ thus, the marriage of Alumni
Association and Associated Student Body is consummated.”
Formal (and somewhat archaic) ceremonies were part of the Color Post tradition. Each fall the entering freshman class would file
past the Color Post. Once the ASB President and the President of the University were satisfied that the class members were
“ qualified” to enter the inner sanctum, the class would pass the Color Post and be welcomed into the student body. Similarly, a
ceremony was held each year at graduation, with another pass by the Color Post and a welcome into the Alumni Association. Again,
Dr. Todd: “ They, thus, have become a part of the great group from which a large majority of leaders are drawn for state, church, and
social life.”
The new Color Post, more enduring than the last, is meant to symbolize the values for which the original was intended. The
Alumni Association welcomes the Class of 1987 into its ranks with hearty congratulations on your graduation and the hard work it
required of you, and with the hope that you will stay involved with your Alma Mater through the programs and opportunities offered
you by your Alumni Association.
Well Done, Class Of ’87
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In theclutchgpwithexperience.
When it comes down to the big play, you go with the pro who’s been
there before.Sure hands, quick reflexes and a knowledge of the game.
It’s the same when you pick a financial institution. PugetSound Bank
has been making winning plays for generations. As the game has changed,
so have we, with the latest services and features.
So when you’re choosing your team, go
with the pros thatare picked to win. Year
afteryear‘ - ^Sound isour middle name.
@ Puget Sound Bank
Member FD.I.C.
TACOMA MALL
TACOMA MALL
TACOMA MALL
TACOMA MALL
TACOMA MALL
TACOMA MALL
TACOMA MALL
TACOMA MALL
it's worth repeating
Visit the largest shopping center In the Northwest
160 stores to serve you...
Weekends 10-9 ~ Saturday 10-6
Sunday 11 -6
Exit 132 from 1-5
THE UNIVERSITY
OF
PUGET SOUND
BOOKSTORE
A COMPLETE FULL SERVICE BOOKSTORE
SCHOOL SUPPLIES....GIFTS....CLOTHING....
GREETING CARDS....MAGAZINES....ART SUPPLIES....
SUNDRIES....CLASS RINGS....TEXTBOOKS....
TACOMA MALL CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
M DeBartolo CLASS OF 1987
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‘PROCTOR
'DISTRICT
TOB
PACIFIC
NORTHWESTscoot?
We specialize In
"Made m the Pacific Northwest Merchandise"
North 27th
and Proctor
Open 7 days a week
752-2242
Proctor St .
Proctor
District
sir sir
6th Hue
Union Rue
N. 26th
N. 30th
UPS
Jasminka
3820 North 26th St. Tacoma Wa 98407
(206) 752-8700
Contemporary and Ethnic Fashions
Large selection of beautiful and unusual jewelry
ALL AT MODERATE PRICES
•)
r<
3818 North 26th Tacoma, WA 98407
(206) 759-4680
A full service bookstore in the Proctor Shopping District
Owners:
Gail and Doug Goodman & Amy and Bruce Mann
PPiCes' s»!Stj
rm
1206) 759-0077
3903 NORTH 26TH
TACOMA, WA 98407
OLDEN HULE I RAVEL, INC.
Computerized Services
Air ~ Cars - Cruises ~ AmTrak ~ Hotels
(206) 752-1438
Group Tours Arranged
conveniently located within walking distance
2518 North Adams
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Takeadvantage of
themost versatile
checking account
system you’ll
find.
Anywhere.
It offers a choice of several different
accounts. A Personal Line of Credit.A money-
saving way to keep track of your checks, called
PhotoCheck. A HomeBanking service in case
you want to pay bills by phone.And a bank card that
lets you get to your money all overWashington, all
over the West, all over the country.
A First Interstate checking account can make bet¬
ter use of your money and give you the convenience you
need.So for a checking account that’s as flexible as you are,
stop by our Sixth and Union branch, located within walking
distance of campus.
p
0
00
First Interstate Bank
Sixth and Union Branch
3607 Sixth Avenue
593-5751
Member F.D.I.C.
TAVERN •
EATERY
611 N. Pine. Tacoma, WA 98406
272-3435
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THE UNIVERSITY
OF
PUGET SOUND
LOGGER CLUB
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE CLASS OF 1987
The Logger Club is an organization of Alums, Parents, and friends of the University of
Puget Sound whose purpose is the support of the university's intercollegiate athletic
program.
Membership in the Logger Club is a great way to keep in touch with your Alma Mater and
to contribute in a direct way to the success of Puget Sound athletic teams.
Bruno Photography
Portraits - Weddings- Commercial
U.P.S. Official Senior Portrait Studio
4544 So. Pine
475-5737 Tacoma , WA 98409
you
THE1987 TAMANAWAS STAFFWOULD LIKE TOTHANK ALLTHE ADVERTISERS
FOR SPONSORING THE UNIVERSITY YEARBOOK BY PLACING ADS IN THE
ANNUAL. IT IS WITH YOUR SUPPORTTHAT WE ARE ABLE TO PRODUCE MANY
FEATURES IN THIS BOOK.
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Wilson, Roberta 121
Wilson, Susan L. 48, 253
Winkler, John B.158, 159
Winkler, Maiko K.78, 85
Winkless, Danielle M. 48, 125
Winscott, Jim 151
Winter, Dave 246
Winter, Karin E. 249
Winter, Thomas A. 48, 165, 246
Wirth, Brace 170
Wiseman, Patricia L.78, 256
Witt, Kathy 82
Winner, Pamela K. 78, 247
Wittress, Cristine 78, 245, 250, 251
Woita, Deanne M. 49
Wolf, Brady L. 49, 18
Wolff, Kelly A. 245, 248
Wong, Kathleen Y. 78, 95
Wood, Alex K. 78, 95, 151
Wood, Ann 105
Wood, Derek P. 49, 86
Wood, Heather E. 49, 214
Woodhouse, Carolyn Ann 78
Woods, Laura A. 78
Woosley, David A.49
Wright, Jennifer J. 256
Wright, Robert D. 49, 125
Wright, Sarah A. 253
Wright, Timmie W. 18, 49,78
Wright, William C., Jr.78, 80
Wu, Patricia P. 125
Wunderly, Molly A. 49, 170, 247
Wylder, Leslie J. 78
Wyse, Heather L. 78, 253
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Yackey, Michael F. 79, 248
Yager, Elizabeth A.79, 86
Yallup, Wallace W.79
Yates, Melissa E. 49
Yearout, Vanette Renee 79, 245
Yen, Tracy 49
Yi,Su Y. 79
Yoder, Cara E. 93, 249
Young, Christopher 79
Young, David H. 172
Young, Kevin F. 79
Yulich, Joy 125
Zaccaro, Lora S. 243
Zanders, Reacheal A. 79, 86, 255
Zech, Donald 121,160
Zegzula, Henry D. 49
Zell, Adrienne L. 245
Zemquast, Benjamin A.79, 246
Ziegler, Harmon 123
Ziegler, Kelly D. 79, 80, 86, 87, 95
Ziels, Jeffrey A. 246
Ziels,Michaels. 79, 246
Zook, Greg A. 159, 255
Zwink,Karen S.79, 178
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Tamanawas was produced by students of The
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma,
Washington.
The"Vivid Impressions11 bode was printed by
Josten's Co. in Visalia, California on
eighty-pound, matte-finish, paper and
eighty-pound shadoweave in class sections.
The 9x12, 272 page bode was smyth sewn.
The cover is the design of student Paul
Uyehara. Endsheets were student designed
using a Macintosh Computer Times Font
shadowed and outlined in 14 point. Spot
colors were selected from Josten's process
color book. Grey screening in the book was
used in 10,30,60, and100 percentages.
Body type is Karinna 10 point, photo credits
6pt., and writer's credits 8pL Various fonts
were used for the 36pt. drop letters.
Endsheet and color section designed was by
the Editor, Copy Editor, and Media Adviser.
the
Associated Students of The University of
Puget Sound. Requests for a copy should be
addressed to1500 North Warner, University of
Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington, 98416.
Closing was designed by the Ads Manager.
The Tamanawas is copywrited by
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No doubt, the greatest impressions we will Iw of
Puget Sound will be those from special eremite and
unusual moments throughout the school year. Like
fraternity Beta Theta Pi when they moved their annual
Teeter-TottY-A-Thon in front of the SUB to the Union
Avenue meridian so that the North End community
could also watch the guys raise money. Or, when
someone lost the master set off keys to every door in
the SUB and the whole building had to be re-keyed. Or
even the Senate elections where there where so many
qualified candidates, people did not know who to vote
for. Whatever happened , students can recall a year of
events and fun that distinguishes 1986-87 from any
other year.
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Sp©©ial tliirnks to A©
Trail and Tamamawas
Staff pkotograplheirs.
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Along with spring cam® the “ fever” , that
unmistakable feeling, that urged students to
skip classes, take road trips, and put off
homework till after the sun went down. Some
made elaborate plans and went out of state or to
the coast, while others chose to venture to
Point Defiance or stay right her® on campus.
And as the semester closed, the typewriters
clicked and the laser writer printed and
students burned the midnight oil finishing case
reports, papers, and reading chapters that
should have been read weeks before. For some
the end of spring semester was just a temporary
end. But for those with cap and gowns, it was
a final goodbye. It was a time to pack up
bones, books, suit- cases, memories, and
Impressions
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IN CLOSING..*
Surely, this book was a miracle of creation. By the time we
survived deadlines and being together for over 5<Q>0 hours, we
managed to recreate as many Vivid Impressions on these pages as
possible. Hopefully, we were successful. Let me take that back...we
were successful.
Eleven people worked on 272 pages filled with photos, artwork,
and copy. We tried to capture the spirit of the year, the essence of
being a student during 1986-87.
Many thanks should be given to my staff for enduring my
hyperactivity during meetings and my weirdness during
deadline— there will never be moments like those. Thanks, Vance, for
taking over the Academics section with nothing to work with*, Kristen
and Bill, your positive attitude carried us through many trying hours;
and Carrie, 1 always wanted to do the sports section.
I have worked on The Tamanawas for three years and 1 must say,
this year has really been good for this publication. The leaders of
clubs and organizations were extra helpful in compiling material for
activities that happened, and the administration and staff cooperated
wonderfully. In addition, 1 commend the professionalism the SAE
fraternity showed towards the staff even when their group picture had
to be retaken five times!
Our “ Vivid Impressions* theme was the only one we could think
of— no, just kidding. The staff really wanted to give you a book
encompassing a lot of different things that happened at school. Vivid
Impressions could do just that. We were impressed by how long the
SUB renovation took, and how wonderful it looked when it was
done— great job Sue Yowell! Or, our new Food Service and all the
wonderful food choices we have. Well, I’m sure you can think of
more examples.
This year has been a great experience for me. I’ve met a lot of
people and have been excited to see the final edition of this book.
Believe me, it really has been a miracle.
Hope you enjoy your book,
QOYJAML.'Tft'
Andrea M. Bemadelli
1987 Editor
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